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Having just composed his first opera for Emperor Joseph II, Mozart asks if His Majesty is pleased:

Emperor: Well, my dear fellow, there are, in fact, only so many notes the ear can hear in the course of an evening... Your work is ingenious. It's quality work, and there are simply too many notes. That's all. Just cut a few and it will be perfect.

Mozart: Which few did you have in mind, Majesty?1

***

"Well, in our country," said Alice, still panting a little, "you'd generally get to somewhere else—if you ran very fast for a long time as we've been doing."

"A slow sort of country!" said the Queen. "Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that."2

INTRODUCTION

Picture a law professor's wistful dream—to be transported from office hours to a tropical paradise across the sea and crowned the benevolent monarch. This enlightened ruler has the wisdom to craft the perfect rule to fit any social problem. Each rule in the kingdom is cost-efficient, clear, and born only of good

1. This exchange is from a scene in the movie Amadeus. Amadeus (Orion Pictures Corp. 1984).

intention. All the monarch's subjects work diligently to comply with every rule, which should be easy because, after all, every rule is perfect. But even in this land of worthy sovereign and good-minded subjects, rules multiply as new social problems arise and old ones evolve.

Looking out across the domain one day, the professor-turned-monarch notices the accretion of rules and muses, "Does the number of rules matter?" His seasoned advisors point out the obvious—as the number of rules increases, the effort and information required to comply with them increase as well. But the monarch has something different in mind. Could it also be, he wonders, that as the number of efficient, clear, and institutionally valid rules increases, the collection of laws will not possess these qualities, although they are found in each individual law? Put another way, as rules multiply, does the quantity of rules affect the quality of the legal system itself? If so, the task of achieving full compliance may become more difficult and costly—not only because of the added effort and information needed to comply with the mounting rules, but also because of the ways in which the rules interrelate. And, if that is so, then the design of any one rule ought to take into account the other rules—each rule must be designed to operate within the system of rules.

Our hypothetical sovereign's quest for perfect rules is not new to legal theory. Over the last century, the proper design of rules has firmly rested as a cornerstone of legal scholarship. Duncan Kennedy described the "formal realizability" of regulations.\(^3\) Colin Diver sought to define the "optimal degree of regulatory precision."\(^4\) Carol Rose unearthed the "crystals and mud" of property law.\(^5\) And many other scholars have shed light on the multi-faceted trade-offs between rules and standards.\(^6\) Indeed, the design of rules runs to the very heart of our legal system. If ours is a nation based on the rule of law, then surely we should strive to craft effective rules that citizens can understand, regulators can enforce, and courts can apply.

Much of the scholarship in this field has focused on the administrative state. This emphasis is entirely fitting, for while rules promulgated by agencies have created obvious benefits, they have equally generated economic and liberty costs to regulated parties and society at large.\(^7\) In recent years, these costs have

---

7. Take air pollution regulations, for example:
been criticized by those marching under the broad banner of regulatory “reform,” with its clarion calls for greater deregulation and simplification of rules, and by those who argue in the alternative for increased use of “common sense,” “cooperative regulation,” and other forms of what is generally referred to as regulatory “reinvention.” But if, like Dante, one is foolhardy enough to descend into the lower circles of the regulatory reform and reinvention infernos, even without a guiding Virgil it soon becomes apparent that many of regulation’s critics have lumped together distinct concerns that require equally distinct solutions.

In fact, reformers and reinventors alike have bundled together at least three distinct critiques of rulemaking in the administrative state. The most prevalent alleged rule defect is inefficiency. As economists and others have pointed out, rules may prove socially harmful when total costs to society exceed total benefits. Inefficient regulations, they charge, reduce the resources available for socially important needs. This results in higher social costs, such as unemployment, poorer health, and lower standards of living. According to those who condemn the inefficiency of regulation, rules should justify their costs by providing equal or greater benefits.9 The second criticism of rulemaking in the

---

5. Regulatory controls have helped to produce substantial decreases in both the levels and emissions of major pollutants, including sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, lead, and nitrogen dioxide. Ambient concentrations of lead have decreased especially dramatically, declining eighty-five percent between 1975 and 1988; transportation emissions of lead decreased from 122.6 million metric tons in 1975 to 3.5 in 1986....

... [But equally,] the United States spent no less than $632 billion for pollution control between 1972 and 1985, and some studies suggest that alternative strategies could have achieved the same gains at less than one-fifth the cost.


8. For a discussion of a “common sense” approach, see, for example, Philip K. Howard, The Death of Common Sense: How Law Is Suzzocating America passim (1994); for cooperative regulation, see, for example, David B. Spence, Can the Second Generation Learn From the First? Understanding the Politics of Regulatory Reform, 29 Cap. U. L. Rev. 205, 218–20 (2001); for simplification, see, for example, Kendall L. Houghton & Walter Hellerstein, State Taxation of Electronic Commerce: Perspectives on Proposals for Change and Their Constitutionality, 2000 BYU L. Rev. 9, 50–52; for reinvention, see, for example, Daniel J. Fiorino, Rethinking Environmental Regulation: Perspectives on Law and Governance, 23 Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 441 passim (1999); Richard D. Stewart, A New Generation of Environmental Regulation?, 29 Capital U. L. Rev. 21 (2001).

9. On file with James Gattuso, Research Fellow in Regulatory Policy, Heritage Foundation. As Tom McGarity has described:

Other critics believed that agency personnel were not sufficiently analytical in thinking about regulation and its social impact. If internal agency decision-making procedures could apply comprehensive analysis to regulatory problems, agencies would reach more reasoned, and perhaps less burdensome, results. Regulatory reform, in this view, consisted of restructuring agency decision-making processes to include rational-thinking policy analysts, preferably with training in economics, to ensure appropriate sensitivity to the economic impact of regulatory efforts.

administrative state is complexity. One need not toil long in any regulatory field before finding that agencies often produce rules that are complicated, difficult to understand, ambiguous, or contradictory. As a result, it becomes difficult for a regulated party to know whether it is in compliance with a particular law. Those criticizing the complexity of regulation argue that rules should be more clear. The third critique is institutional and concerns the democratic deficit of the administrative state. Institutions creating regulations, critics charge, are not sufficiently accountable to voters and are too vulnerable to rent-seeking by special interests. Rules should be free of these institutional biases. Reformers promise to weed out the defective rules; reinventors promise that a new kind of regulatory state will avoid promulgating them in the first place.

During the past decade, these three critiques have provided a prolific source of legal scholarship. But they omit a fourth concern, which we shall explore in this Article. Our focus is on neither the efficiency of regulation, the complexity and indeterminacy of a particular rule, nor the institutional accountability of agencies. Rather, we are intrigued by the challenges presented by another attribute of the administrative state, one that is widely acknowledged but seldom considered—a problem we call “regulatory accretion.”

Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, 1985 DUKE L.J. 100 passim (arguing that Clean Air Act provisions allow the EPA to make some decisions without sufficient legislative guidance in the face of scientific uncertainty); Robert W. Hahn & John A. Hird, The Costs and Benefits of Regulation: Review and Synthesis, 8 YALE J. ON REG. 233 passim (1991) (synthesizing previous works on the costs and benefits of regulation and estimating the general impact of federal government regulations).


11. As Tom McGarity has observed:

Some of these critics argued that bureaucrats made bad decisions and tended to overregulate because they were not sufficiently accountable to the President, to Congress, and ultimately to the voters. Thus, to these critics, regulatory reform meant bureaucratic accountability. Prescriptions for improved accountability included more stringent presidential oversight of administrative rulemaking and broadened public participation in the rule-making process.

McGarity, supra note 9, at 1245. Dick Stewart has explained this in historical terms:

Madison identified the problem of factional domination in territorially limited government. The growth of the national regulatory welfare state, however, has spawned a new form of factional domination. By an irony of inversion, Madison’s centralizing solution to the problem of faction has produced Madison’s Nightmare: A faction-ridden maze of fragmented and often irresponsible micro-politics within the government. The post-New Deal constitutional jurisprudence of majoritarian politics has helped produce this result, because the demands for national regulatory and spending programs have outstripped the capacity of the national legislative process to make decisions that are accountable and politically responsive to the general interest. This has subverted the very premises of Madisonian politics.


12. “Accretion,” used frequently in geological contexts, means “an increase by natural growth or by gradual external addition; growth in size or extent.” RANDOM HOUSE WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY
Since the New Deal, and even before, regulatory law has grown massive, detailed, and encompassing. The sentiment, "there's too much law," surely rings true to both practitioners and regulated parties, but there is remarkably little scholarship delving into this glib cliché. Scholarly elaborations on "optimal precision" and "mud and crystals" explore the design of individual regulations—and are valuable in that sense—but they do not examine the systemic implications of regulatory accretion. As easy as it is to find quips in the literature decrying the accumulation of "too many rules," one searches in vain for principled analysis of the problem and its solutions.\(^\text{13}\)

Perhaps because accretion is so obvious a problem, it does not warrant further consideration. Or does it? Practitioners respond to the question with a resigned shrug of the shoulders and a lifted eyebrow, as if to say, "Sure, it's a problem, but that's the way it is." We argue, instead, that regulatory accretion warrants serious consideration in its own right. Accretion presents a different kind of problem than inefficiency, complexity, or institutional bias. It creates a separate type of challenge that has not, and will not, be addressed adequately by many of the entries in the current parade of proposed reforms and reinventions.

Part I of this Article describes the phenomenon of regulatory accretion from several perspectives. We start by using the hypothetical professor-turned-monarch to isolate regulatory accretion as an independent variable in the operation of regulatory systems, separate from the three conventional topics of administrative law scholarship—efficiency, clarity, and institutional accountabil-

\(^{13}\) (2d ed. 1997). Previous law review articles have also used accretion, and other geological terms, to describe the growth of environmental law. For example:

[Environmental law is the result of an additive process where layer upon layer is added to the preexisting strata as if guided by the laws of geology. There are occasional reductions in this cumulative mass (for example, the repeaters that are featured in high school civics classes), but they are far outnumbered by the additions, accretions, faults, folds, and fractures that mar the surface and shape the deep content of this legal world.]


The field's legal terrain likewise ranges broadly, from common law, constitutional issues, the subtle vagaries of multilayer statutory accretions and administrative quagmires to international and comparative law and contending theories of societal governance.


13. As a simple example, a LEXIS search of "too many regulations" turned up more than 300 articles; yet, beyond acknowledging the problem of regulatory growth, none of these articles took the next step and considered the problem in isolation. Articles on regulatory relief, public choice theory, and other topics often identify concerns over accretion, but accretion has yet to be considered on its own terms. We found only one article that considered the issue in depth. Written in 1977 by Bayless Manning, former Dean of Stanford Law School, the article focuses on "hyperlexis," the "pathological condition caused by an overactive law-making gland." Bayless Manning, *Hyperlexis: Our National Disease*, 71 NW. U. L. REV. 767 (1977). A short piece, the article sketches the dimensions of the problem and lays out a range of possible reforms, including greater use of cost-benefit analysis, sunset laws, program evaluation, and simplifying the law.
ity. To describe regulatory accretion, we then define a range of metrics, showing that over the last fifty years, regulatory growth has been the rule rather than the exception using virtually any measure. We also show why regulatory law theory suggests that we should expect accretion to be the dominant dynamic in regulatory systems, overwhelming any forces of “regulatory erosion.” We close Part I with evidence from a variety of sources, including a survey we conducted of attorneys practicing environmental law, that the regulatory community—both regulators and the regulated—perceives regulatory accretion as a significant factor in the prevalence of noncompliance and the thwarting of policy objectives.

Part II lays out our theory of how regulatory accretion, even of rules that are perfectly efficient, clear, and institutionally valid, increases noncompliance by changing the very quality of the operation of the regulatory system. Rules impose what we call information burdens and effort burdens on compliance behavior. These burdens have been the focus of most of the literature on regulatory compliance. The conventional view is that compliance is simply a matter of (1) investing the appropriate level of resources toward gathering the information needed to perform the tasks required to comply (information burden) and (2) performing those tasks (effort burden). However, accretion of rules introduces a third challenge to compliance, however, which we call system burdens.

System burdens arise from the collective operation of rules. Drawing from complex systems theory—the study of large systems of dynamically related agents—we explain how regulatory systems exhibit behaviors such as feedback, emergence, path dependence, and nonlinearity, all of which simultaneously produce overall system resilience and locally unpredictable and unstable outcomes in system behavior. Accretion of a complex system’s agents can amplify these system properties, changing the underlying character of the system itself. It is these qualitative effects on system behavior, principally local unpredictability and instability, which we equate with system burdens on regulatory law. Although overlooked in regulatory law theory, system burdens can confound an organization’s ability to comply even when it devotes sufficient resources to meeting all the information and effort burdens.

In Part III, we explore the practical implications of system burdens. There is always bound to be some residual or background noncompliance, what regulatory law theory calls “slippage.” Additional investment in enforcement and other means of influencing compliance behavior may chip away at this residual noncompliance, but it will not do so with equal success across the three forms of compliance burdens. Because it is not associated with discrete rules, noncompliance stemming from system burdens will be much harder to resolve than noncompliance related to effort and information. In regulatory fields that experi-

---

ence high levels of system burdens, such as environmental law, there will be high rates of noncompliance; and, more importantly, compliance itself may be difficult to translate into a tangible policy goal “payoff.” This combination can lead the regulated community to value compliance behavior less and to question the legitimacy of the system in general.

In Part IV, we offer observations about how regulatory law can respond to the problem of accretion. We describe the fallacy of rule-specific solutions that dominate conventional regulatory reform proposals, positing instead that any meaningful response must tap into system-level behaviors. Because of the focus in regulatory law and theory on efficiency, clarity, and institutional validity, conventional reform approaches generally describe problems in rule-specific terms; they posit that, by tweaking a few here and removing a few there, it is possible to fine-tune the regulatory system to eradicate undesired burdens on compliance. But like Emperor Joseph’s feeble suggestion that Mozart remove a few notes from his opera, it is not so easy to identify which rules to revise or remove so as to eradicate the system burdens that contribute to noncompliance (and other policy failures). Clearly, Mozart thought that every note in his symphony was perfect. Even if one could devise a regulatory system in which every rule in itself is perfect—efficient, clear, and institutionally pure—system burdens would arise, and regulatory reformers would stand in Emperor Joseph’s shoes. After all, which perfect rules should be removed?

Of course, no perfect rule should be removed. This is the ultimate paradox our model reveals: Although the number of rules in the administrative state may trigger system burdens that interfere with the very goals of regulation, the solution is not—it cannot be—to reduce the number of rules. Nor can selective tinkering solve the problem. Rather, as we explain in Part IV, the best strategy for managing system burdens is to evolve with them. Like the Red Queen, we can only hope to keep up; yet myopic attention to each rule will soon put us off pace in that race. Instead, the focus should be on building adaptive structures in the administrative system itself so as to take advantage of the system-wide nature of large, rule-based regimes. We show that the emerging body of literature on regulatory reinvention offers a promising foundation for adopting this approach through its focus on market-based, information-based, and performance-based regulatory instruments.

Indeed, regulatory reform and regulatory reinvention are often portrayed as joined at the hip, but we see them as fundamentally distinct. To be sure, both are born of the widespread sentiment that conventional “command-and-control” regulation has run its course in many fields. Professor Arnold Reitze sums up the mood in observing that “we cannot save the environment just by creating more regulations.” 15 True enough, but what do we do instead? If the future of environmental law and similar heavily regulated fields is not “more regula-

---

tions,” what is it? Regulatory reform uses instruments such as barriers to regulation and outright repeal to impede or reverse the tide of rule accretion and thereby relieve system burdens. It will not work because that agenda can be implemented only on a rule-specific level that has no hope of capturing and managing system-level effects. Unless we dismantle the regulatory system entirely, it will always exhibit system burdens. Regulatory reinvention, by contrast, holds the promise of changing the kinds of regulations that are promulgated, focusing on regulatory designs that recognize the system-level dynamics of regulation and realize their properties of resilience and sustainability. With that objective in mind, our model of regulatory accretion offers not only original insights into why deregulation and other blunt instruments of regulatory reform offer little promise as a comprehensive strategy, but also, and more importantly, a central principle on which to design the next generation of regulation.

I. UNDERSTANDING REGULATORY ACCRETION

Many cogent policy proposals have been offered to resolve the conventional critiques of rules in the administrative state described above. Proponents of efficiency have argued, most visibly in the Contract with America, that greater attention should be devoted to cost-benefit analysis and risk assessment in screening rules to ensure that our resources flow efficiently to address the greatest risks.16 Complexity critics call for greater use of plain language and common sense in drafting, as well as information hotlines and other outreach efforts.17 Concerns over democratic accountability have been addressed through greater use of negotiated regulations and stakeholder engagement.18 In practice, these cures have proven limited and may even cause their own ills, but they at least hold the potential to cure their respective maladies.

With respect to accretion, however, policy approaches seem to be operating at the level of leeches and bloodletting. The gauntlet of review requirements for major regulations makes it more costly to promulgate rules and therefore should help to curb accretion—but this approach is indirect at best.19 Direct initiatives to cull regulations have been abject failures.20 While the road to Washington is littered with campaign pledges to get government off people’s backs and reduce the number of rules agencies promulgate, no one has come up with a good way to do this. Why the repeated failures?

17. See, e.g., Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1234–35.
20. See infra text accompanying notes 47–60.
We believe the reason this relentless accretion of rules merits serious consideration is the effect it has on the system of rules. To appreciate why, consider a simple thought experiment of a reinvented administrative state that promulgates only smart rules. Imagine, once again, a hypothetical professor-turned-monarch ruling in a “Regulatory Kingdom”—a ruler whose every decree satisfies the three core concerns described above: inefficiency, complexity and institutional bias. Our Regulatory Kingdom thus has three boundary conditions that apply to each rule considered individually. First, each and every rule is efficient, with a favorable cost-benefit ratio. Second, every rule is clear, with no ambiguity or uncertainty over its requirements. And third, each rule is developed in a transparent process, responding to public concerns rather than reflecting the biases of agency or special interests. As a result of these conditions, inefficient, unclear, or institutionally defective laws are either never promulgated or quickly removed from the statute books.

This may seem an ideal situation, attractive to regulatory reformers of all colors and stripes. But is it possible that our system of efficient, clear, and institutionally valid rules will not possess these same qualities found in each individual law? Put another way, it is reasonable to assume that most actors are subject to more than one law and thus perceive regulatory law as a system of requirements, prohibitions, and allowances. So the real question is not whether the actor believes any individual law meets the three conditions, but whether the system as a whole meets them.

As the number of rules increases, the effort and information to comply surely increases, but we suggest a qualitative change occurs as well. If the number of laws were to double overnight how much harder would it be to ensure compliance? Would we not expect the addition of new rules to influence existing rules, and how the regulated community responds?

Paradoxically, even in a system comprised of individually perfect rules—rules that satisfy the three qualities of efficiency, clarity, and freedom from institutional bias—accretion can change the very nature of how the overall system of rules operates. In a quantum effect, the sheer number or mass of rules may itself create conditions that, despite good faith efforts, hinder full compliance and impede the ability of government to demonstrate its efficient delivery of regulation’s purported benefits. Doubling the number of rules may

21. This paradox is distinct from the problem caused when the desire for specificity and clarity in rules—qualities that ought to assist regulated parties in knowing what is expected of them—leads to rules that become so detailed as to become incapable of being comprehended or administered. Duncan Kennedy has called this the problem of “reverse administrability.” Conversation with Duncan Kennedy, Carter Professor of General Jurisprudence, Harvard University Law School (Mar. 12, 2000). Our concern is whether the number of rules in the system affects the operation of the system, independent of the content of the rules.

22. Of course, if we relax the boundary conditions even slightly, any such system-wide failure effect is amplified. If a fair number of individual laws are even slightly unclear, slightly cost inefficient or slightly overbroad, the cumulative system-wide failure effect can be quite significant. We assume for
more than double the efforts needed to ensure compliance. Taking environmental law as an example, which we shall do throughout this article, the net result of regulatory accretion may be that many regulated entities do not know—and cannot ensure practically—that they are fully in compliance. Nor can such entities easily and directly identify how their compliance serves a particular policy goal. Regulatory law rests on the fundamental premise that enforcement of rules and facilitation of compliance behavior can close this gap; yet noncompliance remains a significant, seemingly intractable residual in many fields of regulation.\textsuperscript{23} Importantly, we suspect that regulatory accretion may account for a significant amount of the noncompliance experienced in environmental law, which, as we shall show, is surprisingly prevalent.

If this “good faith noncompliance” does indeed occur (and this certainly

\begin{quote}
our purposes that such individual failures can be identified and corrected; again, our interest is in whether the number of rules in the system matters and, if so, what to do about it.

\textsuperscript{23} For example, a 1996 survey of corporate counsel at major firms found that two-thirds believed their businesses had operated in violation of environmental laws at some time during the prior year. Nearly 70% did not believe absolute compliance was achievable. Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1202 (citing Marianne Lavelle, \textit{Environmental Vise: Law, Compliance}, NAT`L L.J., Aug. 30, 1993, at S1).

“Among major facilities in five industrial sectors, the rate of noncompliance with Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements is approximately 40%.” Joel A. Mintz, \textit{Scrutinizing Environmental Enforcement: A Comment on a Recent Discussion at the AALS}, 30 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 10,639, 10,640 (2001). Startlingly:

Noncompliance has also been a serious problem with respect to water pollution. For example, some twenty years after the passage of the Clean Water Act, roughly 10,000 dischargers still had no permits whatsoever, twelve to thirteen percent of major private and municipal sources were in a “Significant Noncompliance” status during a single three-month period alone, and another five percent of industrial sources avoided that status only because they were already on extended compliance schedules. The situation was even worse for companies discharging into sewage systems rather than waterways; thirty-five percent were in “significant” violation of discharge standards. Even the more optimistic estimates of compliance are in the seventy-five percent range, which is not at all discreditable but does mean that a quarter of sources are noncomplying in some respect.

Farber, supra note 14, at 304–05; see also Mike Ferullo, \textit{30 Percent of Large Facilities Violated Their Permits in Past 15 Months, Group Says}, 33 Envtl. Rep. (BNA) 1765 (Aug. 9, 2002) (study of Clean Water Act permit violations based on facility self-reporting records). Similarly, in a controversial report released late in 2002, the U.S. Public Interest Research Group claimed that more than 5000 of the major facilities regulated under the Clean Water Act (81% of the total)—those discharging more than one million gallons of wastewater per day—released more pollutants into water bodies than allowed under their Clean Water Act permits. See PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP, \textit{In Gross Violation: How Polluters are Flooding America’s Waterways with Toxic Chemicals}, at 3 (Oct. 2002), available at http://www.uspirg.org/reports.

Another measure of the prevalence of noncompliance is the staggering level of enforcement activity in which the Environmental Protection Agency engages. In its fiscal year 1999, for example, the EPA initiated a combined 3935 administrative and civil enforcement actions. It obtained $61.5 million in criminal fines, $141.2 million in civil penalties, and $3.4 billion in injunctive relief involving the correction of violations, the highest ever. See U.S. EPA, \textit{OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE, ANNUAL REPORT ON ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 1999} 5–7 (2000). The next year the agency initiated over 6000 enforcement actions and collected $122 million in criminal fines and $102 million in civil fines. See Press Release, U.S. EPA, EPA Releases FY 2000 Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Data (Jan. 19, 2001), \textit{available at} http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf (last visited May 14, 2003).
was our personal experience when we worked in the private sector),\textsuperscript{24} then the problem of accretion deserves some clear thinking because it presents a different type of challenge than inefficiency, complexity, or institutional failure. To date, the conventional approaches to regulatory reform have been regulation-specific. The concerns of efficiency, clarity, and accountability operate on—and can be addressed at—the level of discrete rules. But one cannot predictably influence a system-wide effect by tinkering with individual rules. In our imaginary Regulatory Kingdom, for example, all laws are already “perfect laws.”\textsuperscript{25} Nonetheless, as we describe herein, the Regulatory Kingdom may yet suffer from too much of a good thing. Without attending to the systemic features that accretion introduces, even a system of individually perfect laws eventually generates imperfections that will defy easy cures.

As a result, our inquiry must turn to addressing the problem of “too much law.” Even this deceptively simple description rests atop questions with no obvious answers. What do we mean when we say there is too much law? How do we get too much law? Is accretion inevitable? Why is this a problem? What are the consequences of this situation for the regulators and the regulated community? And what should be done about it?

In this Article, we explore each of these questions.\textsuperscript{26} We begin doing so in this section by examining the problem of “too much law” from three perspectives. First, from the quantitative perspective, we describe metrics to define how much law there is, and we show that regulatory law is growing by leaps and bounds. Second, from a qualitative perspective, we show that regulatory theory predicts the tendency toward accretion of rules rather than stasis or erosion. Finally, from a cognitive perspective, we examine the perceptions of regulators and the regulated community regarding the effects that accretion has on compliance performance and policy performance.

\textsuperscript{24} Prior to entering academia, both authors worked extensively with regulated parties. J.B. Ruhl was a partner at Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP, and Jim Salzman was European Environmental Manager at S.C. Johnson Wax.

\textsuperscript{25} This way of framing the problem demonstrates that Occam’s Razor (simply eliminating the most troublesome rules) is not the solution. We would not want to remove a perfect law from the imperfect system. Our three premises imply that Occam’s Razor is already satisfied; and, as noted above, the scholarship and proposed reforms (perhaps out of necessity) have been regulation-specific.

\textsuperscript{26} In previous work, one of us has examined the contribution that a burgeoning number of rules, along with other factors, makes generally to the rise of systemic burdens on the ability of the administrative state to achieve policy goals efficiently. See J.B. Ruhl & Harold J. Ruhl, Jr., The Arrow of the Law in Modern Administrative States: Using Complexity Theory to Reveal the Diminishing Returns and Increasing Risks the Burgeoning of Law Poses to Society, 30 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 405 (1997). In this Article we develop a more robust model for describing the accretion of rules as a discrete, independent variable influencing the legitimacy of the administrative state’s system of rules, with particular attention to the practical effects on the ability of regulated parties to comply and on the government to demonstrate the policy benefits of compliance. We also show how practical solutions to this problem must rely on system-level institutional reform rather than on the removal or redesign of specific rules.
A. METRICS

The sentiment that "there's too much law" resonates throughout the popular book, The Death of Common Sense, and most other critiques of the administrative state. The meaning of this criticism seems self-evident—for lack of a better phrase, there are simply "too many damn rules." Worse still, their number seems to keep growing. As Robert Kagan colorfully puts it:

In contemporary democracies positive law, the law on the books, proliferates extremely rapidly—so rapidly that it confounds our attempts to find out, in any systematic way, what is actually going on. Like Lewis Carroll's Red Queen, we seem to run faster and faster only to keep from falling further behind. The ecological outlook in the Amazon may be troubled, but the number of species in the legal rainforest keeps multiplying.

Lawyers who practice in heavily regulated fields express similar frustrations, but what exactly do such critiques mean? How should we unpack the phrase "too much law" to make it a useful description rather than a curse?

Increasing the number of rules can confer important benefits. Moreover, at a certain level, it is consistent with the basic theory behind our governmental system. As Peter Strauss has noted:

Agency administration is aided when central officials can advise responsible bureaucrats how they should apply agency law. Citizens are better off if they can know about these instructions and rely on agency positions, with the assurance of equal treatment such central advice permits, than if they are remitted to the discretion of local agents and to 'secret law.'

29. In this regard, Bayless Manning's incisive description in 1977 bears reading today:
A fair amount of talk is to be heard these days in many and diverse circles about the need to get rid of "overregulation." Most of this talk assumes, or implies, that "overregulation" is a unitary thing, that it is the nefarious product of ambitious bureaucrats or crypto-socialists, and that it can be cured by a few bold surgical strikes of deregulation. The facts are quite otherwise. Regrettably, hyperlexis is a subtle illness; its forms are many and its causes are multiple.

Manning, supra note 13, at 770.
30. For the purposes of this Article, we use the term “rule" broadly to include statutory, promulgated, legislative, and nonlegislative, rules (though not norms).
Both sorts of guidance, understandably, were earnestly sought out by those the Commission regulated and greatly influenced their conduct. From an internal perspective the guidance also contributed to the discipline of staff action, its predictability and regularity. Comparable practices and proportions, in response to similar levels of public demand for guidance and central agency interest in controlling a farflung staff, can be found at many, if not all
But there can be too much of a good thing. Inherent in the phrase “too much law,” are the earlier states of “not enough law” and, to paraphrase Goldilocks, “just the right amount.” As with the best temperature for porridge, though, the optimal level of regulation depends on the taster.\textsuperscript{32}

But how does one measure the number of rules? As Frederick Schauer once noted, “the question, ‘What is one rule?’ is often complex, and one reason why the enterprise of individuating rules is important.”\textsuperscript{33} Because our interest is in the effect of rules on compliance, one way to individuate rules would be to consider the degree of specificity with which an enforcement agency would be required to plead its claim before a tribunal against an alleged violator of a rule. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency surely would need to state its case more particularly than, “Party X violated the Clean Air Act.” In other words, the agency must show that a discrete act or omission failed to meet a discrete regulatory compliance requirement, as in “On April 3, Party X emitted into the air y pounds of Pollutant from Facility in violation of regulation 321.456(a)(1), which allows only z pounds from facilities like Facility under conditions that applied on that day.” For Party X, the agency, and the tribunal, that is the rule at issue. It is the aggregation of such rules that motivates our interest in the effects of regulatory accretion. Hence, our working definition of regulatory accretion is “the progressive increase in the number of discrete regulatory compliance requirements.”

Of course, it is hard to measure the number of rules even with this metric. At any given moment, Party X is subject to an array of discrete compliance requirements. In theory, Party X should be able to identify and count such requirements. For some companies, the number is very high. For example, the former Vice President for Health and Environmental Issues at Occidental Petroleum stated that at one refining plant at his company there were “several hundred thousand regulatory transactions per year.”\textsuperscript{34} It is hard to tell whether

\textsuperscript{32} James R. Elkins stated:

There are questions disciplines cannot answer. Regardless of the methodological care and sophistication of the social sciences, regardless of how rigidly economic and scientific we may try to be about pricing costs and benefits, no economic, mathematical, quantitative equation is going to provide good answers about how much law, or what quality environment, we can afford. Do we need less law or more, fewer environmentalists or more? We will need all the stories we can get and more to answer these questions.

\textsuperscript{33} Frederick Schauer, Playing by the Rules: A Philosophical Examination of Rule-Based Decision-Making in Law and in Life 119 n.9 (1991).

\textsuperscript{34} Mintz, supra note 23, at 10,645 (quoting Ernie Rosenberg, former Vice President for Health and Environmental Issues at Occidental Petroleum). Rosenberg defined regulatory transactions as “any things you would install or do, changes you would make, etc., that have a regulatory consequence.” Id.
this figure is an exaggeration—or how big an exaggeration—because the number of discrete compliance requirements in his highly regulated industry has not been quantified. If, as with solidified lava flows, one could freeze the accumulation of rules that the administrative state produced at any instant in the past twenty years, the absolute number of discrete compliance requirements would probably be quite large by any standard. However, we know of no attempt actually to count them.

There may be readily available proxies, though. For example, one might use costs of compliance as a proxy. It was estimated that in 2000 the cost of regulatory compliance in the United States would exceed $720 billion. As Chart 1 demonstrates, this figure has increased significantly over time. However, using this figure as the metric of regulatory accretion is problematic because a small number of rules could impose immense compliance costs (thus a cost concern of efficiency rather than accretion) or be so complicated as to require extensive legal advice to understand what they mean (a cost problem of complexity rather than accretion). The cost of compliance, therefore, is too broad and uncorrelated a measure for our purposes.

More directly, one could measure the growth of textual representations of rules, such as the number of pages in the Federal Register. This publication, however, is a better measure of federal government activity than of the number of rules because it includes more than just proposed and final rules; but the two

35. Notes on file with James Gattuso, Research Fellow in Regulatory Policy, Heritage Foundation (citing Thomas D. Hopkins, Regulatory Costs in Profile, 31 J. Pol'y Sci. 301, 304 (1998)).
are surely related. In 1998, the Federal Register was 68,571 pages long and, given the trend shown in Chart 2, it will likely continue to grow.

CHART 2: Federal Register Pages

One could improve this metric by tracking the annual growth of only those pages in the Federal Register that are dedicated to final rules (Chart 3). This, too, is a crude measure because, in an effort to ward off allegations of arbitrary and capricious rulemaking, agencies write detailed Summary and Supplemental Information sections, which are often longer than the rule they accompany.

Another measure of accretion may be found in the Unified Agenda of Federal Regulations, the semiannual report of rules under consideration by agencies

---


37. See supra note 35.

38. For examples of semiannual agendas see 67 Fed. Reg. 32,981 (May 13, 2002) (Department of Defense); 67 Fed. Reg. 34,253 (May 13, 2002) (Surface Transportation Board). As discussed below, it is worth noting that even if the annual number of proposed rules has increased only slightly over the
and departments. As Chart 4 demonstrates, since 1984, roughly 8000 to 9000 rules have been considered each year. The chart does not indicate how many rules were ultimately adopted.

A problem common to the foregoing metrics is that they do not directly account for net accretion. Because it takes a new rulemaking to revise or repeal an existing rule, a massive deregulation effort could lead to an upward swing in the number of rules reported in the Federal Register or Unified Agenda. Of course, that trend could not persist indefinitely because eventually there would be no rules left to repeal. But in any given year what matters for purposes of studying accretion is the number of rules added versus the number of rules removed.

To close this hole in the search for a suitable metric, one can turn to the jaw-dropping evidence from the Code of Federal Regulations, the repository of the federal government’s agency and department final regulations in place at any given moment (Chart 5). Since 1970, it has more than doubled in size, from just under 60,000 pages to 134,723 pages in 1998, occupying nineteen feet of shelf space. This trend holds true for statutes at the federal and state level, as

---

39. See supra note 35 (citing data provided by the Office of Federal Register). “In 1900, there was no federal income tax. A century later, this tax has given rise to 684 forms and 17,000 pages of statutes and regulations.” Ellickson, supra note 36, at 105.
well as for nonlegislative rules.\textsuperscript{40}

This final measure is also imperfect because the problems associated with “too much law” may not turn simply on the sheer number of rules.\textsuperscript{41} Because

\textsuperscript{40} According to Ellickson, in 1928, the unannotated version of the United States Code appeared in two tall volumes that totaled six inches in width. Ellickson, \textit{supra} note 36, at 105. The 1988 version of the unannotated Code included twenty-nine volumes that spanned six feet, a twelve-fold increase. \textit{Id.}


Most states and the federal government document the impact of initiatives by counting the number of rules or pages of regulation the government eliminates. Such a measure is not meaningful because the repeal of a rule may not change the behavior of regulators. The legislature, for example, may repeal a rule, and the agency may consolidate its requirements with existing regulations. Although the state reduces the absolute number of rules, the overall level of regulation remains the same. Florida, for example, defines a rule as a “rule section” of the Florida Administrative Code. Florida could, in theory, reduce the number of regulations by simply merging sections of the Administrative Code. California, New York, and Virginia are
rules vary in length depending on their type, any page-counting approach cannot address that point.

Despite their various shortcomings, perhaps it is best to think of these different proxy measures as imperfect views of the same dynamic—a policy wonk's version of Monet's paintings of haystacks or the Rouen Cathedral. By any measure, there are a lot of rules, and their numbers are steadily growing. The important question, then, is why?

B. GEOLOGY

The preceding section provided evidence for the seemingly obvious proposition that regulatory accretion is happening, and furthermore, as an empirical matter, it seems to operate as a one-way ratchet, increasing over time rather than decreasing or remaining in the same position. While perhaps self-evident and consistent with the popular view, the one-way ratchet metaphor is nevertheless problematic. Why should regulatory accretion be uni-directional? Just as with Jared Diamond's seemingly ridiculous question of why the Incas did not invade

the only states that attempt to accurately document the economic impact of some regulatory changes.

Id. 42. Eugene Bardach and Bob Kagan suggested this analogy in their thorough study of regulation: "[W]e might liken these forces to a toothed ratchet wheel that allows regulation to turn toward greater stringency from time to time, but then locks it in place, preventing any downward movement except for an occasional notch or two when political antiregulation pressures are intense." Eugene Bardach & Robert A. Kagan, Going by the Book: The Problem of Regulatory Unreasonableness 185–86 (1982).

43. See, e.g., Donald Kennedy, Legislate in Haste, Repent at Leisure, 294 Sci. 745, 745 (2001) (expressing the view that “Congress, having taken a particular course, has great difficulty in reversing it”).
Spain instead of the other way around, there are useful insights to be gained by asking why accretion does not reverse or reach equilibrium over time. Surely, there are examples of agencies taking action to decrease the number of rules. In addition, at some point in the future, there must be some type of homeostatic mechanism to protect the legal system from collapsing under its own weight. What is the counter-dynamic at work? Just as the islands of the Outer Banks were crafted by geological accretion and the Grand Canyon was carved by the opposing forces of erosion, so, too, clash the opposing dynamics of regulatory erosion and regulatory accretion.

1. Regulatory Erosion

If we return to our mythical Regulatory Kingdom, recall that it produces laws that individually are optimal in terms of (1) efficiency, (2) clarity, and (3) institutional validity. No matter what foundations this system uses—common law or public law, democratic or totalitarian—it will at various points be necessary to generate new laws to deal with new situations that the existing laws do not handle satisfactorily. But there is no way, a priori, to know whether such a system will grow or shrink in terms of whatever metric of accretion we use.

Systems theory tells us that a complex system will reach a state of dynamic equilibrium over time, in which a balance between agents of change is maintained until perturbed by external events. For example, when sand is added to the top of a sand pile on a tray, the pile does not grow indefinitely. Instead, once the edges of the pile reach the edges of the tray, sand migrates down the sides of the pile, sometimes one grain at a time and sometimes in sloughs, and rolls off the edge of the tray. The pile looks stable but is actually quite dynamic. One can reasonably expect this process to occur in complex regulatory systems as well—as new rules come on line, outdated or inefficient rules are removed, and the overall mass of rules remains constant. The three major forces that might lead to the regulatory erosion necessary to maintain this dynamic equilibrium are culling, deregulation, and ossification.

a. Culling. The first is culling. If the system of laws is like the sand pile, then as new rules are added to the system we should expect the total number of rules eventually to reach some approximately stable number, with new rules entering the system at roughly the same pace that existing rules exit. In practical terms, our lawmaking system must be as efficient at culling outmoded rules as it is at promulgating new rules. It must identify laws that are no longer necessary either because the situations for which they were devised no longer happen, as in

45. See PER BAK, HOW NATURE WORKS passim (1996). For more on complex systems theory, see infra notes 156–215 and accompanying text.
46. See BAK, supra note 45, at 2, 49–64.
Holmes's description of "survivals," or because better rules have taken their place. However, as Mozart rashly pointed out to Emperor Joseph II, the challenge lies in determining which rules to remove. In a sand pile, gravity does all the work. But what principles shall we apply to know which rules to cull?

To be sure, there has been no shortage of initiatives to cull regulations. In the Clinton Administration, for example, the Environmental Protection Agency boasted that it was:

[R]eexamining all environmental regulations and reporting requirements now in place in order to simplify and streamline them, and to reduce the time and costs associated with them, without compromising public health or the environment. For example, last February the President announced that all Federal agencies would conduct a line-by-line review of their regulations and then eliminate those that were obsolete or redundant. EPA is proposing to delete more than a thousand pages from the Code of Federal Regulations or more than 10 percent of the pages currently devoted to EPA regulations.

The first Bush Administration had also asked agencies to review and remove redundant or unnecessary regulations. Governors have asked the same of state

47. See Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., The Common Law 35–36 (1881).
48. Culling initiatives have strong historical roots:

[T]he idea of permanent expert agencies to look after the update of the law had long preceded Weber and Pound. It was present, for example, in the suggestions of codifiers Jean-Marie Portalis in 1804 and Charles Dewey Day in 1866 for the creation of some official institution to keep up with the necessary revisions to the Civil Codes of France and Lower Canada respectively. Indeed, the very idea of commissioning experts to codify the law has close affinities with that of commissioning experts to reform the law. Substantive improvement of the law, or at a minimum, the purging of contradiction, obsolescence, and confusion, is never far from the surface in any codification debate.

... With the proliferation of legislation overturning particular common law doctrines, often at the behest of political progressives, jurists (including many of these same progressives) began to look for new official institutions to redeem law's promise of systemic rationality. Hence the motive for creating free-standing Law Reform Commissions—whether official or, like the American Law Institute, unofficial—comprised of disinterested experts undertaking both doctrinal and empirical studies of large segments of the law of a given political jurisdiction.

Roderick A. Macdonald, Recommissioning Law Reform, 35 Alberta L. Rev. 831, 835–37 (1997) (footnotes omitted). The codification movement in the nineteenth century, for example, sought to synthesize the common law, as well as statutory provisions, into a logically arranged code. One scholar describes the efforts of the most celebrated codifier, David Dudley Field, as "the restatement of the existing law, cutting off its excrescences, [and] amending it to meet modern conditions." Alison Reppy, The Field Codification Concept, in David Dudley Field: Centenary Essays 30 (Alison Reppy ed., 1949).


agencies as well.\textsuperscript{51} Nine states require periodic regulatory review.\textsuperscript{52} Three states have also adopted "sunset provisions," requiring the removal of laws after a fixed period of time and forcing reconsideration before they are adopted again.\textsuperscript{53} The results of these initiatives, though, have been decidedly mixed.\textsuperscript{54}

\textit{b. Deregulation.} A more direct, though blunt, instrument of regulatory erosion is deregulation—the large-scale removal of rules. Examples include the dismantling of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Office of Technology Assessment, the deregulation of airlines, and the "simplified" Tax Code of 1986. While deregulatory initiatives are generally based on economic rationales (removal of high-cost, low-impact rules),\textsuperscript{55} they also counteract regulatory accretion. Such deregulatory efforts have been the exception, however, rather than the rule. While the Reagan administration had a reputation for deregulation, over two terms it ended only four regulatory programs.\textsuperscript{56} Similarly,

\begin{quote}
[\textit{T\textregistered}he \textit{first} Bush administration tried to get rid of 246 small items (most of them not full-scale programs but projects and grants and the like) and speared only eight. President Clinton's hard-won 1993 budget deal managed to eliminate only forty-one small programs, worth a total of about $1.3 billion, or less than one-thousandth of the budget—even though Clinton, unlike Bush, was working with a Congress that his party controlled.\textsuperscript{57}
\end{quote}

The Republican-controlled 105th Congress did not fare much better, terminating about 200 programs and agencies that accounted for only one-quarter of one

\textsuperscript{51} In 1995, for example, incoming Florida Governor Lawton Chiles challenged state agencies to eliminate all unnecessary rules. The state's administrative branch responded by repealing more than 5,000 rules, only to begin immediately promulgating hundreds of new regulations to implement new and existing laws. \textit{See} Jim Rossi, \textit{The 1996 Revised Florida Administrative Procedure Act: A Survey of Major Provisions Affecting Florida Agencies}, 24 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 283, 287 (1997).

\textsuperscript{52} \textit{See} Hahn, \textit{supra} note 41, at 882.

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.} at 882.

\textsuperscript{54} \textit{See id.} at 882--83 (citing Indiana, New Jersey and Tennessee as examples).

\textit{States do not always comply with requirements for review of existing regulations. An Illinois statute, for example, requires agencies to review all rules at least every 5 years. Agencies have not, however, completed a review in over a decade. The legislative committee responsible for enforcement cited a lack of staff and funds as the reason for its negligence. Options to improve compliance include stricter statutory language and the establishment of effective oversight mechanisms. ... In Tennessee, the legislature routinely votes to eliminate the expiration date of the sunset provision, defeating its original purpose. New Jersey requires the expiration of all rules within 5 years of adoption. If an agency wishes to continue enforcement of the rule, it can reinstate it by complying with the extensive analysis and review requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act. New Jersey has not, however, assessed whether this requirement has increased the efficiency and efficacy of regulation.}

\textit{Id.} at 882.


\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.}
percent of the budget.\textsuperscript{58}

It is worth noting, as well, that deregulation may not result in a significant reduction of rules. Indeed, over the longer term, deregulation can actually increase the number of rules. As Susan Rose-Ackerman has observed:

Deregulation of one area of the economy may itself produce the need for more regulation someplace else. In moving toward a more competitive situation in one dimension, bottlenecks and market imperfections in other dimensions may become newly relevant. \ldots

\ldots In short, deregulation in one area often requires new regulation and oversight someplace else.\textsuperscript{59}

Nor, given the Enron, savings and loan, and other scandals in the wake of deregulation, is it clear this is an effective policy.\textsuperscript{60}

c. Ossification. The term “ossification” refers to the increasing costs and rigidity of the rulemaking process caused by extensive pre-promulgation requirements for the analysis and justification of individual rules.\textsuperscript{61} These restrictions make rulemaking more expensive, and, one would expect, lead to fewer rules.\textsuperscript{62}

Ossification evolved through actions by all three branches of government. For instance, the “hard look” doctrine of the D.C. Circuit in the early 1970s

\textsuperscript{58} Id. The reason for the seeming invulnerability of these programs and agencies lies in the political economy of regulation and is further explored infra notes 92–104.


\textsuperscript{60} Deregulation can result in what one author has termed a “patch-work world,” where:

[There will be some deregulation, some unchanged regulation, and some re-regulation. \ldots

\ldots [In this manner,] “the two poles [regulation and deregulation] may, in a perverse way, meet. If, as seems likely, complete deregulation is not politically feasible, and if certain types of regulations—‘self-regulation,’ for example, or those that serve particularly powerful constituencies—are much more resistant to removal, the net effect of a blind drive to deregulate everything may be a much less conspicuous, and perhaps reduced, level of regulation with substantially more harmful net effects.”


\textsuperscript{62} See Strauss, \textit{supra} note 31, at 808 (“The notorious ossification of notice-and-comment rulemaking in recent years, a response to the minority of regulations having major economic impact, has greatly increased its cost at the same time as agencies have experienced increasing stringency in the resources available to them. The more costly it becomes to generate regulations, and the fewer resources agencies have available to pay those costs, the greater will be the temptation to find other means to generate policy—shortcutting a desirable, even necessary public process.”).
contributed to much more thorough recordkeeping and justification of agency decisions.\textsuperscript{63} While judicial requirements for additional process were rebuked in \textit{Vermont Yankee},\textsuperscript{64} agencies realized that unless their actions were adequately justified in a comprehensive record, these actions might be remanded back to them as arbitrary and capricious.\textsuperscript{65}

Congress has also required greater pre-decisional review and justification of agency actions. The best-known example is the National Environmental Policy Act, which requires environmental impact statements for major federal actions that significantly affect the human environment.\textsuperscript{66} Similarly, the Regulatory Flexibility Act requires agencies to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis for any rule that may have an important economic impact on a significant number of small businesses.\textsuperscript{67} The Paperwork Reduction Act requires agencies to assess the impacts of their reporting and recordkeeping requirements, while the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act requires analysis if agency rules impose financial obligations on states or local government over $100 million.\textsuperscript{68} Thus, rulemaking, which was conceived as a more efficient way of governing than trial-type administrative hearings, has accumulated its own procedural baggage and costs.\textsuperscript{69}

Presidents also have imposed pre-promulgation analysis requirements on agencies through executive orders. President Reagan’s Executive Order 12,291\textsuperscript{70} required cost-benefit analysis for major rules;\textsuperscript{71} Executive Order 12,988 requires agencies to review their laws and regulations to ensure they minimize

\textsuperscript{63} See, e.g., Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971) (requiring that agencies provide evidence to the court of their decisionmaking processes).
\textsuperscript{65} \textsc{Richard Pierce et al., Administrative Law and Process} 380–86 (3d ed. 1999).

This [rulemaking] process, originally conceived of as a streamlined alternative to the use of trial-like hearings to make policy, has become more complex and resource intensive in recent years, as new analytical requirements have been imposed to assure that major regulations are well-planned and socially beneficial, and as requirements for public participation have increased.

\textsuperscript{71} A major rule is defined as one having an annual economic impact of $100 million or more. 5 U.S.C § 804(2) (2000).
litigation; and Executive Order 12,898 requires agencies to make achieving environmental justice part of their mission and, in particular, "to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law," identify and address disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority and low-income populations.

These requirements—as well as others too numerous to mention—supplement the notice-and-comment requirements for legislative rulemaking prescribed under the Administrative Procedure Act. Their stated goal is to ensure that the agency fully considers the possible impacts of its rules. This, in itself, surely seems a worthy enterprise. Yet these added costs of analysis unquestionably have resulted in fewer legislative rules than might otherwise have been the case. Indeed, given the system-wide reach this ossification of notice-and-comment rulemaking can have, it is probably the most significant check on regulatory accretion.

It is important, though, to note two points. First, these analytical requirements, at best, slow the rate of growth of rules rather than lead to an absolute decrease in number. Second, increased costs for notice-and-comment rulemaking may not result in fewer rules, but rather rules in different forms. With increasing ossification of notice-and-comment rulemaking, scholars have clearly documented the increasing reliance of agencies on non-legislative rules, such as guidance documents and interpretive rules. The net result, in the eyes of the

75. See McGarity, supra note 9, at 1244–45. Some proponents of hybrid rulemaking have sought relief from regulatory burdens, as well. According to McGarity:

To these critics, regulatory reform meant substantial regulatory relief. Criticism naturally focused on the statutes that empowered the agencies to promulgate burdensome rules, but attempts to persuade Congress to ease the substantive regulatory burden were largely unsuccessful... One of the first and most enduring regulatory reform efforts of the Reagan administration, Executive Order 12,291, attempts to implement all three themes by imposing extensive analytical requirements on agencies, vesting the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) with review powers to ensure political accountability, and imposing substantive criteria on agencies to provide regulatory relief for regulated industries.

Id.

76. See Bardach & Kagan, supra note 42, at 191 (“Most of what the Congress has done in recent years to curb protective regulation has been directed at forestalling prospective regulation rather than cutting back existing regulation.”).
regulated community, can often appear to be the same number of rules, but in a different guise.

2. Regulatory Accretion

Even if the mechanisms of regulatory erosion described above are taking place, the data presented in Part I demonstrates that the forces of erosion have been overwhelmed by the processes of accretion. To be sure, we live in an increasingly complex world, and it is reasonable to assume that this requires ever more rules of conduct. But this point alone neither explains why the older rules do not erode, nor accounts for the overpowering force of accretion. This Section groups the many causes of accretion into three categories: growth of government, the Red Queen effect, and the political economy of regulation.

a. Growth of Government. The simplest explanation for the growth of rules is that everything else in government has been growing as well. As Thomas McGarity has described:

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, ... Congress enacted a new generation of regulatory statutes that imposed new social and environmental responsibilities on entire sectors of the economy. These "social regulation" statutes often required federal agencies to govern through informal rulemaking. The shift in the older agencies from the adjudicatory to the rule-making mode and the emergence of the new rule-making agencies combined in the early 1970s to produce a rule-making revolution with a potential to expand greatly the federal government's role in American society.


79. McGarity, supra note 9, at 1243-44 (footnotes omitted); see also Stewart, supra note 11, at 339 ("In the period 1965–1980, Congress adopted sweeping new environmental, health, safety, and antidiscrimination regulatory statutes. There are at present over sixty major federal programs regulating business and non-profit organizations. Congress dramatically increased funding for direct federal social insurance and assistance programs, many of which also apply to state and local governments. Congress also greatly increased federal funding of conditional grant programs to states and localities. They now
The potential was surely realized. Whether the burgeoning number of laws acted as cause or effect, their proliferation has correlated closely with the rising number of lawyers, bureaucrats, and agencies. Oftentimes, these statutes created legally cognizable rights. Along with these statutes came new agencies with rulemaking authority, which, not surprisingly, promulgated a lot of rules. To be fair, it has often been the regulated community that demanded these rules. In some cases regulated parties seek greater certainty, calling for more specific rules. In some cases, as described below, more rules are sought to impose over one thousand different sets of conditions and requirements on state and local governments.

80. "In 1951 (the start of the most reliable statistical series), the ratio of the U.S. population to the number of attorneys was 695:1. By 2000, when the number of attorneys was estimated to have exceeded one million, the ratio had fallen by over half to 267:1." Ellickson, supra note 36, at 106 (footnotes omitted).

81. "Over the past 30 years, from FY 1970 to FY 2000, the number of permanent, full-time positions at the more than 54 federal regulatory agencies has grown from 69,946 to an estimated 131,587." See supra note 35.


83. See Kagan, supra note 28, at 140, 142:

[L]aw has become far more ambitious. It attempts to regulate or even extirpate scores of behaviours that it virtually ignored twenty-five years ago: sexual harassment in the workplace, leakage from underground fuel storage tanks, medical malpractice... . . .

... [T]he belief [in popular culture is] that because sophisticated modern societies can afford to provide compensation for victims of unfair treatment, personal injury, and sudden economic loss, they should enact laws that do so. Because modern governments can provide prophylactic regulatory protections against identifiable sources of harm, against economic insecurity, and against unfair treatment, they should enact laws that do so.

... In all likelihood, therefore, the decades to come will see an accelerated rate of change, disruption, and political demands for more law. New legal rules, institutions, jurisdictions, remedies, and enforcement methods will continue to proliferate, as will political controversy about law.

Id. 84. See supra Part I.A.

85. This “guidance problem” is most obvious in the raft of nonlegislative agency interpretations and unpublished decisions that, while not rules, clearly have similar effects as binding laws. As one respondent in our survey of attorneys noted, “It’s not the number of regulations that is the problem; it’s the inability to understand how they apply to a specific situation that is the problem. In that analysis, more regulations—and more specific examples of how they apply—actually might be a good thing.” (Survey responses on file with authors.) As a commentator has noted:

In a modern society characterized by a thoroughgoing division of labor and widespread social differentiation, the situations which the law must confront and the dynamics which it must regulate, are correspondingly highly differentiated. General rules become ill-fitted for the task, and many different bodies of law, requiring specialists in their application, grow up in correspondence with the already-existing differentiation of society. This legal specialization is most pronounced in those areas of the law adapted to governing the economy which is where the social processes of differentiation have proceeded the furthest... . . .

Rakoff, supra note 82, at 19.
as barriers to entry for potential competitors. In either case, while additional regulation may make compliance easier or solidify market position, over time accretion can become a significant attribute of the administrative state in its own right.

In addition, jurisdictional overlap has led to accretion. As a result of federalism and our media-specific statutory structure, different levels of government often regulate the same activity, particularly in environmental law, leading to repeated regulation of the same pollution source or other social ill. Moreover, the American government has a long tradition of addressing problems at all levels by passing laws.

b. The Red Queen. Evolutionary biologists formulated the Red Queen hypothesis to explain the process of natural selection. To take the example of herbivory, if a certain species of caterpillars feeds on the leaves of a particular plant species at time period zero, eventually some individual plants in that species may randomly develop a defense against the caterpillars, such as poison compounds in their leaves. The survival rate of these better-adapted plants within the total population of plants will likely increase through natural selection. They are more “fit.” The race, though, has only begun because natural selection will also favor those individual caterpillars that can more successfully metabolize these poisons. In due course, those plants with poison in their leaves and indigestible leaves will now be favored by natural selection, but only until some caterpillars develop a means to digest those leaves and are, in turn, selectively favored. The result is a never-ending competition between plants and caterpillars where, as with the Red Queen, the participants must run just to stay in the same place.

Similarly, there is a constant competition between agencies and the regulated community. Efforts by the regulated community to evade legal requirements


87. For an excellent account of the tension and overlap between federal and state environmental regulatory regimes, see Richard L. Revesz, Federalism and Environmental Regulation: A Public Choice Analysis, 115 Harv. L. Rev. 555 passim (2001). See also Fischer, supra note 40, at 701 (“America’s economic growth has been accompanied by a steady increase in the number of statutes (and regulations) governing business and private transactions. State and local governments have entered regulatory fields once chiefly federal.”); Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1202 (“[E]nvironmental law is considerably differentiated; regulatory authority is fragmented among federal agencies, and between federal and state (and sometimes local) agencies.”).

88. Alexis de Tocqueville noted that the American approach to governance is to “[i]dentify a problem, then throw a law at it.” Manning, supra note 13, at 772.

89. The seminal work is Leigh Van Valen, A New Evolutionary Law, 1 Evolutionary Theory 1 (1973).

90. For a description of a recently discovered instance of the Red Queen at play in species evolution, in this case involving the evolution in certain snakes of resistance to toxins in the skin of newts, see Raymond B. Huey & William J. Moody, Snake Sodium Channels Resist TTX Arrest, 297 Science 1289 passim (2002).

91. See Pedersen, supra note 69, at 10,590 ("[R]egulation depends for its beneficial results on the reciprocal actions of the regulators, who issue commands designed to achieve some social good, and the regulated, who must act to make those commands reality.").
necessitate a legal response from the agency, which, in turn, leads to a new strategic response from the regulated community. As the former head of enforcement for EPA observed, “if you write a simple, straightforward regulation, the first time you try to enforce it the industry lawyers will drive a truck through it. So [in drafting regulations] people [in the Agency] try to nail everything down [with specific regulatory language].”\textsuperscript{92} By promulgating rules in response to the regulated community’s responses to rules, ironically, more rules are needed to ensure compliance with existing rules. Regulations thus breed more regulations in a vicious cycle found not only in environmental law, but also in tax and other heavily regulated fields.\textsuperscript{93}

c. Political Economy of Regulation. Economics offers useful insights into both regulatory accretion and, conversely, why regulatory erosion is not more significant. Accretion can be explained as the product of an alignment of both the agencies’ and the regulated community’s economic interests in promoting more rules. As Bob Ellickson has wondered:

Why do inefficient government programs persist in a democracy, where political aspirants might be expected to win election[s] by campaigning to eliminate waste? According to public choice theory, the explanation lies in asymmetries in the ability of the gainers and losers from government programs to organize themselves for political action. An inefficient regulatory or spending program can be predicted to emerge and endure when its (relatively concentrated) beneficiaries have more influence than the (relatively diffuse) taxpayers and consumers whose interests are disserved by it.\textsuperscript{94}

Just as regulated parties might desire more regulation to clarify required conduct and ensure predictability, they may also want more rules to serve as barriers to entry. In a similar vein, members of a regulated community may be able to extract rents from agency regulations that further their self-interests.\textsuperscript{95}

Agencies, one can argue, act in a similarly self-interested way. Because agencies need not pay the costs that their regulations impose and are only remotely accountable at the voting booth, they may have little incentive to

\textsuperscript{92} Mintz, \textit{supra} note 23, at 10,645 (alteration in original) (quoting Steve Herman, Deterrence vs. Cooperation: The Struggle Over the Future Direction of Environmental Enforcement, Panel Discussion at the Association of American Law Schools Annual Meeting (Jan. 7, 2000)).

\textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., Steven A. Bank, \textit{Codifying Judicial Doctrines: No Cure for Rules But More Rules?}, 54 SMU L. REV. 37, 44 (2001) (“[T]he real question is whether the avoidance occurring under our current [tax] rules can be prevented by issuing more rules.”).

\textsuperscript{94} Ellickson, \textit{supra} note 36, at 114 (footnotes omitted).

\textsuperscript{95} See RAUCH, \textit{supra} note 56, at 33–34 (“[A]s interest groups and their deals pile up, so do laws and regulations and the like, and so, therefore, do the number of people who work the laws and regulations. ‘When these specialists become significant enough,’ wrote [Mancur] Olson, ‘there is even the possibility that the specialists with a vested interest in the complex regulations will collude or lobby against simplification or elimination of the regulation.’”).
refrain from promulgating more regulations. Moreover, agency authority can be increased by regulatory complexity. If regulated parties never know for certain whether or not they are in compliance, agencies are further empowered by the considerable deference courts pay to their judgments. Jonathan Rauch has gone one step further, arguing that agency behavior tracks that of pathogens:

Like the virus that mutates to stay ahead of the latest drugs, programs change, but they do so in ways that preserve their existence and keep their clients happy, rather than in ways that solve any particular social problem with any particular degree of effectiveness. If the business of America is business, the business of government programs and their clients is to stay in business.

This helps explain why rules accrete, but what of erosion? Surely, some erosion occurs—not all regulations ever promulgated remain on the books. Occasionally, Congress hears the public’s cries for deregulation of a sector, or an agency head will respond to the Executive’s demand that the number of rules be reduced. Despite these initiatives, however, removing regulations is hard work for three reasons.

First, as described above, parties that benefit from regulations will often be able to form a more concentrated and effective opposition to deregulation than the diffuse public interest harmed by the regulation in question. As Olson observed: "Stable societies with unchanged boundaries tend to accumulate more collusions and organizations for collective action over time." Those who stand to lose from regulatory change will always resist such changes—and they generally will have the advantage of facing fewer transaction costs of collective action and fewer free-rider problems than the general public faces.

---

96. For a fuller examination of these sources of regulatory failure, see Cass R. Sunstein, After the Rights Revolution 74–110 (1990).
98. Rauch, supra note 56, at 18.
99. See id. at 151–52 ("Driven by the demands of a changing world, the government has no choice but to pass new programs. Yet at the same time, driven by the demands of the organized lobbies, the government struggles desperately to keep doing everything it ever tried for every group it ever aided. And so, lacking any better option, Washington just piles new programs on top of old programs. Laws are passed, policies adopted, programs added or expanded—things "get done"; but, as layer is dropped upon layer, the accumulated mass becomes gradually less rational and less flexible.").
100. Id. at 28. Rauch is more fatalistic, concluding, "government has become what it is and will remain: a large, incoherent, often incomprehensible mass that is solicitous of its clients but impervious to any broad, coherent program of reform. And this evolution cannot be reversed." Id. at 18.
101. Cf. id. at 126.

In an interest-group democracy, all kinds of action are difficult, but they are not equally difficult:

... To create a new subsidy or anticompetitive deal is hard, but to reduce a subsidy that already exists is much harder. And to completely eliminate a subsidy or an anticompetitive arrangement is hardest of all.

Id.
Second, as between adding or removing rules, expending agency resources on removing rules offers agencies little political benefit. A story from Eugene Bardach and Robert Kagan's comprehensive study of regulatory reform efforts provides a nice example. An official in the California Food and Drug Division described the drain on agency energies that occurred in the course of trying to pare down regulations governing low-acid canning processes, some of which had been on the books since 1925:

First, the experts and bureaucratic factions took a year to hammer out a new set. Then industry had to fight a while to get changes. Then the legal staff got them and changed them all into legal jargon that no one would accept. Then the [citizen] health groups entered, and so on. This all began three years ago and we're hardly further along than when we started... As a result, we almost try to avoid having to change regs and standards.

Agency heads and politicians rarely brag about the number of rules they have cut or amended so as to reduce regulation. It is the new initiatives that get people's attention.

And finally, regulatory erosion is more resource-intensive than adding new rules or guidance. The courts demand that "an agency changing its course must supply a reasoned analysis." Repealing or amending an existing rule to "streamline" regulation requires an agency to justify its decision. Even if it does so, affected parties are likely to challenge the decision as arbitrary and capricious. Initiating and defending regulatory erosion also diverts agency resources and public attention from new initiatives more likely at any moment to be deemed popular and positive.

Public choice theory thus strongly suggests that, in the end, the combination of concentrated special interests, political costs, and limited resources ensures that accretion beats erosion. In short, "amending an existing rule will generally

102. BARDACH & KAGAN, supra note 42, at 186 ("As one nursing home enforcement official observed, 'Regulation is always additive. New regulations are added to deal with new problems.'").
103. Id. at 195 (alteration in original).
104. See Manning, supra note 13, at 772–73 ("As batting averages are to baseball players, stars to restaurants, ribbons to generals, and stock prices to corporate executives—so new statutes are at the heart of the scorekeeping system by which legislators are measured and measure themselves. No legislator gains recognition as a great non-law giver or as the Great Repealer.").
106. See Rakoff, supra note 82, at 20 ("[O]nce the statute is enacted reformist political energies are diffused and interests in the new status quo develop. Just as it is rare for a regulatory enactment to be abrogated, so is it rare for it to be overhauled to bring it into line with other, later developments, which in turn have been organized around other particular issues."); see also BARDACH & KAGAN, supra note 42, at 197 ("[M]ore careful analysis of proposed rules does not necessarily imply an equivalent effort to undertake detailed analysis and revision of old ones, and indeed, by making the enactment of new regulations more time consuming and intellectually demanding, it may actually further divert busy regulatory staffs from backward-looking rule-revision projects, even if “sunset” reviews are formally mandated.").
be less politically and programmatically rewarding to the agency than issuing a new rule." Erosion may slow down the one-way ratchet of accretion, but the direction remains unchanged.

C. PERCEPTION

Confirming the commonsense notion of regulatory accretion serves little purpose if accretion has no appreciable impact on compliance behavior or policy performance. As noted above, the conventional critique of rules in the administrative state is that they are unclear, too expensive, or institutionally defective. But we have conveniently solved all three defects in the Regulatory Kingdom. Compared to those defects, is the ever-increasing number of rules simply too small a concern to deserve our attention? Noncompliance levels suggest the answer is no. In this section we examine empirical evidence demonstrating that the regulatory community—both regulators and the regulated—believes that accretion plays an important role in driving noncompliance. First, we consider the results of a study the Environmental Protection Agency conducted to determine the specific causes of discrete events of noncompliance. On a more system-wide level, we also describe the results of a survey we conducted to determine respondents’ perceptions of the causes of noncompliance and the influence of accretion.

1. EPA’s Root Cause Study

EPA’s 1999 Root Cause project studied environmental compliance behavior through an unusual alliance. For three years, from 1996 through 1998, the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) and EPA worked together to understand better the underlying causes of noncompliance. Their joint study sought to identify the key factors behind noncompliance, examine how facilities respond to noncompliance events, and assess the value of environmental management systems. Unlike previous compliance studies by academics or government officials interviewing companies, this truly was a partnership between the regulated and the regulator, with CMA encouraging cooperation and frank answers by its member companies. CMA contacted fifty of its members’ facilities that had been parties to environmental enforcement actions between 1990 and 1995, explained the Root Cause project, and sent them an extensive

---

107. Pedersen, supra note 69, at 10,589.
108. See supra notes 9–11.
109. While both federal and state actors can be guilty of noncompliance with environmental law, our focus in this article is on noncompliance by the private sector. For examples of noncompliance by government regulators, see Farber, supra note 14, at 301–04.
111. In June 2000, CMA changed its name to the American Chemistry Council (ACC).
112. See Root Cause, supra note 110, at 5–6.
survey. The identity of the respondents was confidential. Of those contacted, more than half (twenty-seven facilities involved in forty-seven actions) returned the surveys. The survey asked the facilities to categorize each type of noncompliance event. For each event, the facilities were asked to select the main, or “root,” causes and the factors contributing to the violation from more than seventy specific causes, ranging from “ambiguity of the regulation” and “inadequate compliance funding” to “insufficient compliance monitoring.”

The types of violations that participants identified were not particularly surprising. They included report omissions, permit exceedances, operations and maintenance failures, and recordkeeping mistakes. Any inspector would likely have predicted this result. The causes given for the violations, however, were both unexpected and instructive.

Overall, the categories of “Regulations and Permits” and “Human Error” tied as the leading root causes of violations. The “Regulations and Permits” category of root causes aligns more closely with the conventional descriptions of environmental law’s complexity; it includes “ambiguous federal regulations,” “conflicting permit conditions,” and “rule implementation time frames are too short.” While these are surely part of the causal chain of noncompliance, they are hardly the root causes. The root cause in those cases is whatever makes the regulation ambiguous or conflicting.

And what of “Human Error”? It proved to be a key source of trouble for every type of violation. For the category of report submissions and reporting, human error proved the single most important root cause, accounting for 35% of violations. Human error was the second most important cause of operations and maintenance violations (27%), one of two leading causes for recordkeeping violations (38%), and was responsible for a significant percentage of

---

113. Id. at 5.
114. Id. at 4.
115. Id. at 5.
116. Id.
117. Id. at 5–7, app. C at C2–C4. EPA and CMA defined “root cause” as “a primary factor that led to the noncompliance event,” and “contributing cause” as “a secondary factor that led to the noncompliance event.” Id. at 6. Categories of root causes included broad factors such as procedures, management, communications, compliance monitoring, regulations and permits, equipment problems, emergency preparedness, external circumstances, and human error. Id. at 11. From these categories, the survey defined 74 specific causes—for example, within the reporting category, one specific cause was “reporting or notification procedures unclear,” and within the regulations and permits category, one specific cause was “ambiguous federal regulations.” Id. app. C at C2–C4. Respondents were limited to choosing only three specific causes to explain each violation. Id. at 7.
118. Id. at 6.
119. Id. at 22.
120. Id. app. C at C–4.
121. Id. at 14.
122. Id. at 18–19.
123. Id. at 20–21.
physical exceedance violations as well. The three main causes for violations in the human error category were "individual responsibility or professional judgment," "fatigue," and "inexperience." Although professional judgment and inexperience are primary causes for some violations, the fact that they account for more than one-quarter of all violations and represent the top causes of non-compliance raises more questions than it answers. No doubt mistakes happen; yet, according to the Root Cause results, goofs are one of the most significant causes of non-compliance. This finding does not withstand scrutiny. Consider that the U.S. chemical industry is arguably the most experienced sector in the country in environmental compliance. As an industry, chemical plants are subject to numerous major pollution statutes and have large health, safety and environment departments as well as environmental management systems. The sophisticated nature of these companies makes it hard to believe that the main cause for their violations is simply people making mistakes. Indeed, even when facilities have known they would be inspected by the EPA (as was the case in the EPA’s Environmental Leadership Program), there still were numerous violations.

Rather than a meaningful explanation for noncompliance, Root Cause seems to treat the human error category as a repository for noncompliance events unexplained by the more tangible causes. The assumption seems to be that, if the regulations were clear and the resources for achieving compliance were

124. Id. at 16-17. Similarly, in a follow up study focused on United Technologies Corporation (UTC) facilities in New England that had implemented rigorous internal environmental management systems, EPA cited human error as the second leading root cause of noncompliance. U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, ENVTL. MGMT. SYS. IMPLEMENTATION STUDY OF UTC FACILITIES, FINAL REPORT OF SURVEY RESULTS vi (Aug. 31, 2000).

125. ROOT CAUSE, supra note 110, at 14–23.

126. See David B. Spence, The Shadow of the Rational Polluter: Rethinking the Role of Rational Actor Models in Environmental Law, 89 CALIF. L. REV. 917, 977 (2001) ("[T]he CMA provided its members with a kind of continuous compliance education, making them uncommonly well-versed in the details and nuances of the regulatory scheme.").

127. Id. at 954-55 ("One of the EPA’s . . . pilot programs, the now defunct Environmental Leadership Program (‘ELP’), [sought to recognize] and learn from ‘environmental leaders,’ companies whose environmental management and compliance systems were particularly forward thinking and sophisticated. In June 1994, EPA announced the creation of the ELP and invited proposals for pilot projects that would demonstrate state of the art compliance management systems and produce knowledge that could be transferred to other facilities and settings. The program was limited to companies that: (i) had a good compliance history and sophisticated environmental management systems; (ii) regularly used environmental auditing; (iii) were willing to share their expertise with others; and (iv) would involve both employees and the general public in their environmental management systems. The twelve private facilities selected for the first pilot phase of the program were owned by large, sophisticated organizations with substantial environmental compliance experience."); id. at 975 ("During the pilot phase of the ELP, audits were carefully planned in advance and designed to allow participating firms to demonstrate their sophisticated environmental management and auditing systems to the EPA. The audits included regulators and representatives of the firms, and each firm knew ahead of time when the audit would take place and had ample time to prepare. Nevertheless, in nearly every environmental audit performed under the ELP, violations were discovered. . . . [E]ven with time to prepare and an incentive to perform well, these sophisticated firms did not achieve perfect compliance.").
sufficient, somebody simply must have goofed. One might as well call the human error category "hobgoblins" instead.

It hardly seems satisfying to conclude that as much as one-quarter of all regulatory noncompliance is attributable to a "root cause" of human error but then fail to dig deeper into causal explanations. Importantly, no causal category used in Root Cause corresponds explicitly with our concept of regulatory accretion, much less the possibility that accretion affects compliance at systemic levels.

2. Perceptions Survey

Although the Root Cause study provides an in-depth survey of sources of noncompliance, the study only surveyed a small number of fairly homogeneous facilities. Furthermore, Root Cause did not focus specifically on the problem of regulatory accretion. In order to understand better the significance of accretion, we conducted a survey of environmental law attorneys to detect their level of concern about involuntary noncompliance and to identify its possible sources. We sent our survey to 500 randomly-selected members of the American Bar Association's Section of the Environment, Energy, and Resources (SEER). We chose SEER because it is a prominent forum for leading practitioners of environmental law in private practice, government, academic, and other practice settings. Thanks to SEER's affiliation, the participation rate was very high: of the 500 surveys sent, 168 were completed.

We designed our survey to elicit the respondents' perceptions on three topics

---

128. We grouped this respondent population using several personal characteristics called for in the survey's opening questions. First, because of our interest in determining the influence of government work experience on perceptions of regulatory compliance, we divided respondents into the following three practice setting categories: (1) those who had spent their entire practice careers representing industry in positions such as private law firms, in-house counsel, or trade associations; (2) those who had spent all or a part of their practice careers in a government position, regardless of other experience; and (3) all others, meaning those who had no government work experience, but also had some experiences other than representing industry, such as judicial or academic.

To detect whether the resources of a regulated business affect compliance perceptions, we further subdivided the respondents who currently represent businesses or did so in the past according to the size of client predominantly represented. We based size on Fortune 500 status and number of employees, with categories for large, medium, small, and balanced (no predominant client type). Finally, because the volume and type of environmental regulation may vary across types of industries, we also characterized the respondents' clients according to the following four industry sectors: (1) manufacturing; (2) land and resource development; (3) transportation and utilities; and (4) services, with many respondents spanning more than one sector.

The survey was voluntary and responses were anonymous. We greatly appreciate SEER's cooperation in providing the member names and their contact information (SEER did not commission, direct, or in any other way influence the design or implementation of the survey). All funding for the survey and the data analysis was provided by The Florida State University (FSU) College of Law. We thank FSU Department of Statistics Professor Kai-Sheng Song and graduate student Han Yu for their assistance in compiling and analyzing the survey data. A descriptive report of the complete survey findings can be found at J. B. Ruhl, James Salzman, Kai-Sheng Song & Han Yu, Environmental Compliance: Another Corporate Integrity Crisis or Too Many Rules?, 16 NAT. RESOURCES & ENV'T 24 (2002).
relevant to compliance policy. First, we asked respondents to describe their perceptions of their ability to assess environmental compliance and of their clients' ability to achieve compliance. Second, expecting that at least some respondents would report significant levels of noncompliance, we asked questions that probed their perceptions of the institutional effects noncompliance has on businesses. Third, turning to the heart of the matter, we asked respondents to identify the sources of noncompliance. We closed the survey with questions about the solutions the respondents would recommend for reducing noncompliance, both within businesses and as a matter of policy.

a. Prevalence of Noncompliance. Environmental lawyers representing business clients have the unenviable task, day in and day out, of assessing their clients' level of compliance for past, present, and future activities. We designed a series of questions, directed exclusively at respondents who currently represent or previously represented businesses, to capture what private sector environmental attorneys think about regulation and compliance. With respect to assessing a client's compliance, a significant portion of the respondents said they find the task difficult with respect to paperwork regulations (for example, recordkeeping and reporting) and physical violations (for example, discharge and disposal violations). None described the task as easy: Only 14% found it moderately difficult, whereas 40% said it is a difficult task and 43% found it very difficult. When asked whether they agree with the statement, "I can confidently assess the absolute level of compliance for companies I have counseled," roughly equal numbers agreed and disagreed.

Although respondents generally found it difficult to assess compliance, many respondents also believed that businesses often fail to comply fully. When asked to estimate how consistently their clients achieved full compliance, a startling number of respondents said they believe their clients did so less than two-thirds of the time.

129. *Id.* We designed our survey questions to obtain respondents' perceptions about a variety of topics that any experienced environmental lawyer could find controversial and aligned with particular political and economic interests. As such, we recognize that responses may be affected by factors such as whether the respondent represents industry or government, believes in strong government or free-market principles, and so on. Lawyers who represent industry might have rushed to condemn regulations in their responses, and lawyers who represent government might have taken every opportunity to defend them. That is the nature of qualitative perceptions surveys. As we explain in Part III of the Article, we believe it is vital to understand perceptions of regulatory accretion—biased as they may be by practice setting, client base, and political predisposition—because of the effect those perceptions will have on the legitimacy of the administrative state. In any event, as reported in this section of the Article, we found no statistically significant differences in response distributions between sets of respondents from different practice backgrounds or with different client bases.

130. *Id.*

131. *Id.*

132. *Id.*

133. One respondent noted, "I believe that an aggressive regulator can find at least one violation at any facility in the United States on any given day, despite the good faith efforts of the company to be in compliance." Another respondent made the following comment:
Table 1: Responses to whether the lawyers agreed that they could confidently assess compliance (percent of responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>indifferent</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paperwork Violations</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Violations</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Responses to question on estimated rate of full compliance (percent of responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>always</th>
<th>90 percent</th>
<th>66 to 25 percent</th>
<th>never</th>
<th>can’t estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paperwork Violations</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Violations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Response distributions to this series of questions on compliance assessment and compliance rates generally held true regardless of the respondent’s practice background, the size of the respondent’s clients, or the industry sectors in which the respondent’s clients operate. Most significantly,

[A:] good auditor can always find some non-compliance at any facility. This does not mean that most industries don’t try hard to comply with [applicable regulations]. They are just too complex, spread out, and subject to interpretation (in addition to being too voluminous) for any industry to be able to say with any certainty that it is in full compliance with [sic] all applicable environmental laws.

Id. 134. Because the responses called for in our survey are ordinal in nature, we used the logistic regression method of statistical analysis to answer various questions of interest throughout our study. For example, to determine the influence of government work experience on perceptions of regulatory compliance, we treated the three practice setting categories as the explanatory variable X, and the responses to perceptions of regulatory compliance were coded on a scale from 1 to 5; for example, 1–5 corresponded respectively to strongly agree, agree, indifferent, disagree and strongly disagree. The score for each question was treated as the response variable Y and the k possible scores of Y are called the response categories. The principal objective of a statistical analysis is to investigate the relationship between the explanatory variable X and the response variable Y. The ordinal nature of the responses leads naturally to statistical models based on the cumulative response probabilities of observing response categories less than or equal to a given score j, when the covariate is X. More specifically, we are interested in investigating the influence of the explanatory variable X on the cumulative response probability up to and including category j. The logistic regression method of examining such relationships involves modeling the logarithm of the odds of the event of observing response categories up to and including category j as a function of the explanatory variable X through a linear regression equation.
experience in the government sector did not measurably affect the distribution of responses.

b. Sources of Noncompliance. The respondents generally agreed that noncompliance presents an array of institutional costs for businesses, including harm to corporate public image (85%), increased administrative costs (82%), friction between businesses and government (81%), and demoralized company personnel (74%). But what, other than the deliberate decision not to comply, causes noncompliance? To explore that question more deeply, we culled explanations for involuntary noncompliance found in the compliance behavior literature and asked our survey population to rate each in terms of its importance in contributing to noncompliance. As shown below, the overwhelming majority of our respondents found many of the factors associated with involuntary noncompliance at least relevant; indeed, most were rated important to very important by a majority of respondents.

By far the most important noncompliance factor the respondents identified was the sheer number of regulations. This held true regardless of respondent’s practice experience, sector of employment, size of client, or sector of client. As previously noted, most of the literature criticizing regulatory compliance policy focuses on the complexity, ambiguity, inconsistency, and fluidity of regulations. These qualitative factors can operate independent of the quantitative number of regulations. We would not have been surprised to find the number of regulations scoring roughly the same as these other factors, but to have it rated significantly higher suggests that the quantity of regulations has a perceived effect on compliance at least partly independent of the quality of the regulations.

Another surprise was that “cost of compliance” was ranked least important overall. Given how prominently the cost of compliance figures in environmental policy dialogue generally, the low score that it received in our survey was curious. To be sure, cost of compliance was rated as relevant, important, or very important by three-quarters of the respondents, but almost a quarter of respondents described cost of compliance as of minor or no significance, and its scores for very important and important pale in comparison to the ratings for number of regulations and the factors focusing on qualities of regulation. This was consistent with the results for our survey’s questions on compliance strategies,

135. See, e.g., Spence, supra note 126.
136. See id.
137. A typical response to our survey noted:

It’s not just a question of money. Even with adequate resources, the laws are just too complex and evolve too often for anyone to track accurately in all cases... Laws are both too vague and complex and numerous to ensure >90% compliance regardless of the amount of $ thrown at the issue.
Table 3: Responses to question on importance of sources of noncompliance (percent of responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors of Noncompliance</th>
<th>Very important</th>
<th>Important</th>
<th>Relevant</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Not significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheer number of regulations</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of regulations</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity of regulations</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too many different and conflicting</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping track of changes in regulations</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of business operation</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencies relying on informal guidance</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpredictability of inspectors and</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too many levels of government authority</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of compliance</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as well.¹³⁸

No survey can perfectly reflect reality. Questions may be unclear or overbroad. Respondents may lie or, despite best intentions, respond in a self-serving

¹³⁸ A frequently heard theory is that companies simply need to devote more resources to compliance in order to improve compliance performance. Of course, this sweeping generality does not answer how companies should deploy the money. In any event, this view was not widely held among our respondents. When asked whether a two-fold increase in environmental regulation compliance budgets would ensure full compliance at least 90% of the time, only 40% of respondents agreed that it would. Thirty percent disagreed, and 30% were indifferent. In a follow-up question, when asked where respondents would spend the doubled compliance budget, the emphasis was on devoting more dollars to internal compliance resources, followed by physical facility improvements, and then, of least importance, expenditures on external resources such as consultants and legal counsel. The dedication of compliance resources to internal compliance problem-solving is entirely consistent with the finding that the primary sources of noncompliance are the quantity and qualities of environmental regulation. First
and misleading manner. In our ABA survey, for example, the possibility surely exists that some private sector respondents downplayed the possibility that costs drive compliance decisions to avoid seeming crass or focused on the bottom line. They may have over-emphasized the importance of the number of rules and their complexity, or the aggressiveness of enforcement efforts, so that noncompliance would seem less culpable. On the other hand, respondents in government or who had government practice experience answered no differently on these questions than respondents whose entire practice experience was in the private sector, suggesting that self-serving bias was not a significant factor. For us the important message is that the regulatory community—both regulators and the regulated alike—strongly perceives the sheer number of rules as an impediment to compliance.

II. A THEORY OF REGULATORY ACCRETION AS A MECHANISM OF INVOLUNTARY NONCOMPLIANCE

Using environmental law as the example, Part I of this Article established that full compliance with regulatory mandates is seldom achieved, that accretion of regulatory mandates is seldom abated, and that practitioners representing agencies and regulated parties believe the two trends are related. Now we consider whether this relationship is real or imaginary. The depths of this issue, to our knowledge, have not previously been seriously examined.

In shifting our discussion from descriptive to operative, we first develop a model of how accretion of regulations affects compliance.

EPA defines compliance as “achievement of environmental standards set by law or regulations.” But we, and many others, are interested in what the EPA calls “environmental behavior”—the behavior that leads to compliance or noncompliance. An increasing universe of data is becoming available about and foremost, human resources are needed to confront the challenge of understanding and complying with the vastness and complexity of environmental law. Where greater expertise levels are needed to solve compliance problems or address conflicts with government or citizens, outside technical and legal resources can be employed.

Several authors have provided compelling descriptions of how the growing number of regulations complicates compliance through what we describe in this section as effort and information burdens. See, e.g., BARDACH & KAGAN, supra note 42, at 931–36; Spence, supra note 126, at 184–213. These works stop short, however, of examining whether accretion of regulatory law interferes with the ability to comply because of the effects accretion has on the very nature of the regulatory law system. We call these effects “system burdens.”


EPA defines “environmental behavior” as “actions taken by regulated entities to improve or worsen environmental performance or compliance with environmental statutes or regulations.” Id. at 2.
"compliance," as EPA defines it, but remarkably little data exists about "environmental behavior."\textsuperscript{143} Usually the latter is portrayed as merely the result of a rationally derived decision whether or not to comply—that is, based on the perceived costs of complying versus the risk and costs of being caught, the "good apples" decide it is efficient to comply and the "bad apples" decide it is efficient to violate.\textsuperscript{144} While this is practically the sole foundation of traditional environmental law and many other fields of regulation,\textsuperscript{145} there is in fact very little empirical data available on which to test this "rational polluter" model.\textsuperscript{146} Yet, however untested the model may be, it is clear at least that for the good apple-bad apple distinction to bear any legitimacy in the sociolegal sense, attaining compliance ought to be reasonably within the grasp of regulated entities that strive to be among the good apples.\textsuperscript{147} In other words, if, for whatever reason, compliance is unreasonably difficult to attain, then noncompliance is no longer necessarily the mark of only bad apples.

To emphasize this point, let us return to our Regulatory Kingdom and assume additionally that all companies have wholeheartedly adopted compliance as their corporate norm—that is, they will try in earnest to be good

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{143} "[S]urprisingly little attention is paid to how businesses make choices in the face of government regulation." Timothy F. Malloy, \textit{Regulating by Incentives: Myths, Models, and Micromarkets}, 80 \textsc{Tex. L. Rev.} 531, 532 (2002).
\item \textsuperscript{144} See, e.g., Bardach \& Kagan, supra note 42, at 64–65 ("The regulated enterprises in any program will be distributed along a spectrum of dispositions ranging from most to least compliant—from 'good apples' to 'bad apples'"); Malloy, supra note 143, at 532–33 (describing and providing a critique of the three components of the "black-box model" on which most regulation is based—firms are monolithic, rational, and profit-maximizing); Spence, supra note 126, at 919–21 ("If there is a foundation on which traditional American environmental structure exists, it is the idea of the firm as a rational polluter").
\item \textsuperscript{145} The EPA has explained its view that "[i]n any regulatory situation some people will comply voluntarily, some will not comply, and some will comply only if they see that others receive a sanction for noncompliance. This phenomenon—that people will change their behavior to avoid a sanction—is called deterrence." U.S. EPA, \textit{Principles of Environmental Enforcement} 2–1 (July 15, 1992) \textit{(hereinafter Principles of Environmental Enforcement)}. Deterrence is inherently a rule-based undertaking, John T. Scholz, \textit{Cooperation, Deterrence, and the Ecology of Regulatory Enforcement}, 18 \textsc{L. \& Soc'y Rev.} 179, 179 (1984) (defining deterrence as a "rule-oriented strategy [that] seeks to coerce compliance through the maximal detection and sanctioning of violations of the legal rules").
\item \textsuperscript{146} "Until recently there have been surprisingly few empirical studies of environmental enforcement. Comprehensive data on compliance and enforcement are only beginning to become available to researchers." Mark A. Cohen, \textit{Empirical Research on the Deterrent Effect of Environmental Monitoring and Enforcement}, 30 \textsc{Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.)} 10,245, 10,245 (2000). Public access to comprehensive environmental compliance information is increasing. For example, the EPA recently developed and made public access possible to a new website, known as the Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO), which contains searchable, facility-level enforcement and compliance information for over 800,000 regulated facilities. See \textit{http://www.epa.gov/echo}; Notice of Availability of Enforcement and Compliance History Online Web Site for 60-Day Comment Period, 67 Fed. Reg. 70,079 (Nov. 20, 2002). There has been some controversy already over alleged errors in the database. See Drew Douglas, \textit{Florida Officials Complain of Errors Posted on Site Listing Facility Compliance Records}, 33 \textsc{Env't Rep. (BNA)} 2700 (Dec. 13, 2002).
\item \textsuperscript{147} We defer until later discussion of the legitimacy issue. \textit{See infra} Part III. Our purpose in the intervening material is to demonstrate the different ways in which regulatory accretion can become an obstacle to the ability of regulated parties to comply.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
apples.\textsuperscript{148} Each company's compliance performance thus becomes a matter of matching resources to the reasonably ascertainable compliance conditions.\textsuperscript{149} Compliance in this sense has moved from a simple binary decision about behavior (that is, whether to be a good apple versus a bad apple) to a problem-solving exercise. Recall also that in the Regulatory Kingdom all rules are efficient, clear, and institutionally valid. All these good apples should be able easily to comply with all the laws under this ideal scenario, but it may not be that simple, once accretion of rules enters the picture.

A. EFFORT BURDENS AND INFORMATION BURDENS

When compliance is viewed as a problem-solving exercise, the accretion of regulations necessarily equates with the accretion of problems to solve. Even when, consistent with the assumptions of the Regulatory Kingdom, each individual problem is relatively easy to solve, accretion of problems, simply by virtue of there being more problems, necessarily adds two dimensions of compliance burden for the problem solver. Effort burden refers to the additional time and resources that must be “thrown” at problem-solving in order to complete more problems. Information burden refers to the increasing demand for reliable information needed to complete the problems successfully. These two effects, which occupy most of the attention of compliance theory,\textsuperscript{150} can be illustrated by analogy to math problems.

\textsuperscript{148} This, like the other assumptions of the Regulatory Kingdom, is a convenient academic tool we use to isolate our topic of interest; surely, it is not a reasonable description of current conditions. But an increasing number of critics of the rational polluter model contend that a variety of civic and social motives, only some of which are rational and economically motivated, influence corporate behavior in general toward compliance. See Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1191–92; Spence, supra note 126, at 931–60; see also Timothy Malloy, Regulation and the Compliance Norm (manuscript on file with author) (describing the prevalence of sub-optimal firm compliance routines and operational procedures as factors contributing to noncompliance). For a thorough description of the two models and the empirical evidence supporting them, concluding that neither is decidedly superior as a framework for achieving compliance, see Clifford Rechtschaffen & David Markell, Reinventing the State/Federal Relationship in Environmental Enforcement 213–88 (2003). For our purposes, it is not critical which of these models one assumes or concludes explains corporate environmental compliance behavior. Even assuming that the rational polluter model explains all corporate compliance behavior, there would be some companies seeking to achieve compliance somewhere, sometime, and the question of the effects of regulatory accretion thus would remain in play. Like the other assumptions of the Regulatory Kingdom, we have adopted the assumption that all companies are “good apples” to eliminate the background noise of “rational noncompliance” and thereby isolate the effects of regulatory accretion.

\textsuperscript{149} Malloy, for example, proposes using this problem-solving model, which he calls the “resource-allocation” model, because it is a more useful foundation for regulatory design than is either the traditional rational-actor model or the more hopeful good apple model. See Malloy, supra note 143, at 535–36.

\textsuperscript{150} See, e.g., Malloy, supra note 143, at 536. Malloy captures the impact of effort and information burdens through his description of “regulatory investment.” Regulatory investment is made if “it successfully navigates the firm’s resource-allocation process.” Id. Effort and information burdens constrain the investment from navigating the process. So do system burdens, but commentators rarely address these.
When people think of the role accretion plays in noncompliance, most think of effort burden; accretion means there are just too many laws to handle. Similarly, the addition problem $2 + 2$ is easy to solve quickly, but considerably more effort is required for a person with pencil and paper to solve, say, 100,000 such problems. Even if each problem is as easy as $2 + 2$, the exercise of solving the aggregate of the problems is a burden. If the person assigning the problems has decided that 100,000 problems is the “right” number of problems to assign, then the only compliance evaluation question is whether the problem-solver expends the effort to solve them all. The assumption that each problem is relatively easy to solve, however, does not necessarily justify the conclusion that the aggregate effort burden demanded is reasonable. Indeed, those are two completely different matters. The question of effort burden boils down mainly to how much effort to expect of the problem-solver.

Information burdens introduce an additional dimension to the effects of accretion. The $2 + 2$ problems described above provide all the information the problem-solver requires to answer each problem, making the question of how many can be solved a matter of the problem-solver’s skill and effort. But if the problem is stated as “the number of chairs in the room + the number of tiles on the floor,” the problem-solver is required to collect data to solve the problem. As problems of this sort aggregate, the effort burden amasses faster than it does in the $2 + 2$ problem scenario given the additional data collection demands, but, importantly, the problem-solver also faces externally imposed constraints associated with the quality and flow of the data. The data may be prone to error, or there may be errors in the collection and communication of the data. The data may be subject to time lag fluctuations, bottlenecks, and other costs not associated solely with the problem-solver’s effort. Even where no individual problem imposes unreasonable error or cost constraints, the aggregate exercise of collecting data subject to quality problems may expose the problem-solver to significant risk of failure, regardless of effort. Even so, the stoic problem-assigner may decide that the information demanded is necessary and the number of problems is appropriate, so it is up to the problem-solver, if it wishes to be considered a good apple, to “go the extra mile” to find more accurate and efficient ways of gathering the data.

To place this in the environmental regulation context, assume that State has regulated air pollutant emissions from a particular industry for over twenty years. A new regulation requires Company to measure the pollutant levels of its air emissions several times daily and to file reports of its monitoring findings. This is the kind of compliance problem most people imagine when they think of environmental regulation. It presents little more than a question of investment in technology and employee training designed to gather information relevant to evaluating Company’s compliance performance.

The marginal effort and information burdens imposed by accretion thus appear fairly easy to identify. This new rule clearly presents an effort burden (training employees and investing in monitoring equipment) and an information
burden (gathering and collating reliable monitoring data). In simple terms, more
time and effort must be spent complying with each additional rule. Given
accretion, as the survey responses made clear, over time the necessary effort can
become daunting.\footnote{This was clear in many of the responses to our survey:}

"Most of my clients had reasonable budgets and staff. I think it's just about humanly
impossible to keep up with everything, especially when many agencies use 'informal guide-
lines,' often unpublished, to spring new requirements or interpretations on companies."

"There is never enough manpower or time to monitor, record-keep, report, and operate all
emitting units in compliance. Never ending juggling act which is guaranteed to lead to a ball
being dropped once in a while."

"The number of employee hours devoted to environmental compliance is directly related to
the number of regulations, so the number of regs directly affects cost of compliance."

"Most medium to small firms (my typical client) are large enough to have 'big time'
environmental issues, but are too small to be able to afford a substantial compliance division.
Thus, production and general line staffers attempt to handle a large and complex body of law
'on the side.'"

"There are so many different regulations in so many different places, one can never be sure
that he or she has found every applicable regulation."

\footnote{See Milo C. Mason, Preventing Accidents and Anarchy: Toward a Science of Compliance, 14
NAT. RESOURCES & ENV'T 243, 244 (2000) ("State and local agencies have jumped on the 'let's-help-
people-comply' bandwagon."); Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1234–39 ("One positive element in
current reforms has been a push to expand cooperative assistance efforts significantly"); Jon D.
Silberman, Does Environmental Deterrence Work? Evidence and Experience Say Yes, But We Need to
modification and motivational concepts are highly relevant in the context of deterrence policy and
research"). In its recent request for research funding proposals on the question of environmental
compliance behavior, EPA's research objectives include: "What motivates companies to monitor,
dissuade, and punish poor environmental performance by their own facilities or noncompliant behavior
by their employees?" and "What motivates firms to attain environmental performance beyond that
required by regulation?" CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE, supra note 141, at 4. None of the
research objectives relates to the topic of regulatory accretion. For more on compliance motivation, see
infra text accompanying notes 255–57.}

\footnote{For the regulated community, these challenges operate
both at the "front end" of compliance, requiring that companies monitor all the
rules they must follow, and at the "back end," requiring that companies confirm
compliance with the rules. For regulators, these challenges raise primarily the
question of how much problem-solving effort and information-gathering ingenuity
to expect of a regulated party before identifying it as a good apple even
when less than full compliance is achieved. Thus, much of the emerging
regulatory compliance literature focuses on this optimization problem by exploring
ways other than hard-nosed deterrence-based regulation and enforcement to
motivate more compliance effort, improve data collection methods, and, in
general, turn bad apples into good apples.\footnote{Effort burdens and information burdens are discrete problems
caused by the accretion of rules. Yet, as much as we and others believe these effects operate}}
significantly in the context of regulatory accretion, it is too often overlooked that they do not account for all of the effects of regulatory accretion. While many of our survey respondents identified the increasing number of regulations as a source of increasing effort and information burdens, many comments suggested that the regulated community appreciates that something else is at play—something having to do with how the accumulation of rules begins to act as a system and imposes a third source of compliance burden effect. One respondent succinctly captured all three effects in the observation that “the greater the number of regulations, the more requirements that must be met [effort burden], the more places that must be checked for guidance [information burden], and the greater the complexity of their interrelationship.”

It is the last of these three effects that interests us. And it is this interrelationship among regulations that also has escaped pointed analysis thus far in the regulatory compliance literature. The number of rules traditionally has been associated only with effort and information burdens. Those effects are obvious—more rules mean more resources needed for more compliance. Yet it is not entirely obvious what the full effect of more rules is. In the Regulatory Kingdom, for example, what would happen were the number of laws to double overnight? How much harder would it be to achieve full compliance? Would the

153. See, e.g., Spence, supra note 126, at 931–36, 972 (outlining the “complexity critique” of environmental regulation—that regulatory requirements impose, in our words, too much effort and information burden and may explain involuntary noncompliance). Professor Spence and others developing this critique of regulation use the term “complexity” primarily to describe conditions such as the incoherence of rules, the effort required to keep up with so many changing rules, and the difficulty of finding rules among all the guidance and other informal administrative apparatus. These are conditions we have either assumed not to exist in the Regulatory Kingdom or have identified as part of the effort and information burdens associated with regulatory accretion even in the Regulatory Kingdom.

As described infra notes 154–211 and accompanying text, “complexity” as used in complex systems theory—the usage we adopt in this Article—refers to the behavior of large systems of interacting agents, and can exist regardless of how “simple” or “complex” the individual agents may be. The complexity critique of environmental regulation that Spence summarizes does not incorporate complex systems theory. It does, nevertheless, help to explain the immense costs of complying with environmental regulation. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that the manufacturing, mining, and electric utility industries combined spent nearly $18 billion in pollution abatement capital and operating costs in 1999. U.S. Census Bureau, Pollution Abatement Costs and Expenditures:1999 v (2002), available at http://www.census.gov/prod/2002pubs/ma200-99.pdf; see generally Industry’s Pollution-Reduction Costs Detailed In Census Bureau Survey Sponsored by EPA, 33 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 2700 (Dec. 13, 2002).

154. (emphasis added). A number of our survey responses made similar points:

“[Regulations] often overlap, and changes in one have sometimes unintended consequences in others.”

“With this many [rules], there are bound to be inconsistencies and ambiguities and uneven interpretation.”

“The more regulation, the more likelihood of overlaps, inconsistencies, and conflicts.”

“Greater number = greater complexity.”

Bardach and Kagan found similar sentiments in their study of health care industry officials. See Bardach & Kagan, supra note 42, at 186 (noting that, as one nursing home enforcement official observed, “no one examines the effect of new regulations on the old ones. Nobody looks at the second-order effect.”).
added compliance burdens be attributable solely to extra effort and information
needed to comply? If so, then it should be relatively easy to quantify and add up
the effort and information burdens of all the new rules.

Intuitively that does not seem like all we must consider. For example, would
we not expect some of the new rules to influence some of the existing rules and
the way the regulated community responds to them, and vice versa? What
would happen if such interactions occurred? Can their effects be as easily
quantified as the effort and information burdens associated with individual
rules? These questions carry us beyond the realm of discrete rules and to the
very heart of the behavioral qualities of the legal system. To understand the full
effects of regulatory accretion, in other words, we must understand the fate of
rules in a legal system.

Although legal scholarship and commentary is replete with references to “the
legal system,” the system component of that term is usually taken for granted,
left unexplained.155 What exactly is it about “the legal system” that makes it a
system? Stated another way, why not just refer to the “bunch” of laws, the
“masses” of lawyers, and the “collection” of agencies and courts? In the loosest
sense, “the legal system” may be simply a shorthand way of referring to the
assemblage of laws, lawyers, agencies, courts, and other law-related people and
institutions, implying nothing more than quantity. If this were all there is to the
system component of the legal system, then it would be reasonable to portray
the accretion of laws in our Regulatory Kingdom—including something as
extreme as the overnight doubling of rules—as having little consequence be-
yond adding quantitative effort and information burdens. As law accretes, more
law-related people and institutions will be needed, they will do more work,
more citizens will be subject to more laws, and they will need to do more to
comply with those laws; however, no qualitative effects will be felt.

This view hardly seems credible, but why so? We believe the answer lies in
the additional effects attributable to system burdens. Accretion of law, in this
view, is but one of many agents of qualitative change in a complex adaptive
system.156 Complex systems theory, or complexity theory, is devoted to the
study of such systems.157 As made clear by the recent explosion in scholarship

155. A search for the term “legal system” in Westlaw’s TP-ALL database conducted on August 30,
2001, resulted in 43,954 documents. We did not read them all. A quick scan of several hundred revealed
the accuracy of the assertion in this text. To be sure, legal scholars through history have produced
elegant and deeply theoretical analyses of what makes “the legal system” a system. A good account of
that body of literature is found in MICHEL VAN DE KERCHOVE & FRANCOIS OST, LEGAL SYSTEM BETWEEN
ORDER AND DISORDER ( lain Stewart trans., 1994). However, we know of no treatment of that question
that focuses on the issue we address here—whether accretion of regulatory law in the legal system
confounds compliance because of the effects accretion has on the very nature of the system.

156. Complex adaptive systems are “macroscopic collections of [interacting] units that are endowed
with the potential to evolve over time.” PETER COVENEY & ROGER HIGHFIELD, FRONTIERS OF COMPLEXITY:
The Search for Order in a Chaotic World 7 (1995).

157. Although the study of such systems can be quite technical in substance, many of the recent and
most influential works in the field focus on applications of the technical theory to real world
employing complex systems theory, the legal system exhibits the basic ingredients of a complex adaptive system. Indeed, much of the effort in legal phenomena, such as biological evolution. See, e.g., John L. Casti, Complexification: Explaining a Paradoxical World through the Science of Surprise passim (1994) [hereinafter Complexification]; Jack Cohen & Ian Stewart, The Collapse of Chaos: Discovering Simplicity in a Complex World passim (1994); Murray Gell-Mann, The Quark and the Jaguar: Adventures in the Simple and the Complex passim (1994); Brian Goodwin, How the Leopard Changed Its Spots: The Evolution of Complexity passim (1996); John Holland, Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity passim (1995); Steven Johnson, Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and Software passim (2001); Stuart Kauffman, At Home in the Universe: The Search for Laws of Self-Organization and Complexity passim (1995); Ricard Solé & Brian Goodwin, Signs of Life: How Complexity Perdues Biology passim (2000). Complexity theory and the science of complex adaptive systems have radically altered the way in which scientists study natural systems as mundane as a dripping faucet and as grand as the weather. For centuries, the classical scientific method has approached such behavior in a reductionist manner, intent on studying components of whole complex systems at their most irreducible levels, based on the premise that by understanding how each part works in its simplest form, we can understand how the whole system works. See Casti, supra, at 11–13; Cohen & Stewart, supra, at 33–34; Coveney & Highfield, supra note 156, at 432. The advent of high-speed computers that allow system modeling at levels of detail never before imagined opened the door to the alternative view of systems that complexity theory posits. See generally John L. Casti, Would-Be Worlds: How Simulation is Changing the Frontiers of Science (1997). Although it is relatively young as a scientific discipline, complexity theory has already emerged as an important force in virtually every field of the physical sciences as well as in a wide array of the social sciences. For histories of the development of complexity theory, which has been brought about largely through the efforts of the Santa Fe Institute, see generally James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New Science (1987); Roger Lewin, Complexity: Life at the Edge of Chaos (1992); M. Mitchell Waldrop, Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos (1992). Current information about the field is best obtained from the journal Complexity, available at http://www.academicpress.com/jcomp (last visited May 14, 2003).

scholarship to describe the operation of our legal system has focused on understanding how and why it changes qualitatively—its evolutionary qualities. The relationship between accretion of regulatory law and the ability of regulated parties to comply with that body of law falls within this domain of investigation.

Our hypothesis, in short, is that the quantity of rules may affect the quality of the legal system itself, and thus the ability to comply. In other words, continuing to add efficient, clear, institutionally valid laws will at some level change not only how much compliance effort must be expended and how much reliable information must be gathered, but also the way in which the legal system operates, thus potentially altering the compliance potential of regulated parties regardless of effort and quality of information. System burdens arise when the various rules are interrelated or have relations to indirect or exogenous variables. As the third dimension of accretion, systems burdens both magnify the


effort and information burdens as well as sub-optimize overall compliance performance.

By way of illustration, turning back to the example of math problems, until now it has been possible for our problem-solver to confront each math problem on its own as a single, independent problem-solving event. The burden of accretion has been having more problems to solve and data to gather and verify before the day is done, but the effects of success or failure on a particular problem remained confined to that problem. Now consider a problem stated as “the answer to Problem 106 + the answer to Problem 912.” Because this style of problem introduces interrelations between problems, a mistake on one can lead to a mistake on another. Other problems may add conditions that are internal to the problem-solving exercise, such as “get five wrong answers and receive ten more questions,” or external to the exercise, such as “get five wrong answers and the compliance group loses half of its budget.” Worse still, a problem might alter the correct answer to another problem, as in, “now that you’ve answered question 107, go back to question 33, which has changed as follows.”

With the accretion of such interrelations between problems, the problem-solver can no longer consider each problem discretely or limit the consequences of mistakes to single problems. A mistake on one problem could lead to mistakes on dozens more, result in dozens more problems being assigned, and impose effects having nothing to do with the problem-solving task at hand. Even correct answers can have consequences elsewhere. Moreover, after solving many problems, the problem-solver has become “locked in” to certain solutions of earlier problems, sub-optimizing solutions of future problems. Indeed, as interrelations increase, at some point it will become difficult for the problem-solver to untangle the mistakes.

System burdens also complicate matters for regulators. Where only effort and information burdens operate, it is perhaps reasonable for the problem-assigner to consider completion and success rates as indicia of compliance ethic and chalk up unexplained events to human error. But when the set of problems exhibits system properties, the identification of good and bad apples becomes far more complicated. For example, the order in which problems are attempted can affect completion rates; a mistake on one problem can cascade through additional problems, and thereby affect success rates, often without regard to the problem-solver’s work effort or data collection ingenuity. The problem-solver’s completion and success rates, while still indicia of actual performance, thus no longer provide direct and complete evidence of a good apple or bad apple ethic. Both the problem-solver and the problem-assigner thus are challenged when accretion introduces system burdens to the problem-solving exercise.

This effect is what makes system burdens so different from effort and information burdens and, therefore, important to explore further. No longer is the charge of “too many rules” simply a “straw that broke the camel’s back”
problem. Were effort and information burdens the only consequences of rule accretion, we might be able to "draw the line" on total compliance burdens at some point and refrain from adding new rules on the ground that their increment of compliance burden would make the total burden unreasonable. Or, in the Regulatory Kingdom where all rules are "perfect," we could assign a total compliance burden and rank rules according to criteria such as cost-benefit payoff, accepting only as many rules from best to worst as fell within the total allowed burden. In other words, where only effort and information burdens exist, it remains possible to quantify the burden associated with each rule and cull out discrete rules based on objective criteria in order to adjust total compliance burdens. But system burdens present a "sum is greater than the parts" problem, complicating the decision as to which rules to remove, or to refrain from adding, to meet the assigned total compliance burden. No longer is it as simple as finding the last rule that broke the camel's back.

To appreciate more fully how system burdens in this manner complicate the challenge of managing rule accretion, the following sections explore what complex systems theory reveals about the effects of system burdens on compliance; describe the central principles of complexity theory; and then ground them in examples of regulatory compliance.160

1. The Problem of Conflicting Constraints

The diversity of the components that form the "macroscopic collection" of a system is the backbone of complex system behavior. A single tree in a tropical rainforest ecosystem can harbor over 10,000 distinct species of insects, and it is possible to walk long distances in the rainforest without twice encountering the same species of tree.161 Diversity of such magnitude is the signature of complex adaptive systems.162 Because the system as a whole depends on no single component for its long-term operation, difficult trade-offs exist as to the overall structure of the system—that is, one is forced to ask whether enhancing one component will diminish another, and if so, what is the overall effect on the system?

Complexity theory research suggests that within any complex adaptive system there exist "conflicting constraints" between the different possible combina-

160. We have suggested previously the utility of applying complex systems theory to problems of regulatory compliance, using the metaphor of a traffic jam to illustrate that, like driving too slow, some noncompliance may be an involuntary response to external conditions beyond the agent's control and operating independent of the agent's proclivity to act consistent with the rational polluter model or the compliance norm model. See James Salzman, J.B. Ruhl, & Kai-Sheng Song, Regulatory Traffic Jams, 2 Wyo. L. Rev. 253 passim (2002). Accepting our own invitation to study the question further, in this Article we develop a more robust and explanatory model of what we believe is the primary agent of involuntary noncompliance—that is, regulatory accretion.

161. See Holland, supra note 157, at 27; Solé & Goodwin, supra note 157, at 194–95.

162. See Ricard V. Solé et al., Phase Transitions and Complex Systems, Complexity, 1995–1996 No. 4, at 13, 23 ("complex systems find one of their brightest examples in the tropical rainforest").
tions of components’ structural traits. These constraints limit the degree to which any single trait can be adjusted without influencing, positively or negatively, another trait. The upshot is that improving one trait for the sake of improving that particular trait’s status in the system can degrade the overall system. When considering how a system should be structured, therefore, the system designer has to evaluate the effects of changing one trait based on the overall effects on the system, taking all other traits into consideration.

The phenomenon of conflicting constraints, familiar to the legal system, is described in legal literature as the “tradeoffs” problem. For example, measures designed to protect imperiled species, have increasingly been identified as threats to private property rights. Measures to increase public access to government records may stifle reporting and jeopardize security. Efforts to streamline one field of regulation through “deregulation” may lead to the need to boost regulation in another field. Legislatures, administrative agencies, and courts routinely must attempt to balance such potentially conflicting policy objectives as they shape rules of law. Complex systems theory shows why, as policies and the number of rules designed to implement them increase in number and diversify in objectives, it becomes more difficult to strengthen rules related to any single policy objective without consequences, positive or negative, to the effectiveness of rules serving other policy objectives.

163. See KAUFFMAN, supra note 157, at 169–73 (discussing conflicting constraints as applied to genetics).
164. The exoskeleton of an ant, for example, presents tremendous advantages at the size of an ant, but if ant size were to increase eventually the proportional weight of the exoskeleton would produce the ant’s demise. As Kauffman explains:

Here is the problem: in a fixed environment, the contribution of one trait—say, short versus long nose—to the organism’s fitness might depend on other traits—for example, bowed versus straight legs. Perhaps having a short nose is very useful if one is also bowlegged, but a short nose is harmful if one is straight legged... In short, the contribution to overall fitness of the organism of one state of one trait may depend in very complex ways on the states of many other traits.

KAUFFMAN, supra note 157, at 170.
166. A classic statement of such a conflicting constraint pitting one legal structure against another is the so-called “regulatory takings” doctrine under the Fifth Amendment’s requirement that private property not be taken for public use without just compensation—that is, “if [governmental] regulation [of private property] goes too far it will be recognized as a taking.” Pa. Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 415 (1922).
167. See BARDACH & KAGAN, supra note 42, at 110.
168. See Susan Rose-Ackerman’s observation, supra note 59.
The conflicting constraints effect is compounded by positive and negative feedback and feedforward response loops. Generally speaking, the force of interaction in complex adaptive systems—which makes these systems dynamic—involves a flow of some medium between components, such as energy or information. When such flows take place in the context of complex adaptive systems, the flows themselves exhibit complex, circuitous paths known as feedback and feedforward loops. In an economy, for example, money and the factors of production move throughout the system from component to component. The response of one component to a particular stimulus can trigger responses from one or several other components (feedforward), which in turn may trigger responses in the original component (feedback) or from yet additional components (more feedforward). The multiplier effect in economic theory, for example, explains how money transferred at one stage of a series of transactions moves from stage to stage and amplifies the effect of the initial transfer.

Indeed, in the conventional view, the very point of having legal rules is to take advantage of the anticipated feedback and feedforward between the rules and their targeted social problems. Feedback and feedforward in the form of deterrent or incentive effects, for example, is the intended result of legal initiatives designed to prompt responses from the regulated community. Such

169. See Holland, supra note 157, at 23; Johnson, supra note 157, at 130–62.

170. Adaptation in complex systems is associated with the feedback and feedforward loops made possible by multiple paths of interactions between system components and thus “is an emergent property which spontaneously arises through the interaction of simple components.” Gleick, supra note 157, at 339 n.314 (quoting J. Doyne Farmer & Norman Packard, Evolution, Games, and Learning: Models for Adaptation in Machines and Nature, Introduction to Conference Proceedings, Center for Nonlinear Studies, Los Alamos National Laboratory (May 1985). Adaptation allows the system to “restructure, or at least modify, the interaction pattern.” Casti, Complexification, supra note 157, at 271.

171. See Holland, supra note 157, at 23–25, 84–87.

172. EPA has explained that “[o]ne of the primary goals of an environmental enforcement program is to change human behavior so that environmental requirements are complied with.” Principles of Environmental Enforcement, supra note 145, at 2–1. Malloy goes so far as to say that “environmental regulation is all about using incentives to control behavior,” whether those incentives are negative or positive. Malloy, supra note 143, at 531. This premise, of course, underlies the rational polluter model and that model’s justification of deterrence-based environmental regulation policy. See James A. lofton, Environmental Enforcement: The Impact of Cultural Values and Attitudes on Social Regulation, 31 Envir. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 10,906, 10,906–07 (2001); David L. Markell, The Role of Deterrence-Based Enforcement in a “Reinvented” State/Federal Relationship: The Divide Between Theory and Reality, 24 Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 1, 7–14 (2000); Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1186–87; Spence, supra note 126, at 937. EPA, for example, defines “deterrence” as “the motivation of regulated entities to comply with environmental laws and regulations through consideration of the government-induced consequences of violating these laws or regulations.” Corporate Environmental Performance, supra note 141, at 2. While virtually every EPA enforcement policy rests on the efficacy of deterrence-inducing response loops, see Silberman, supra note 152, at 10,523, EPA continues through efforts like the Corporate Environmental Performance project to search for evidence of the strength and operative behavioral mechanics of these response loops. Of course, advocates of environmental policy reform incorporating incentive-based rather than deterrence-based measures also rely on different response loops whose strength and operation are not fully understood. EPA defines “compliance incentives” as
response loops can become exponential in effect and thus dominate the system in which they operate. This is why, as discussed previously, some regulatory feedback and feedforward effects create unanticipated, even undesired, behavior. In other words, the conflicting trade-off constraints of policy choices are not static; the response loops of rule interactions keep them dynamic.

How do these principles affect noncompliance? Assume that a company in our Regulatory Kingdom cares so deeply about compliance that it pairs each regulatory requirement to which it is subject to its own full-time, fully dedicated compliance employee. Because its operations are subject to 1,000 regulations, it hires 1,000 compliance personnel and assigns each person to his or her own rule. The company’s management should, naturally, expect such an investment of personnel to result in perfect compliance. However, because of the properties of diversity and response loops, not only is perfect compliance unlikely, but the final result will almost surely be sub-optimal.

Consider, for example, the case in which Bob’s job is to comply with a water conservation rule applicable to a property that Company manages. One way of complying with the rule is to remove particularly thirsty vegetation of low commercial value. But what if Sally’s job is to comply with an endangered species protection rule applicable to the same property, and the species happens to thrive on the same vegetation that Bob is hoping to remove? As Sally is ordering more plants, Bob is hiring work crews to remove them! Each employ-

“policies that provide incentives to regulated entities to voluntarily discover, disclose and correct violations or clean up contaminated sites before they are identified by the government for enforcement investigation or response. Compliance incentives may also promote superior environmental performance.” CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE, supra note 141, at 2. The degree to which these positive response incentives work also is a subject of EPA’s Corporate Environmental Performance research effort. There is, in other words, tremendous faith that these positive and negative response loops exist, but little empirical understanding of how strong they are, where and when they work most effectively, how they change over time, and other rather basic issues.

173. See Douglas S. Robertson & Michael C. Grant, Feedback and Chaos in Darwinian Evolution: Part I. Theoretical Considerations, COMPLEXITY, Sept.–Oct. 1996, at 10, 12. However, as Ronald Coase observed in his classic, The Problem of Social Cost, feedback and feedforward cannot easily be confined to the targeted social behavior. Promulgation of Rule A may influence not only the targeted behavior, but also behavior in a realm not governed by Rule A. But the problem goes beyond even that which Coase envisioned: The collateral behavior Rule A affects may be within a realm governed by Rule B. As the influence of Rule A plays out, the effectiveness of Rule B in governing its targeted behavior may be compromised. Regulators might be prompted to change Rule B, and indeed may do so in a way that affects the behavior that was the target of Rule A, leading to changes in Rule A. Or the effects of changes in Rule B may include behavior governed by Rule C, and so on. The promulgation of a rule, in other words, may set into motion events that “bounce back” at the rule and cause it to change yet again, or “bounce forward” toward other rules. See R.H. Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J. L. & ECON. 1, 2 (1960); see also Pierre Schlag, An Appreciative Comment on Coase’s The Problem of Social Cost: A View from the Left, 1986 Wis. L. REV. 919, 926; Pierre Schlag, The Problem of Transaction Cost, 62 S. CAL. L. REV. 1661, 1666–68 (1989).

174. For example, one of the major conclusions Peter Yeager reached after his years-long study of the EPA and corporate compliance with environmental regulation was that there are “systemically embedded constraints in our political economy” and that “the operation of [such] constraints on law is a dynamic process.” PETER CLEARY YEAGER, THE LIMITS OF LAW: THE PUBLIC REGULATION OF PRIVATE POLLUTION 30 (1991).
ee’s single-minded focus to ensure compliance with his or her single rule can set in motion events that undercut compliance ability elsewhere.

Of course, one might reasonably expect Sally and Bob to find each other, identify their conflicting goals, and coordinate a solution. Alternatively, Company may capitalize on a cost-cutting opportunity by firing Bob and consolidating both functions into Sally’s job description. Sally can then balance the two conflicting constraints internally. Coordination and consolidation thus are two appropriate responses to the problem of conflicting constraints.175

But now add Sam into the mix. His job is to reduce the firm’s greenhouse gas emissions. His efforts to increase carbon sequestration through increased biomass will support the species protection effort and frustrate the water conservation effort (or frustrate both, if Sam selects a fast-growing, water-hungry, invasive exotic such as a eucalyptus). Coordination and consolidation become incrementally more difficult with each new rule. Indeed, in a typical refinery or chemical plant, as thousands of rules and thousands of employees begin to enter the mix it will become increasingly difficult to trace the paths of cause and effect. The accretion of rules and different types of requirements thus only increases the likelihood of conflicting constraints. Increasing compliance efforts to meet the incremental regulation through coordination and consolidation will, in a number of cases at least, undermine compliance with yet another existing or future rule.176 The problem of conflicting constraints, a function of

175. This is predicted in fields of study as diverse as game theory, organization theory, and biology. See generally ROBERT AXELROD, THE EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION (1984). In complex systems theory terms, coordination and consolidation responses are manifestations of co-evolution between the interacting agents—that is, the Red Queen Hypothesis. See SOLé & GOODWIN, supra note 157, at 253–63.

176. As this example demonstrates, it is important to note that accretion can have positive as well as negative system effects once we introduce a normative criterion, such as compliance with rules. In other words, there may be system efficiencies that occur in compliance possibilities because of accretion, such as breakthroughs in monitoring and compiling of information that are motivated by the need to handle more compliance decisions. In general, however, as most conventional deterrence-based regulations add compliance costs (effort burdens) and increase the need for information (information burdens), it is unlikely that the net system effect would be to reduce total compliance costs. Moreover, the system effects discussed in this section unquestionably complicate any regulated party’s understanding of how to optimize compliance behavior, suggesting that it will be more difficult to know what to do. Indeed, the ultimate effect of system behavior on compliance is to make the consequences of different compliance options more unpredictable. See infra notes 214–15 and accompanying text. In any event, even if total system effects balance out evenly between normatively positive and negative effects, it is highly unlikely they would balance out evenly for every firm. Some firms, in other words, will suffer disproportionately from the effects of regulatory accretion.

177. Indeed, complex systems theorists studying hierarchical human organizations such as corporations posit that their inherent characteristics lead them to managerial “sticking points” that produce sub-optimal firm-wide behavior. See Jan W. Rivkin & Nicolaj Siggelkow, Organizational Sticking Points on NK Landscapes, COMPLEXITY, May–June 2002, at 31, 41. Managers have cognitive limits, but must deal with interacting managerial decisions and potentially divergent personal, group-wide, and firm-wide interests. Individuals and groups within the firm develop routines and other coping mechanisms that are efficient for their purposes, but can produce inefficient firm-wide behavior. For example, the flow of information from lower to higher levels of the firm hierarchy must reflect the cognitive limits of the managers involved, who will shape the information to best serve their individual and group needs, which in turn influences the ability of senior managers to act optimally for the firm. Id. In a
the feedback and feedforward response loops associated with the need to comply with diverse regulations, will therefore increase along with accretion and will thereby increase the possibilities that compliance with one requirement will work at cross-purposes with compliance with another.\footnote{178}

It is important to note that this is different from the more commonly understood problem associated with accretion of competing resource demands. To be sure, compliance with any new regulation creates problems of opportunity costs that may have effects elsewhere in Company. Money diverted to specific environmental compliance problems may come at the expense of Company’s investment in employee training, or the quality of food served in the boardroom. As regulatory demands increase, opportunity costs increase as well, and that may have a significant effect on some aspects of Company’s behavior, perhaps even compliance behavior. Those are not system effects, however, but rather just the result of a limited budget.

Some regulations, though, present more than mere cost concerns because of the way they affect or are affected by the application of other regulations. Compliance may not be simply a matter of distributing resources, but truly a problem of understanding complex interactions between responses to one standard and their effect on the options presented under another. In effect, an act designed to comply under one rule may limit the options available to comply elsewhere beyond the limitations arising from the scarcity of financial resources, and vice versa. In this setting, throwing more money and people at compliance may not help. In other words, the compliance problem has moved beyond one of merely effort and information burdens. For example, in our Bob and Sally scenario, increasing their respective budgets would not have solved their respective compliance problems—Sally simply would have bought more plants and Bob would have hired more workers to whack away at them.

The properties of dynamic conflicting constraints also demonstrate the shortcomings of regulatory economic analysis. One might well think the problem of conflicting constraints would be avoided if rigorous cost-benefit analysis were carried out prior to the promulgation of such rules in order to identify their added costs. But this is not the case in practice. Consider, for example, that an

\footnote{178 Another example is the contribution land development regulation can make, ironically, to accelerating land development. Professor David Dana describes the “race to develop” that occurs when environmental preservation regulations impose nonretroactive land development restrictions without hope of compensation for the landowner. Landowners respond by seeking to develop before additional restrictions are imposed, which in turn prompts more regulation, which in turn prompts more development, and so on. The system-wide effect of not compensating landowners for the effects of environmental regulation, therefore, is to risk promoting the very behavior we intend to restrict, perhaps imposing social costs in the form of diminished resources that are far in excess of the costs of providing landowner compensation. See David A. Dana, Natural Preservation and the Race to Develop, 143 U. PA. L. REV. 655, 656, 677–95 (1995).}
economic analysis reveals the net direct cost of compliance with Rule X to be $Y_x$. Traditional cost-benefit analysis would identify this as the cost of the rule. Because of conflicting constraints, however, compliance with Rule X now makes it harder to comply with Rule Z, say by a net cost of $A_{Y_z}$. Therefore, the true cost associated with compliance with Rule X is $Y_x + A_{Y_z}$.

As the number of rules in the system increases, the feedforward potential for these cost variations spreads to more rules (that is, $A_{Y_z} + A_{Y_{zz}} + \ldots A_{Y_n}$), and, eventually, the cost of complying even with Rule X may change as feedback effects emanate from those responses (that is, the new component $A_{Y_{feedback}}$). Therefore, the total compliance costs Rule X adds to the system of compliance costs is $Y_x + (A_{Y_z} + A_{Y_{zz}} + \ldots A_{Y_n}) + A_{Y_{feedback}}$.180 These numerous marginal cost shifts provide the answer to the question posed in the Introduction: must a system of efficient, clear, institutionally valid laws possess the same qualities found in each individual law?181 The answer is no, once the level of regulation triggers system burdens. As a result of accretion, even though each rule in our ideal Regulatory Kingdom passed its own cost-benefit test, the system as a whole will not pass the test once the aggregate net cost of system burdens from conflicting constraints becomes significant.

Moreover, the aggregate system costs (or savings) from conflicting constraint effects are not (and, in practical terms, likely cannot be) captured by ex ante economic analysis. While this is roughly analogous to the problem of risk-risk tradeoffs,182 the likely compliance tradeoffs are far harder to identify so long as rules increase in number and diversify in objectives. Put another way: if, as the number of rules increases, the diversity of rules also increases, then the potential for system feedback and feedforward also rises, and the ability to predict the consequences (and thus the net cost) of any one new rule diminishes.

2. Emergence of System-Dominated Behavior

Understanding the role of conflicting constraints in complex systems sets the stage for recognizing emergence-behavioral characteristics that occur only be-

179. We acknowledge again that systems theory does not require that the effect be negative. However, it is far more likely that, in a system of rules, each of which imposes compliance costs through effort and information burdens, the total system effect of significant accretion of such rules will produce net marginal costs rather than savings, or will make overall compliance more difficult rather than easier. As reported previously, the empirical record gives no reason to argue to the contrary. Our systems model suggests why not.

180. Indeed, we really cannot stop even at this point because the feedback response on Rule X can in turn trigger new feedforward responses. But we believe the point is adequately made that any new rule has the potential to impose cost reverberations throughout the regulatory system.

181. See supra INTRODUCTION.

182. Much of the tradeoffs literature posits that by using more rigorous risk tradeoff analysis, legal institutions can predict and control for the effects of conflicting constraints. See generally Graham & Wiener, supra note 165 (advocating a comprehensive risk tradeoff analysis program for public health and environmental protection laws). Some authors, however, are less sanguine that tradeoff analysis can avoid becoming biased by the way regulation is framed. See, e.g., Heinzerling, supra note 165, at 460–61.
cause of the presence of the system itself. For example, by limiting observation to an individual ant—its foraging, building, defending, and so on—it is highly unlikely that an observer could accurately predict the behavior of the ant colony. The ant colony, unlike an individual ant, is highly adaptive, surviving over time periods far in excess of individual ant lives and in the face of a variety of environmental hazards that pose certain death to individual ants. This emergent adaptive behavior arises when a “system . . . use[s] local rules between interacting agents to create higher-level behavior well suited to its environment.”

Even when the individual parts of a system are unaware of or indifferent to their mutual effects—or are even working against each other—emergent system behavior may become highly adaptive. Research has suggested that the magnitude and direction of this effect depend on the number of decisionmaking components, or “patches” as they are known in the complex adaptive systems literature, and how tightly intertwined, or “coupled,” are their decisionmaking processes. The problem is that for a multi-patch, coupled decisionmaking system there is no reliable way to predict, simply on the basis of observing any of the system’s individual patches, what form the system’s emergent behaviors might take and to what end. One has to let the whole system run to see what happens.

The presence of unanticipated emergent behavior in law has not gone unnoticed; it is usually described as the phenomenon of “unanticipated conse-

183. See Holland, supra note 157, at 11; Solé & Goodwin, supra note 157, at 147 (“[s]ocial insects display some of the best examples of what we call emergent behavior”).

184. See Johnson, supra note 157, at 73–82; Solé & Goodwin, supra note 157, at 147 (“while colonies of social insects behave in complex ways, the capacities of individuals are relatively limited”).


186. See Kauffman, supra note 157, at 247–71.

187. See id. The study of interconnected systems is a major research focus of complexity systems research. The general model is of so-called NK systems, where N is the number of system components (patches) and K is the number of inputs from other components each component needs in order to know what to do next in the system (coupling). By constructing computer models of NK systems, complexity theory researchers can study the effects of altering N and K in different combinations. Id. at 173; see also Jeffrey Johnson, A Language of Structure in the Science of Connectivity, Complexity, 1995 No. 3, at 22, 22 (discussing connectivity indexes in social and physical systems).

188. This problem follows from the presence of emergent properties in complex systems. “The ascending levels of hierarchy of complexity demonstrate emergent properties at each level which appear to be nonpredictable from the properties of the component parts. Thus the commonly held expectation that we should be able to derive macroeconomics from microeconomics is probably unrealistic.” George A. Cowan, Opening Remarks, in Complexity: Metaphors, Models, and Reality 4 (George A. Cowan et al. eds., 1994).

189. See Kauffman, supra note 157, at 288–89.
quences." For example, Professor William H. Rodgers has written extensively about what he calls statutory "sleepers (provisions with consequences not anticipated at the time of enactment)," which he observes "have played an important role in the history of environmental law." And Professor Cass Sunstein has examined the unintended consequences that result when regulations are based on "partial perspectives that emerge from close attention to mere pieces of complex problems." A classic example from environmental law is media-shifting—the effect that pollution-control laws protecting one environmental medium (for example, air, water, or land) have had on the generation of pollution in alternative media. As Professor Rodgers has observed, "[t]he history of environmental law is filled with examples of air pollution being 'solved' by dumping the residue into the water, water pollution 'eliminated' by diverting the residues to the land, and land pollution 'cleaned up' by incineration or underground injection."

The unintended consequences of a rule thus emerge from the complex interactions between the full set of rules and the human behaviors they motivate. These interactions also occur in regulatory compliance. In other words, a company's environmental impacts are an emergent property of the interaction of

190. The phenomenon of unintended consequences in law is so common that it has been elevated to the status of a "law" itself. As one author observes: "There is something called the 'Law of Unintended Consequences.' Who enacted this law, who enforces it, and its exact scope are obscure. However, from time to time it manifests itself . . . " A.A. Sommer, Jr., The Role of State Law in an Era of Federal Preemption: Preempting Unintended Consequences, 60 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 231, 231 (1997).

191. WILLIAM H. RODGERS, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW § 1.3 (1994). Rodgers has described many other examples of unanticipated consequences in environmental law. See Rodgers, supra note 158, at 56–74.


193. Rodgers, supra note 191, § 1.4, at 59. For example, in weighing the need for land disposal regulation, Congress observed that water and air pollution control laws had led to "the federal government spending billions of dollars to remove pollutants from the air and water, only to dispose of such pollutants on the land in an environmentally unsound manner." H.R. REP. No. 94-1491, at 4 (1976). In its 1978 study of the issue, the United States General Accounting Office concluded that "[p]ollution control produces pollutants which must be disposed of in the air, in water, or on land. Unfortunately, environmental protection laws and programs have such single rigid control requirements that pollution control tradeoffs are not usually considered." U.S. GEN. ACCT. OFF., PUB. NO. GAO/CED-78-148B, 16 AIR AND WATER POLLUTION ISSUES FACING THE NATION 89 (1978). See generally Lakshman Guruswamy, The Case for Integrated Pollution Control, 54 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 41, 42 (1991). A highly publicized example of this occurred recently in California, where officials required use of the gas additive MTBE to reduce automobile emissions, only to find later that the likely carcinogen was polluting groundwater supplies from leaky storage tanks, and only later to find that banning MTBE in the state to remove that effect could lead to severe gasoline shortages. See Carolyn Whetzel, Governor Delays MTBE Ban by 12 Months, Citing Possible Gasoline Shortages, Price Hikes, 33 Env't Rep. (BNA) 653 (Mar. 22, 2002). See generally David Littell, MTBE or not MTBE—Why is That the Question?, 14 NAT. RESOURCE & ENV'T 247 (2000); Carrie L. Williamson, "But You Said We Could Do It!": Oil Companies' Liability for the Unintended Consequences of MTBE Water Contamination, 29 ECOLOGY L.Q. 315 (2002). Now more aware of the tradeoff effect of cross-media pollution, EPA more routinely considers its potential as it assesses the merit of proposed pollution control rules. See Steve Cook, Water Quality Regulations May Increase Emissions from Livestock Laps, Report Says, 33 Env't Rep. (BNA) 1261, 1261 (June 7, 2002) (discussing a National Academy of Sciences report that found that a proposed rule limiting water pollution from farms may simply increase air emissions from them).
all of its discrete compliance actions. The overall effect of compliance with one pollution control rule may be to shift emissions to another medium (for example, from air to water), but this simply reflects the many internal conflicting constraints and feedback/feedforward loops responding to external regulatory controls. The same has proven true for the Endangered Species Act, which has in many contexts led to landowner behavior that undermines rather than promotes species conservation.\footnote{See Michael J. Bean, Overcoming Unintended Consequences of Endangered Species Regulation, 38 IDaho L. REV. 409, 415 (2002); J.B. Ruhl, The Endangered Species Act and Private Property: A Matter of Timing and Location, 8 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 37 passim (1998); see also James L. Huffman, Marketing Biodiversity, 38 IDaho L. REV. 421, 425 (2002) (describing other examples and noting that “information deficits guarantee that there will be unintended consequences of our environmental regulations”).} These and other examples of the unintended consequences of regulation may be viewed as the outcome of compliance patterns that could not have been reliably predicted by examining the regulated party’s response to any single rule and that were not intended by the promulgators of any of the rules.

Most of the legal literature covering these examples, as well as other unintended consequences of regulation, is purely descriptive in that it identifies an unintended consequence and proposes a fix. Some authors criticize legislatures, agencies, and courts for failing to predict and avoid the consequence before promulgating the rule.\footnote{See, e.g., Sunstein, supra note 96, at 91 (“A . . . frequent source of regulatory failure is Congress’ failure to understand the complex systemic effects of regulatory interventions.”); Alex Kozinski & Eugene Voloch, A Penumbra Too Far, 106 HARV. L. REV. 1639, 1641 (1993) (proposing, as a test for development of new constitutional doctrine, the question whether “the rationale for the doctrine, if accepted, [will] sweep far more broadly than we might like?”); Rena I. Steinzor, The Politics of Subsequent Environmental Legislation: The Legislation of Unintended Consequences, 9 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL’Y F. 95, 95 (1998) (“some extraordinarily significant facets of modern environmental law are . . . the result of Congress’s failure to foresee the consequences of its actions”).} Proposed fixes often assume an ability to remove the problem consequence with surgical precision while leaving all the benefits in place.\footnote{See, e.g., William H. Lawrence & John A. Minan, The Effect of Abrogating the Holder-In-Due-Course Doctrine on the Commercialization of Innovative Consumer Products, 64 B.U. L. REV. 325, 360 (1984); Steinzor, supra note 195, at 108. Not wishing to take all the blame for unanticipated results, some members of Congress have contended that it is through the interpretations by judicial and administrative authorities that statutes often are applied in ways that appear to defeat or at least depart from the legislative intent, and have suggested that Congress periodically convene a “corrections day” to clean up such problems by corrective legislative action. See John Copeland Nagle, Corrections Day, 43 UCLA L. REV. 1267, 1271 (1996). Nagle posits, however, that while these “mistakes” are generally perceived as errors by either Congress, courts interpreting the statute, or agencies implementing the statute, in fact all such mistakes are attributable to Congress being sloppy, unthinking, neglectful, or just plain wrong. Id. at 1273–80. He admits one exception in this regard—if “the consequences of a statute were unforeseeable—not just unforeseen—when Congress enacted the statute, then Congress cannot be blamed for a problem it could not have anticipated.” Id. at 1280 n.44. This exception is, in a systems theory view, an enormous one, perhaps suggesting that it is not fruitful to think of a rule’s unintended consequence as being the result of any institution’s “mistake.”} Many authors, however, appreciate what complex systems theory shows—that some of the consequences of a rule are unintended because they
were unforeseeable.\textsuperscript{197} Given conflicting constraints and feedback within legal systems, it is exceedingly difficult to predict what emergent behavior the system will exhibit after a new rule is added. The Supreme Court recently observed that while “land-use regulations are ubiquitous . . . most of them impact property values in some tangential way—often in completely unanticipated ways.”\textsuperscript{198} And once emergent behavior materializes, it is as much a part of the system, and therefore as difficult to isolate and manipulate, as are the intended consequences.

To place this in a compliance context, consider the compliance efforts of Company in the Regulatory Kingdom. Recall that to ensure compliance with 1000 rules, Company has a dedicated employee assigned to each rule. While this is an absurd example of compliance over-assurance, in fact businesses do take a variety of actions on compliance, production, human resources, and other matters, all designed to respond to individual requirements. The managers perceive a multitude of discrete compliance requirements and, for obvious reasons, compliance performance is measured at ground level—rule-by-rule. But as a result of this “bean-counting” approach, neither managers nor regulators can optimize a broad system of regulatory performance such as corporate compliance or environmental quality. Such optimization can only be achieved by recognizing the emergent properties of the system and working at their level.

As described in the preceding section, conflicting constraints may cause one group’s compliance efforts to undermine those of another group. But the pathways of these effects will never be evident if each manager zealously focuses on compliance with his or her regulation. Emergent behavior arises from this combination of all the problems of conflicting constraints that, by definition, cannot be observed at the rule-specific level. Coordination—such as having the 1000 employees meet frequently—and consolidation—such as reducing the compliance workforce to 100, each of whom must follow ten rules—are ways of forcing compliance efforts to take rules as a “package”; however, they yield diminishing returns as the number of rules grows and emergence effects make it more difficult to identify the sources of noncompliance.

\textsuperscript{197} See, e.g., James L. Huffman, The Impact of Regulation on Small and Emerging Businesses, 4 J. SMALL & EMERGING BUS. L. 307, 316 (2000) (observing that “the rule of unintended consequences will forever plague our regulatory efforts . . . Our lives are complex beyond our understanding, which means that our decisions, both public and private, will always have consequences we do not anticipate and often do not want.”); William P. Marshall, The Last Best Chance for Campaign Finance Reform, 94 NW. U. L. REV. 335, 336 (2000) (“the consequences of [campaign finance] reform measures are unpredictable”); Cass R. Sunstein, Political Equality and Unintended Consequences, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1390, 1390 (1994) (“[u]nintended consequences . . . can make regulation futile or even self-defeating”); Jay D. Wexler, Risk in the Balance, 30 CONNECT. L. REV. 225, 241 (1997) (“human culture, human behavior, technology, and the environment . . . interact so unpredictably that no rational system can ever predict the results of the interaction or solve for their unintended consequences—particularly in the long term”); Jay D. Wexler, Why Things Bite Back, 16 STAN. ENVTL. L. REV. 334, 337 (1997) (book review) (“even the best efforts of agencies to foresee the results of regulatory policy will fail to anticipate the endless variety of unintended consequences”).

However, the implications of emergence and accretion go farther still, requiring regulators as well to consider their effects. To make this concept more concrete, consider the example of the Amoco refinery in Yorktown, Virginia. In the early 1990s, Amoco and EPA launched a joint study of the refinery to assess the role of EPA regulations in promoting pollution prevention. Both EPA and Amoco agreed that a major concern was air emissions of benzene. In complying with EPA regulations, Amoco had commenced construction of a $41 million treatment facility to trap benzene vapors from its wastewater, satisfying the best available technology requirements of the Clean Air Act. To the surprise of EPA and Amoco, further study at the facility revealed that far more emissions were coming from the loading docks than from the wastewater. These pollutants could have been captured for an investment of $11 million, but the investment was not made in place of the treatment facility because the loading dock activities were completely unregulated by EPA.

The point of the story is not that either group was foolish in overlooking the most important source of pollution but that unless compliance is considered at a composite level, far above that of discrete operations, our environmental protection efforts will under-perform even if businesses achieve full compliance. After all, Amoco met the regulatory standards (albeit for $41 million), but compliance had little relation to environmental performance. Unless both regulators and regulated parties can step back and consider how to manage the whole system in question (in this case a refinery), the overall level of environmental performance likely will be sub-optimal. But this is exceedingly hard to do as accretion occurs, which forces greater management focus on ensuring compliance with individual requirements, particularly at the potential cost of $25,000 per day, per violation. Indeed, given this focus on compliance (analogous to our 1,000 compliance personnel each focusing on a regulation), it remains unclear why compliance personnel would be concerned with the overall environmental performance of the firm versus their own individual job performance outcomes.

3. Path Dependence

Conflicting constraints and emergent behavior patterns tend to be dissipative in that they work in one direction but not the other. If the flows in a complex


200. The Belgian Nobel laureate Ilya Prigogine defined a dissipative system as one for which the driving force is the nonequilibrium flux of matter and energy through the system that increases order and sustainability in the system but makes reversing the system impossible. See Tony Rothman, Irreversible Differences, THE Sci., July–Aug. 1997, at 26 (discussing the implications of Prigogine’s theory for theories of time and space). Because these systems experience nonequilibrium in terms of input, they necessarily cannot be “reversed” so as to replicate the conditions of the system at a prior point in time. See KAUFMAN, supra note 157, at 20–21. For example, if Company A is ordered to compensate Company B for illegal overcharges, the economic impacts associated with the multiplier effect that occurred when Company B first paid Company A, such as payments Company A made to its
adaptive system are reversed, it is not possible for the system components to retrace their steps and assume prior positions; new feedback and feedforward loops may emerge, the old ones may change strength or direction, and new possibilities for the system open up. Complex systems are, in a sense, on a one-way path, with the present position being the function of all past positions. The system, in other words, is path-dependent.

As a manifestation of the combined effects of conflicting constraints and emergence, the path direction of a complex system is extremely sensitive to the environmental conditions in which the system exists. This property, known as sensitivity, means that two similar systems may be found at one time to be located at very close decision nodes, where the choice as to where to go next must be made, but can later be found to have diverged wildly from one another based on seemingly minor differences in the decisions.\textsuperscript{201}

Path-dependent effects have begun to receive much attention in legal scholarship as an explanation for the dynamics of common law and regulatory law evolution.\textsuperscript{202} In particular, early decisions—such as in cases of first impression for courts or an agency's initial set of implementing regulations for a new regulatory statute—become crucial to the direction of the law, to the consequent "lock in" of the judicial doctrine or regulatory policy to a particular path, and thus to the difficulty later of changing course to a now distant path not taken.\textsuperscript{203} Litigants and interest groups instinctively appreciate the importance of these decision nodes as they battle furiously over holdings in cases of first impression and the wording of proposed regulations. Over time, the accretion of rules will present more regulatory decision nodes, which will add to the path dependence of present regulatory positions, and will therefore limit the options for new rules.\textsuperscript{204}

\footnotesize{201. See CASTI, COMPLEXIFICATION, supra note 157, at 91–92. A useful mental image that illustrates the difficulty of predicting the behavior of systems experiencing sensitivity to initial and temporal conditions is provided by the story of German theoretical chemist Otto Rossler, who observed a saltwater taffy-pulling machine in operation. The story, as told by Casti, is that Rossler observed that the contraption stretched and folded a batch of raisin taffy according to the same mechanical procedure over and over again, but that the raisins in the taffy appeared to change relative positions with no apparent order. He contemplated the question of what would be the long-term fate of two raisins initially placed very close together, surmising that over time they might separate in position quite dramatically. Indeed, although we know that the machine applies the same procedure ad infinitum to the taffy, it would be very difficult to predict where the raisins will be in relation to each other, say, one month into the process.


203. See Hathaway, supra note 202, at 630–31 (describing the lock-in of common law to precedent).

In the context of firm compliance, regulations impose decision-node events that can, over time and with the accretion of rules, also lock in compliance behavior to define the means and methods of compliance. As more new rules are promulgated, compliance options for the incremental rules may be limited based on the compliance options taken in the past for prior rules. Assume, for example, that Company’s 1000 compliance personnel have been complying with 1000 rules for twenty years, and now an additional ten rules are promulgated. Company’s mode of compliance is dependent on the prior investments and approaches it has taken under the first 1000 rules, and compliance options for the ten new rules thus may effectively be locked in place. Viewed in isolation, Company might have chosen a different strategy or technology to comply with the new rules. Because of fixed costs and ways of thinking, however, its range of options for complying with the new rules is diminished.

4. Nonlinearity and the Bottom Line: Unpredictability

Nonlinearity means that the relationships of system components we wish to measure, even though they may be deterministically related, do not exhibit mathematical proportionality. Indeed, despite the neat and orderly world implied by classical mathematics and science, most of the world is governed by nonlinearity and its inherent unpredictability. Hence the

---

may not be able to ‘roll back’ citizen protections . . . even if the original actions turn out to have been unnecessary or ineffective.

205. See, e.g., Int'l Minerals & Chem. Corp. v. Llano, Inc., 770 F.2d 879 (10th Cir. 1985). In Llano, a new state air emission regulation forced a chemical manufacturer to reduce drastically its emissions by a specified date. Id. at 883. Because the company had for decades used a manufacturing process that relied on natural gas boilers to heat the chemicals used in the process, and which complied neatly with the existing rules, it initially tested numerous technologies to reduce emissions from that process, all of which failed. Id. With the compliance deadline looming, the company happened upon a new process that more than satisfied the new rule, primarily because it used no natural gas. Id. at 884. It adopted the process and met the new pollution limits ahead of schedule. Ironically, the company’s natural gas supplier then sued it for breach of contract, which led to the litigation. The court relieved the company of its contractual obligation to purchase natural gas under a theory of impracticability of contract. Id. at 886-87.

206. A system is described as linear when the relationship of the agents’ interactions can be described in strictly proportional terms (for example, $y = 2x + 3z$). Therefore, a system is nonlinear if the relationships of the agents represents a function in which the output of an element is not proportional to its input. See generally P.G. DRAZIN, NONLINEAR SYSTEMS (1992).

207. Most evolutionary systems thus are inherently unpredictable because they are designed to adapt to the inherent unpredictability of their environment. See Peter Schuster, How Does Complexity Arise in Evolution, COMPLEXITY, Sept.–Oct. 1996, at 22 (describing unpredictability as an integral force in biological evolution). This so-called deterministic randomness of nonlinearity is the behavioral trait known in complexity theory as chaos. Chaos behavior thus has been described as “order masquerading as randomness.” GLEICK, supra note 157, at 22. Classic examples of chaos in physical systems run by deterministic rules are the erratic dripping patterns from water faucets, see Tom Mullin, Turbulent Times for Fluids, in EXPLORING CHAOS: A GUIDE TO THE NEW SCIENCE OF DISORDER 59 (Nina Hall ed., 1991), and the motion of a pinball, see Ian Percival, Chaos: A Science for the Real World, in EXPLORING CHAOS, supra, at 11. Although the rules determining the presence of chaos in such systems may be simple and rigid, the randomness of the system’s behavior prevents easy discovery of all the rules merely by observation of the behavior. Thus, chaotic behavior “only looks complicated because you
concern of some scientists that relatively small changes in global climate may unexpectedly trigger relatively large responses, such as the collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet. And even bastions of classical economics are resigned to the fact that “[T]wo hundred years of economic ‘science’ have done nothing to improve the ability of forecasters to predict recessions.”

As a general matter, accretion of system components contributes to this quality of unpredictability. Accretion adds to the diversity of components, and thus to potential conflicting constraints. Accretion adds to the potential for couplings between components, and thus to positive and negative feedback/feedforward loops that make conflicting constraints more dynamic. Accretion increases the ways in which emergent behavior can develop and the forms it takes. Accretion increases the frequency of decision nodes that promote path dependence. Accretion can amplify the effects of system sensitivity and nonlinearity. Accretion thus contributes to and changes the overall behavior of the system. In short, adding components to a complex system changes not just the quantity of components, but also the quality of the system in terms of reduced predictability and stability.

208. As a report in TIME explained:

If climate change brings about a large rise in sea level, the principal immediate cause will be the collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet [WAIS]. WAIS is the world’s last remaining marine ice sheet (meaning that it sits on the ocean floor rather than floats). ... Should this ice sheet collapse or float free, as other marine ice sheets have done, global sea level would rise nearly 20 ft., which would inundate most of Florida and hundreds of low-lying cities from Jakarta to London. ... As long as accumulation at the center offsets the amount of ice lost through sublimation (as ice turns directly into vapor) or the calving of icebergs, the great ice sheet remains stable. If it begins shedding ice rapidly, however, the sheet gets lighter, allowing warm seawater to intrude underneath, further speeding the flow of ice to the edges. At some point—no one knows when—the whole sheet begins to come apart. That is when sea level around the world would climb rapidly.


210. Cohen and Stewart vividly explain that the key to understanding why emergence and other system effects occur lies in the number of system components and their interaction—with increasing numbers of system components, eventually the sum effect of the interactions between the components becomes a dominating characteristic of the system. See COHEN & STEWART, supra note 157, at 182. For example, a system consisting of ten components has forty-five possible one-to-one pair combinations (a 1:45 ratio); a system of 1000 components has almost 5,000,000 such combinations (a 1:5000 ratio); and a system of one million components has almost five trillion such pairings (a 1:5,000,000,000 ratio). Id. In large systems, therefore, “if the effect of any particular interaction is tiny, we may not be able to work out what it is. We can’t study it on its own, in a reductionist manner, because it’s too small; but we can’t study it as part of the overall system, because we can’t separate it from all the other interactions.” Id.
This is as true for an ecosystem\textsuperscript{211} as it is for a traffic jam,\textsuperscript{212} and we can think of no reason why it should be any less true for the regulatory system. The Formalist vision of legal rules leading to completely predictable, stable outcomes is universally regarded as unattainable.\textsuperscript{213} A certain level of indeterminacy and instability in the regulatory system, whether one believes it is normatively positive or negative in sociolegal effect, is inherent because the regulatory system is a system. Moreover, based on the findings of complex-system theory discussed in this section, one agent of indeterminacy in the regulatory system must be accretion of the number of rule components of the system. In the regulatory system, as in any system, size matters.

C. SYSTEM MECHANICS

Our review of systems theory thus suggests four insights into how complex system mechanics affect compliance in a regulatory system experiencing high levels of rule accretion. First, because of accretion, compliance is hindered by system burdens. Compliance is not merely a chain of transaction-cost decisions about whether to comply and how much to invest in the effort. Neither the rational-polluter model nor the resource-allocation model integrates the realities of system burdens; despite unlimited good intentions, money backing up those intentions, and well-planned allocations of the resources, the options available to confront a particular regulatory compliance problem are influenced by legal doctrines and regulations that may have nothing directly to do with the problem at hand. Legal scholarship has mined the policy consequences of these effects with concepts such as tradeoffs and unintended consequences, but those treatments of the subject do not describe the causes. Systems theory, on the other hand, provides a deeper understanding of how noncompliance can emanate from the legal system itself rather than from conscious decisions, lack of budget, or unwise allocation of resources.

Second, accretion of regulatory demands contributes to and perpetuates the system burdens on compliance. Feedback, path dependence, emergence, and other system properties are fueled by disturbance and diversity. Accretion of laws in the legal system is a source of both disturbance (new rules change the rules) and diversity (new rules add new kinds of requirements). Yet, the burdens

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{211} As Solé and Goodwin explain:

\begin{quote}
Immigration [of species] pushes the ecosystem toward higher and higher diversity... But this driving force cannot push diversity arbitrarily high. Interactions start to operate, and the system reaches some upper limit for the number of species. The limits to diversity would then be imposed by instability.
\end{quote}

\textit{Solé & Goodwin, supra} note 157, at 200.

\item \textsuperscript{212} See \textit{Mitchell Resnick, Turtles, Termites, and Traffic Jams: Explorations in Massively Parallel Microworlds} 68 (2001) ("Traffic flow is rich domain for studying collective behavior. \textit{Interactions among cars in a traffic flow can lead to surprising group phenomena."}).

\item \textsuperscript{213} For a description of the evolution of jurisprudential theory in this regard, see Ruhl, \textit{The Fitness of Law}, \textit{supra} note 158, at 1422–37.
\end{itemize}
themselves are not necessarily constantly accreting as well. Some may be mitigated or removed from the system altogether by other social, economic, political, or even legal changes. However, with accretion of regulatory standards happening at a relentless rate, system burdens on compliance have a steady source of creation.

Third, there is no way to avoid the problem of system burdens because there is no way to implement a regulatory system that does not exhibit properties of a system. Therefore, there is no way to demand compliance with the regulatory system without expecting some level of noncompliance. Indeed, systems burdens are only a “burden” in the normative sense because of the policy objective of achieving full compliance. But systems, to be adaptive, sustaining, and resilient, must exhibit the very properties that lead to system burdens. Having a regulatory system promotes long-term stability of law in the face of external challenges, but also produces system effects that may prove undesirable to policy goals. As with any system, however, for it to remain a system, the bad (as society sees it) must come with the good (also as society sees it).

Finally, the effects of the problem and any attempt to rectify them are unpredictable. Regulators and the regulated cannot know what new feedback loop or emergent effect some new regulatory standard will trigger or extinguish. Nor can they predict the consequences of removing a regulatory standard.214 As William Blackstone warned centuries ago of property law, a system not nearly as far-flung as modern regulatory law, “the law of real property in this country is now formed into a fine artificial system, full of unseen connections and nice dependencies, and he that breaks one link in the chain endangers the dissolution of the whole.”215 Tinkering can be dangerous.

In sum, the system burdens fueled by accretion of rules do not, in and of themselves, cause discrete instances of noncompliance. However, they can, and most likely do worsen the effort and information burdens of accretion, hindering regulated parties’ ability to comply and strongly hindering efforts to optimize environmental performance. As our survey revealed, these effects of accretion appear to be foremost on the minds of practitioners from a broad array of practice settings.216 Yet the rational actor and good apple models of compliance fail to take this system-based component of noncompliance into account. Indeed, regulatory compliance literature in general has failed to identify system-based causes of noncompliance as a discrete component in the overall mix of

214. Again we recall Susan Rose-Ackerman’s observation that:

[deregulation of one area of the economy may itself produce the need for more regulation someplace else. In moving toward a more competitive situation in one dimension, bottlenecks and market imperfections in other dimensions may become newly relevant . . . . In short, deregulation in one area often requires new regulation and oversight someplace else.

Rose-Ackerman, supra note 59, at 520.


216. See supra notes 133–36 and Table 3.
factors leading to the “slippage” between full and realized compliance.\textsuperscript{217} We thus turn to the question of whether it is important to take these effects into account.

III. THE IMPLICATIONS OF ACCRETION FOR REGULATORY LEGITIMACY

No doubt, at this point some readers might be muttering to themselves (in their best sarcastic voice), “Boo hoo, my heart is just cracking to pieces over these poor companies finding it so hard to comply. Snap out of it! Sophisticated businesses should know full well that complying with regulatory commands is difficult.” Indeed, from the standpoint of the environmental regulator, the problem-solving hurdles posed by the demand for effort and information, and the burden on systems, may be justified as simply a cost of doing business in a complex world. Yes, involuntary noncompliance is an issue, but as the gains in clean air and water over the last three decades prove, our environmental protection requirements work.\textsuperscript{218} An entire field of regulation cannot jeopardize its mission because of potential unforeseen feedback effects, and companies need to recognize that some choices will have problematic effects over time as new and revised regulatory demands accumulate. That’s life. Get used to it.

The answer to these no-nonsense replies, we contend, lies in why compliance is difficult. Treating compliance as purely a matter of ethics and transaction costs will cause regulators either to label some good apples as bad apples, or to demand additional increments of compliance investment that have little chance of eliminating the targeted noncompliance. But, as demonstrated above, in advanced administrative states there will always be some level of noncompliance attributable to the inevitable, unpredictable, system burden effects of regulation. This component of noncompliance not only is unintentional, but is itself unavoidable and unpredictable. Hence, we would suggest, the not-so-startling result that every compliance study of environmental law to date has

\textsuperscript{217} Professor Daniel Farber has described the problem of widespread noncompliance as “negative slippage,” arguing that:

\textit{In a well-ordered society, presumably, the law on the books would generally correspond with observed conduct, apart from the inevitable shortfall due to human error or antisocial motivations. In environmental law, however, shortfalls are widespread at all levels of the system, for reasons that cannot simply be attributed to antisocial or deviant conduct.}

Farber, supra note 14, at 300. The now extensive body of literature on slippage, however, fails to attribute any portion of total noncompliance to system burdens. To the extent that system burdens account for a significant portion of slippage, which we contend is quite likely, the implications of slippage and the policy responses must take into account the fundamental characteristics of system behavior. These are the subjects of Parts III and IV of this Article.

\textsuperscript{218} With few exceptions our air is cleaner and our water is purer than in 1970. For background on air, see, for example, U.S. EPA, EPA-454/R-00-002, \textit{National Air Pollutant Emission Trends}, 1900–1998, ES-1 to ES-6, 3-1 to 4-11 (Mar. 2000), \textit{available at} http://www.epa.gov/tnl/chief/trends/trends98 (presenting and discussing trends in emissions of several major air pollutants).
revealed significant levels of noncompliance.\textsuperscript{219} The problem, however, is that identifying the systems component of noncompliance and differentiating it from the component of noncompliance attributable to lack of ethics and lack of effort is excruciatingly difficult.

In the final analysis, then, the reason to care about accretion is that it stands in the way of compliance and, ultimately, environmental protection. In any evaluation of a regulatory program, the following two measures should concern us: first, the ability of the regulated community to comply with the law; and second, the effect compliance has on the desired policy outcome, which in our case is environmental protection. As accretion of rules magnifies the system burdens on compliance, increased compliance effort is less likely to be capable of being specifically correlated to positive compliance outcome. We call this the "compliance" factor. And as system burdens increase, compliance efforts, even if they can be shown to lead to an improved compliance outcome, are less likely to be capable of being specifically correlated to a positive social welfare outcome. We call this the "payoff" factor.

In the easy case, of course, these consequences may not matter appreciably. For example, a business could confidently assume that investing in pollution control equipment to reduce emissions of chemical X from an industrial smokestack is likely to improve compliance with a rule regulating emissions of X from

\textsuperscript{219} Studies by the General Accounting Office found that a remarkable 41% of industrial users were not complying with the pretreatment discharge limits for publicly owned treatment works. Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1207–08 (citing U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WATER POLLUTION: IMPROVED MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT NEEDED FOR TOXIC POLLUTANTS ENTERING SEWERS, GAO/RCED-89-101, at 3 (1989)). A later GAO study of EPA compliance data from 1992–1994 revealed that 18–27% of major facilities were in "significant noncompliance." U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WATER POLLUTION: MANY VIOLATIONS HAVE NOT RECEIVED APPROPRIATE ENFORCEMENT ATTENTION, REPORT TO THE RANKING MINORITY MEMBER, COMM. ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS, U.S. SENATE I GAO/RCED-96-23, at 4 (1996), cited in Markell, supra note 172, at 55.

Other studies have also shown very high levels of noncompliance. A survey of general counsels at major corporations in the early 1970s, for example, revealed that two-thirds believed their businesses had operated, at least some time in the prior year, in violation of environmental laws. Nearly seventy percent indicated that they did not believe absolute compliance was achievable. Lavelle, supra note 23, at S1.

This comports generally with Wes Magat and Kip Viscusi's 1990 study of Clean Water Act compliance in the paper industry, which estimated a seventy-five percent compliance rate with effluent limitations. Looking beyond the Clean Water Act context, John Brehm and James Hamilton's 1996 study of compliance with the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 found similar compliance rates, while an analysis of inspection data by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection in 1997 found that about ten percent of all inspections revealed violations of environmental laws merit enforcement action. The EPA's Sector Facility Indexing Project (SFIP) assembles enforcement data for facilities in several heavy industries including rough measurements of compliance with the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and RCRA. Over eight quarterly periods spanning August 1996 to August 1998, participating facilities averaged at least one "noncompliance event" in 3.8 of those quarterly periods (almost half the time). Not only are all of these studies fairly consistent with one another, they seem consistent with prior EPA estimates of noncompliance rates.

Spence, supra note 126, at 966–67.
such sources, and that the environmental benefits of reduced levels of $X$ in the ambient air can therefore be traced back to the compliance effort. But environmental regulation, like other highly regulated fields, has expanded far beyond regulating the easy matters, such as gross point-source emission levels of pollutants with obvious health and environmental impacts. It is filled with monitoring, record-keeping, reporting, and assessment requirements. It involves regulating all manner of releases of chemicals, sometimes to concentration levels expressed in parts per billion. It micromanages business practices in industries as varied as mining, forestry, land development, paper printing, and milk processing. This, in general, is a good thing, given the advances in environmental protection over the last three decades. But it is from within this vast network of rules that systems effects emerge to confound the ability to link compliance effort to compliance performance (compliability) and then to environmental quality (payoff). And as much of a concern as these effects may be for regulated entities, in the long run they could be far more problematic for regulators, as they go to the heart of the legitimacy of the administrative state itself.

A. THE "COMPLIABILITY" FACTOR

"Compliability" is a measure of how closely compliance effort correlates with actual compliance. High compliance efforts that lead to high levels of compliance indicate high compliability of the system of rules. However, high efforts leading to low compliance indicate low compliability and the potential for significant involuntary noncompliance.

We have previously identified effort burdens, information burdens, and system burdens as three consequences of regulatory accretion that have the potential to reduce compliability. At some point good apples are likely to perceive low levels of compliability as unjust regardless of the source. They may complain that the assumptions of the Regulatory Kingdom that apply to each rule have been violated in the aggregate in that it is simply far too expensive and difficult to manage the effort burdens and information demands that the entire body of environmental law imposes. This is what commentators usually have in mind when they refer to "over-regulation" or "unreasonable regulation." Moreover, even if a business was to select specific rules for intensified compliance efforts, if system burdens are high there is no assurance that compliance performance would significantly improve for those rules but not deteriorate for others. The very nature of a complex system is that a regulated party cannot point to a specific input (invest in compliance with Rule 220. This theme is common in business-based criticism of environmental regulation. See Lofton, supra note 172, at 10,907. As one respondent to our survey observed, "[Accretion] also makes compliance with the important rules more difficult, due to the perception by some employees that compliance doesn't matter."

X) and predict a specific output (improved compliance with Rule X) while holding everything else constant (that is, continued compliance with Rules A–Q).²²²

Eventually, when the good apples feel that, regardless of effort, they are “hitting their heads against the wall” and “throwing good money away” because they cannot improve compliance performance, they may begin to wonder what the point is of being good apples. Indeed, this is exactly what our survey revealed. When asked to characterize the consequences of involuntary noncompliance, three-quarters of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that it was “frustrating and demoralizing to company personnel.” Many of the expositive responses we received in our survey revealed a deeply rooted resentment of low compliability.²²³ And a significant number of responses treated noncompliance as simply another business risk to be managed.²²⁴

Hence, when accretion burdens lead to low compliability levels, it is a problem not only for the regulated, but for the regulators as well in the form of legitimacy concerns. Tom Tyler’s extensive study of compliance attitudes revealed as one of its central findings that the degree to which regulated parties perceive enforcement as fair is a critical antecedent to their perception of the enforcement authority’s legitimacy, which in turn is a critical antecedent to positive compliance behavior.²²⁵ As David Spence has described in the specific context of sanction-based versus compliance-facilitation models of environmental regulation enforcement:

Of course, there is “slippage” in every legal system, but slippage occurs in both directions. If the system treats innocent violators like criminals, it fails to meet the expectations of the regulated industries... In other words, a system

²²². The Bob and Sally scenario is an example of this. See supra text accompanying notes 172–73.

²²³. While the nature of the survey allowed respondents so inclined to plead victimization on behalf of their clients, the strength and number of the responses displaying resentment of enforcement policy was striking. These are representative:

“Nearly all my clients really wanted to be in full compliance. But they also knew it was nearly impossible to be in compliance all the time. And they knew no matter how hard they tried or how much they spent, they’d be screwed if an inspector found the least thing wrong, and would try his or her best to blow it into a big deal... It’s a very stupid strategy for the regulators. People lose all respect for them. But they do it over and over.”

“Most of my clients had reasonable budgets and staff. I think it’s just about humanly impossible to keep up with everything, especially when many agencies use ‘informal guidance,’ often unpublished, to spring new requirements or interpretations on companies.”

“When the entire universe of federal, state, local, and tribal laws are considered, compliance with all is almost impossible.”

“An infinite budget would not assure [full compliance].”

²²⁴. For example:

“In an unending but futile search for the perfect, regulators ensure constant regulatory confusion. Knowing they can never get to 100%, most companies just do the best they can and accept that they will run afoul of some unknown, unfathomable requirement.”

that treats too many people unfairly can undermine its own legitimacy. . . .
The lesson is obvious, perhaps even intuitive. If a system of laws imposes
costs and penalties on the regulated in ways that seem irrational or unfair, it
undermines its own effectiveness and, perhaps, its long-term survival.226

The point we wish to add is that effort and information burdens, which are the
conventionally identified sources of this perceived “unfairness,” are only part of
the picture. System burdens, to the extent they also decrease compliability, and
do so with no easy cure, are even more likely to lead to the erosion of
legitimacy.

B. THE “PAYOFF” FACTOR

Even assuming that it is possible to link specific compliance investments to
specific compliance performance outcomes, system burdens pose another corre-
lation problem in the form of the very purpose of compliance—that is, im-
proved environmental performance. It is not unreasonable for regulated entities
to expect that if they invest in compliance, not only can they comply, but that
compliance will yield the payoff of positive environmental quality benefits in
reasonable proportion to the cost of complying.227 Put another way, “[a] regula-
tory requirement is unreasonable if compliance would not yield the intended
benefits . . . .”228 Thus, the legitimacy of the regulatory system depends not only
on its ability to link compliance-investment input to compliance-performance
outcome, but also on its ability to link compliance-performance outcome to
environmental-quality outcome.

Environmental law faces a particularly difficult challenge in this respect. For
starters, the environment itself is a complex system; therefore, the effects of our
actions toward it are often difficult to predict.229 The ability of regulators to
demonstrate the payoff factor at the firm level can prove surprisingly difficult
apart from obvious cases, such as point-source emission controls of known
environmental toxins. Even here, linkage often is unclear. Environmental protec-
tion is often cast simply in terms of reducing physical impacts on the environ-
ment—less pollution and less development means greater protection. The
problem, though, is that it is often difficult to measure what society really cares
about when it seeks environmental protection. Most observers (and most environ-
mental rules) value environmental protection through the anthropocentric view

226. Spence, supra note 126, at 978; see also Bardach & Kagan, supra note 42, at 112 (“[I]egalistic
regulation can turn a regulated enterprise’s disposition to comply with the law into a positive
disposition to resist”); Rechtschaffen, supra note 10, at 1193–95 (arguing that corporate actors are less
likely to comply with regulations they perceive are illegitimate).

227. See Spence, supra note 126, at 978 (“the long-term health of environmental regulatory regime
depends upon its ability to achieve its stated goals of minimizing environmental pollution by maximiz-
ing compliance”).


229. For numerous examples, see Ruhl, Thinking of Environmental Law as a Complex Adaptive
of how directly those reduced impacts relate to our quality of life, whether that be reduced health risks, clearing the haze in the Grand Canyon, or conserving biodiversity. Moreover, because it is difficult to measure the social cost of specific emissions, environmental law relies almost entirely on proxy measures. In the case of power plant emissions, for example, what society cares about is the environmental and consequential social impact of acid deposition. But the environmental rules governing power plant emissions do not regulate or trade units of acid rain impact. Instead they use the proxy of tons of sulfur emitted, which is assumed to be an adequate indicator of potential impact.\textsuperscript{230} Regulating at the source of emission is less environmentally meaningful than regulating at the point of impact—at the receptor—but cost and technological constraints force the regulatory hand.\textsuperscript{231} The key legitimacy question this approach poses for the regulatory community is whether reducing sulfur from the source is likely to yield real environmental benefit—whether compliance at the firm level can be traced to reduced environmental and social harms.

Moreover, beyond the difficulty of linking specific emissions to specific harms, environmental law mandates many actions with administrative rather than environmental consequences. Such extensive recordkeeping requirements seem unavoidable. Consider that, in a good year, EPA will conduct about 22,000 inspections leading to 4000 civil actions. States, which do the lion’s share of enforcement, will conduct 146,000 inspections and 9000 enforcement actions.\textsuperscript{232} Impressive numbers, until one realizes that there are roughly eight million regulated parties subject to environmental laws.\textsuperscript{233} In other words, a regulated party has about a 2% chance of being inspected—and a 0.16% chance of being sanctioned—in any given year. As with the tax code, where the vast majority of taxpayers face little realistic chance of being audited, establishing a credible deterrent is absolutely necessary to encourage compliance. To this end, little distinction is made in environmental law between how paperwork and

\textsuperscript{230} One can equally describe this as identifying the\textit{ optimal point} of regulation. In the pollution context, one ideally wants to regulate based on units of risk to individual receptors. However, this is technically too difficult and expensive. Short of that, we should seek to regulate the level of exposure to classes of receptors (accepting that individuals have different sensitivities), then the ambient concentration (realizing that airsheds and wind patterns are not uniform), and finally at the level of particular emission sources (the site we actually do regulate). At each step further removed from the ideal point of regulation, what we regulate reflects what we care about less accurately. But note that, even though the ultimate point of regulation is quite far downstream from our ultimate concern (in this case the impacts of acid deposition), it may still be optimal once technological limitations and costs are taken into account, if a close correlation exists between a source’s emissions and the risk to individuals, trees, or aquatic life. Hence the use of complex modeling to justify state implementation plans under the Clean Air Act.

\textsuperscript{231} Proxy choice is not solely a challenge for pollutant trading markets. Environmental protection programs use proxies for traditional command-and-control regulation as well. The emissions from coal-fired utilities, for example, are limited in terms of tons of sulfur, not by the net impact from their release.

\textsuperscript{232} Silberman, \textit{supra} note 152, at 10,523.

\textsuperscript{233} \textit{Id.}
emissions violations are treated.\textsuperscript{234} EPA must rely on accurate self-monitoring and reporting by the regulated community to create a paper trail of compliance.

Perhaps more so than in other regulated fields, showing parties why they should comply (beyond threat of sanction) can be difficult in environmental law due to its strong reliance on proxies (for example, sulfur emissions for acid rain) and administrative requirements with no environmental consequences (for example, recordkeeping). Not surprisingly, our survey comments revealed rather cynical assessments of whether such regulations, given their number and diversity of subject matters, can demonstrate the payoff link at either the industry-wide level or the firm-specific level.\textsuperscript{235} As one comment made clear, “often the violation is meaningless from an environmental standpoint yet the regulators treat the company and its employees as if they are evil. The result is frustration and a serious attrition problem in environmental compliance departments of major manufacturers.”

While we cannot empirically quantify the erosion in legitimacy, we believe that much of the acrimony over environmental regulation is due to this problem of failure to demonstrate the payoff link. And the system burdens that accretion of rules introduces only exacerbate the problem by making it more difficult to predict ex ante or to trace ex post how compliance with specific rules yields specific environmental quality payoff.\textsuperscript{236}

IV. ADAPTING TO REGULATORY ACCRETION: MOZART VS. THE RED QUEEN

In this article we have sought to show that: (1) regulatory accretion has been occurring for at least fifty years; (2) significant levels of regulatory noncompliance are the norm rather than the exception; (3) the regulated community believes that accretion is a strong cause of noncompliance; (4) systems theory shows why regulatory accretion makes involuntary noncompliance inevitable; and (5) the net result of accretion is an erosion in the perceived legitimacy of

\textsuperscript{234} For example, under the Clean Air Act, EPA may issue fines up to $25,000 per day per violation for a wide range of permitting violations, including both paperwork requirements and actual emissions violations. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7413(b) (2000).

\textsuperscript{235} For example:

"Environmental enforcement is a joke. It is political, agenda-driven and of no real importance in improving the environment—instead of spending billions on enforcement, state and federal agencies should use the money to help companies comply! But then there’d be no headlines, no careers made, no bigger budgets."

"The environmental regulation is now 1 generation old and there is an environmental ethic now embedded in our culture. More ‘pushing’ from government at this time is creating a counter-productive environmental attitude. In essence, my clients and my students perceive government over regulation as a problem."

\textsuperscript{236} Indeed, systems burdens may act in such a way that, in some contexts, achieving full compliance might not be rational in terms of payoff. A rule might appear efficient on its own, but its indirect costs may amass to levels that make it inefficient in the larger social context. Why would regulators, and society in general, even want a company to comply with such a rule? The problem, of course, is that screening out such rules ahead of promulgation, or culling them after promulgation, is exceedingly difficult to do with precision.
the regulatory framework. If these statements are accurate, the remaining question is what to do about it.

One obvious response is to stop accretion. But how, and at what level? The factors we identified as leading to accretion—the growth of government to correspond to the growth of society, the need for regulation to stay apace with change in the regulated community, and the political economy of rules—all are deeply embedded phenomena of the administrative state. While there may be some who advocate turning the tide on these traits, it is difficult to envision how to do so short of massive political and social transformation. Our interest is in dealing with the here-and-now, the foreseeable future that holds the administrative state in place and, we have demonstrated, the accretion of rules as its inevitable consequence.

The challenge, then, is to adapt to the effects of accretion, particularly its effect on the compliability and payoff of rules. This issue is perhaps the hardest of all because, as explained above, accretion is never the direct cause of noncompliance. Rather, the effort, information, and system burdens from accretion make background levels of noncompliance inevitable. As a general observation, this is all well and good, but what does it mean for the enforcement official faced with a specific case of noncompliance, or for the facility compliance manager charged with ensuring compliance?

For the purpose of our arguments, we have been operating within the construct of the Regulatory Kingdom and have assumed that all companies are good apples. In the real world, though, the situation is far more complicated. Noncompliance frequently is intentional, and culpable violators are sure to claim their violations were involuntary.

Thus, for enforcement officials, the key question is how to determine which violations are driven by accretion burdens and which are malign or intentional. Put another way, which violations justify sanctions either as a deterrent to others


238. As one of our survey respondents observed, “[a]t some point, repeated involuntary compliance becomes voluntary. A wood products company in Colorado recently closed down after years of violations, fire assessments, etc. Violations were always ‘Accidental.’”

239. This has been especially true for state enforcement of federal environmental law. As Dan Farber describes:

[U]nder the Clean Water Act, states have found it possible to dodge or disobey federal mandates outright. As the GAO found, one state refused to apply new federal standards simply because it found them to be too strict, but “EPA did not withdraw the program because it was ‘an unrealistic option.’” . . .

... In one state, about half of major air pollution sources were never inspected. For two years, the state completely stopped reporting major violations (contrary to federal law), and even after being rebuked by EPA, the state complied only partially.

Farber, supra note 14, at 304–05.
or as a punishment? As difficult as that case-specific inquiry is, the larger question of regulatory design poses a tension between the twin goals of boosting compliability and payoff. The compliability problem is easy at one level, for "[t]he easier it is to comply, the more compliance the rules will achieve." True enough, but if compliance is too easy it may sacrifice the payoff goal and, worse, the very policy objective of the program. There is simply no obvious solution to the problem of system burdens.

Proposals designed to address the conventional critiques of rules in the administrative state have taken four paths toward improving compliability and payoff, two of which are conventional reform responses and two of which are more innovative. The first is to remove the problem rules, either tactically—through careful pre-promulgation culling and post-promulgation repeal, or strategically—through broader deregulation. Alas, this approach walks straight into the Mozart problem because the presence of system effects makes it exceedingly difficult to know which rules to screen out or eliminate.

The second approach, ironically, is to react to the uncertainty system effects make inherent in the operation of rules by adding more rules. But this is simply the flip side of the Mozart coin because adding rules is no more predictable in outcome than removing them.

Two other approaches are more sophisticated than the above reform-minded responses. The first focuses on ways regulators can increase their emphasis on compliance facilitation, primarily through good-old-fashioned education. While a salutary objective, this approach faces the two following problems: there is too much law on the books for the human mind to absorb; and, more pointedly, it is difficult to teach system-based compliance challenges that do not appear on the books. Nevertheless, as a means of addressing legitimacy concerns arising from mounting effort and information burdens, compliance assistance is well worth the investment.

Finally, the emerging theme of regulatory "reinvention" encourages agencies to innovate, stay flexible, and adapt. While inspired to keep pace with the Red Queen, the reinvention approach has in general lacked a compass to guide the new design book. Proposals are all over the map, espousing a variety of justifications. We believe, however, that our systems-burden model both demonstrates the merit of this sought-for reinvention of rules and administrative institutions and offers the movement a core principle on which to base its undertaking.

240. Mason, supra note 152, at 245.

241. We make no attempt to survey all the different reinvention proposals; taking system effects into consideration, we simply offer a guiding principle for shaping reform whatever its manifestations. We provide examples of how to do so infra notes 259-96 and accompanying text. For a thorough overview of the variety of reinvention proposals and their respective justifications, see generally Symposium, The National Symposium on Second Generation Environmental Policy and the Law, 29 CAP. U. L. REV. 1 (2001); What's All This About Reinvention?, 14 THE ENVTL. FORUM 35 (1997).
A. MESSING WITH MOZART

The dominant response to the problem of accretion has been regulation-specific; it attempts to screen rules prior to promulgation or cull them selectively after promulgation. In other words, this response tries to find and remove a few of Mozart’s “too many” notes. As noted previously, regardless of practice background, our survey respondents believed that the sheer number of rules is the single most important obstacle to compliance. Government and industry lawyers alike also overwhelmingly believed that reducing the number of rules would increase compliance without sacrificing environmental quality. Because of system effects, however, rule-culling responses have not worked very well.

The most prevalent rule-culling approach is pre-promulgation review applying principles of cost-benefit analysis, risk assessment, and other screening devices identified previously as the source of “ossification” in rulemaking. Our Regulatory Kingdom assumed the absurd device of measuring each rule in isolation, whereas the approach that should be taken is to question whether a new rule is efficient when added to the existing system of rules. Of course, that immeasurably complicates the endeavor of cost-benefit analysis and other pre-promulgation screening requirements.

As discussed above, the direct cost of compliance with Regulation X may be \( Y_x \), but once the indirect costs of conflicting constraints and feedback/feedforward with other rules are considered, the real cost is \( Y_x + (\Delta Y_z + \Delta Y_{zz} + \ldots + \Delta Y_n) + \Delta Y_{x,\text{feedback}} \). Even assuming that the direct costs can be reliably calculated, the indirect costs cannot be reasonably estimated ex ante. Simply being aware that indirect costs can occur does not make them any more susceptible to complete identification and quantification. Pre-promulgation review could attempt to cabin the scope of indirect-cost analysis in order to avoid having to search out all the potential indirect effects, but that would produce

---

242. We asked them to state their level of agreement with this statement: “Significantly reducing the number of environmental regulations would lead to increased compliance and could be done in such a way as to avoid jeopardizing adequate levels of environmental quality.” Sixty-nine percent agreed or strongly agreed, and there was no difference in response distribution between respondents from private practice versus government practice.

243. See supra text accompanying notes 61-77. Cost-benefit analysis is advocated as “necessary to allow the agency to understand, to the greatest extent possible, the consequences of its action and to make the basis for its decision known to the public.” Cohen, supra note 67, at 716-17.

244. As one critic of conventional reform proposals observes:

Cost-benefit analysis of a new regulation will inevitably focus on whether that regulation itself would be socially desirable. That in turn tends to limit the participation of the regulated to questioning (or, rarely, supporting) the merits of that new rule viewed in isolation. But the social desirability of that regulation might depend on the ability to combine its issuance with the repeal or modification of older requirements that had become less necessary because the new regulation would achieve its ends more effectively.

Pedersen, supra note 69, at 10,590.
only a local sense of system-based costs. However, the nature of system-based costs is that costs of large magnitude can be experienced far away from the event under study, whether substantively, geographically, or temporally. Hence, anything less than a global analysis leaves open the possibility that a significant system effect, even if all such effects could be predicted, will not enter the cost-benefit accounting. A rule in environmental law, for example, could have profound consequences on the health of the children of workers who lose their jobs in an industry several stages of production removed from the industry that is the target of the rule. The tighter the scope of analysis is cabined, the higher the potential for missing these distant effects, but the wider the scope of analysis is opened, the more difficult, costly, and unreliable is the process of assessing total indirect costs.

Equally, post-promulgation rule-culling actions, from careful repeal of specific rules to wholesale deregulation, cannot readily identify which laws exacerbate the compliance burdens that flow from accretion. The problem may have surfaced, but assigning it with certainty to a particular rule to repeal, and knowing the consequences of repealing that rule, is not possible where system effects are strong. Hence, the utility of rule-culling by legislators and agencies, whether pre- or post-promulgation, is severely limited by the nature of system burdens.

Legislators and agencies have adopted two fallback positions to this limitation on pre- and post-promulgation rule-culling, with each approach involving a shifting of the rule-culling task to some other participant. The first approach is simply to ask the regulated sector to grin and bear it: “Yes, the number of rules is an issue, but not a big one because the system works. Companies comply enough so that current levels of noncompliance are acceptable.” Under this view, compliance is simply one more business risk to be managed. This cost of doing business view, however, suggests that the proper goal for regulated parties in the face of reams of rules should not be one of substantial compliance

245. Scholars have suggested that “even well-intentioned regulations often have adverse effects on health, safety, and the environment that could have been prevented through better analysis and creative design of regulatory programs.” Anderson et al., supra note 67, at 128. They have proposed that agencies “be required to demonstrate, to the extent feasible or reasonable, that any countervailing risks created by a rule be justified or outweighed by the reductions in risk expected to result from the regulation.” Id. at 129. However, the caveat that agencies do not have to demonstrate countervailing risks if not feasible or reasonable opens a wide hole in the process because of system effects. It is intended “to prevent excessive investment by agencies in analysis of countervailing risks,” id. at 129, but in that respect oversells what can really be accomplished.

246. See Corrosion Proof Fittings v. EPA, 947 F.2d 1201, 1211–13 (5th Cir. 1991) (illustrating the wildly varying outcomes of cost-benefit analysis depending on the defined scope of indirect effects). See also Matthew D. Adler & Eric A Posner, Rethinking Cost-Benefit Analysis, 109 YALE L.J. 165, 241, 245 (1999) (describing cost-benefit analysis as a “useful decision procedure [that] should be routinely used by agencies,” but recognizing that “there are significant procedural costs in any scheme of multidimensional assessment where the number of pre-specified dimensions is large.”).

247. As Daniel J. Fiorino has observed: “The world has changed since the 1970s, when the existing [environmental] programs were created and a first generation of strategies applied. The bad news is that we have created a complex system that resists easy change.” Fiorino, supra note 8, at 442.
(good apple) but, rather, of strategic compliance (bad apple). Hence, the regulated community’s task lies in determining the “efficient level” of noncompliance. Of course, this approach demands that regulated parties, not regulators, make the tough decisions about which rules to emphasize and which to ignore.

To be sure, acting in the absence of perfect information is an unavoidable aspect of business. Depending on the sector, companies must manage uncertainties associated with the weather, stock market, interest rates, exchange rates, and so forth. For each of these factors, our statutory and common law regimes reflect societal decisions on how to allocate risk; the law reflects a normative decision of whether to impose the complete risk on the actor. In general, business risks receive no special legal protection. Brokers cannot void contracts simply because the market went down.

But uncertainty over regulatory compliance is qualitatively different from these other types of risks businesses face, is it not? Asking companies to decide which laws to obey, knowing full well that significant slippage in the form of involuntary noncompliance is inevitable, is not the same as expecting a clothing company to bear the risk that teens will change their fashion preferences. After all, if the rule of law means anything, it should mean predictability (that is, perfect compliance should be achievable). When it fails in that respect, perhaps the law should explicitly recognize and treat differently the background noncompliance with regulatory laws driven by accretion burdens.

This possibility is addressed by the second traditional response to the limits of rule-culling by legislatures and agencies, which is the argument that prosecutorial discretion adequately addresses the problem. This approach is captured in the so called “penalty pyramid” that EPA officials apply in enforcement actions: working from the background requirement that penalties should recoup any economic benefit from noncompliance, sanctions for noncompliance are in principle gauged according to the gravity of the violation, the willful intent of the violator, the economic benefit to the regulator of noncompliance, and its past history of violations and cooperation. This response seems well-suited to the inherent difficulty in isolating the impacts of accretion at the level of discrete violations. It can also explicitly consider the efforts to comply and the level of noncompliance.

The problem, however, is that there is a wide variety of perspectives over the practical application of this and similar instruments of prosecutorial discretion. A number of environmental groups charge not only that enforcement agencies detect very few violations, but that agencies treat the violators that they do

248. See Jim Rossi, Waivers, Flexibility, and Reviewability, 72 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1359, 1361 (1997) (“Many commentators embrace express agency waiver of published regulations as a means for introducing flexibility to the rigid adherence of agencies to previously published regulations.”).

detect too leniently. From the business perspective, the concern is that
to leniently. From the business perspective, the concern is that agencies apply enforcement discretion with uneven, ad hoc principles. In our survey, for example, we asked respondents whether they agreed or disagreed with the following statement: “Based on my experience, I can accurately predict the scale of the penalty for the range of violations of environmental law (that is, the practical consequences of noncompliance).” Nearly half of the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed.

Perhaps the bitter disagreement over application of EPA’s penalty policy means the agency has it just right, antagonizing both sides equally. We think it more likely that the penalty pyramid and other tools of prosecutorial discretion are simply disguised efforts to shift Mozart problems down the chain of regulatory responsibility. The problem of deciding which rules to enforce (that is, which notes to keep) has simply been shifted from the legislature to regulation drafters, and from them to enforcement officials. But why should prosecutors be any better than legislators, agency policy officials, or anyone else for that matter, in deciding which notes to keep and which to ignore? At the end of the day, neither environmentalists nor industry seem to believe that prosecutorial discretion effectively screens out excusable noncompliance from true bad apple behavior.

The problem common to these three rule-culling approaches, therefore, is that they are rule-specific or, at best, category-specific. It is asking too much of any legislator, agency official, or industry compliance manager to look outside his or her field of responsibility to factor all the potential system effects of promulgating, complying with, or enforcing a rule or set of related rules. It is

250. This is routinely given as a rationale for favoring federal over state environmental regulation—that states will systematically go easy on industry in order to promote economic development. But see generally Revesz, supra note 165, at 2343–46 (describing and then extensively refuting the argument).

251. The full results were: 3% strongly agree, 35% agree, 15% indifferent, 33% disagree, 15% strongly disagree. Representative comments included:

“...The penalty policies are confusing and subjective. While I can often give a ‘gut feeling’ estimate that is relatively accurate, it is more based on experience than policies. But it is becoming increasingly difficult to do so.”

“Economic benefit can usually be assumed pretty well. Gravity is harder- some pretty minor things can be called major. Other BIG wildcard is counting violations- number of violations based on same conduct or event, number of time/days occurred, etc.”

“In my experience the size of the penalty depends as much on the attitude/experience/perception of the regulatory enforcement staff as it does on the factors listed above.”

“Prosecutorial discretion results in significant disparities in what is selected for enforcement and in the nature of the enforcement.”

“Penalty calculations are too driven by politics, agency budget/goals, relationship to the company, internal messages they want to send to the public, and penalty discretion and the fear that your file goes to the enviro-cop rather [than] the reasonable agency official.”

“Politics at the state and local level is far more important, assuming the state/local agency even uses a penalty policy. In addition, state and federal regulators take so long to address violations that all the relevant factors become stale and the facility has moved on.”

“Who are they kidding? It’s essentially random, especially when you consider criminal versus civil penalties for noncompliance.”
like predicting where the next hurricane or earthquake will hit—it quite simply cannot be done.

On the other hand, just as surely as rule-culling faces the Mozart problem, so does the instinctive desire to shore up system uncertainty with more specific rules. Ironically, as strong as we found the sentiment among our survey respondents that there are too many rules and that rule-culling approaches would not jeopardize environmental quality, they felt almost as strongly that more specificity in rules is the answer.252 But the move to enhance specificity itself breeds regulatory accretion, for it is difficult to state qualifications, exceptions, and details without also more finely dividing the discrete compliance requirements involved. Clarity and logic may emerge, but so will density, rigidity, and, in the long run, complexity. As Frederick Schauer pointed out in his study of the drive toward more rule specificity, "were we required as we talk to add all conceivable qualifications at every turn, conversation would be impossible."253

We are not proposing that legislatures and agencies should intentionally fail to consider the efficiency of rules before and after promulgation, or that regulated parties should not think about how to allocate compliance resources efficiently, or that prosecutorial discretion should not be exercised. Nor are we suggesting that an occasional refinement of rules to improve specificity will not assist compliance. These approaches are useful in dealing with the fact that today’s administrative state is a far cry from the Regulatory Kingdom. There may be plenty of inefficient, unclear, institutionally biased rules to weed out of the system or to improve in quality—despite our knowledge that system effects may occur. We have, however, revealed the limits of these approaches in a context of rapid and advanced regulatory accretion. They may help ease the effort and information burdens, allowing all members of the regulatory community to sift out unreasonably demanding or clearly insignificant rules, but they will not make the problem of detecting and managing system burdens any easier. Indeed, these approaches will likely lead to their own unanticipated system effects.

B. RUNNING WITH THE RED QUEEN

The preceding examples of regulatory policy attempting to solve the Mozart problem by tinkering with the number of rules—whether through cost benefit analysis, risk assessment, prosecutorial discretion, or refinement of specificity—are all necessarily rule-specific. Agencies promulgate rules one-by-one, companies track rules one-by-one, and enforcement actions sanction discrete violations. Faced with a growing number of rules, the instinctive reaction to accretion has therefore been to put more money and people into ensuring

252. We asked them to state their level of agreement with this statement: “Additional specificity in laws, regulations, and permits would facilitate compliance.” A full 55% agreed or strongly agreed; 17% were indifferent; and only 28% stated some level of disagreement.

253. See Schauer, supra note 33, at 40.
compliance. Taking this to the extreme leads to our example of hiring 1000 compliance personnel for 1000 rules. Intuitively, this sounds like a good idea, but it is not, because it focuses only on the effort and information burdens of accretion and ignores, or even exacerbates, the system burdens. Messing with Mozart will not capture system effects and indeed may compound them.

In the administrative state, as in nature, the Red Queen may provide a more effective response by staying apace with the effects of the system. Just because regulators and businesses cannot easily predict and prevent system-bred noncompliance does not mean they cannot manage and respond to it once it materializes and is identified. In other words, the regulatory system can try to adapt. Thus, while the rule-by-rule approach of rule-culling and fine-tuning is inevitable, regulators and regulated parties also must learn to manage system effects and their emergent properties with compliability and payoff in mind.

Indeed, our survey detected a strong perception among environmental attorneys that learning to adapt is of paramount importance to compliance behavior. When asked to rate the importance of different firm compliance resources, the emphasis on utilizing internal compliance mechanisms (such as technical staff) versus employing external resources (such as trade associations) was pronounced:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Responses to question about importance of different firm compliance resources (percent of responses)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-house technical staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact with agency officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house legal staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside technical consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside legal counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational programs/seminars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade association support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These responses were remarkably consistent with the answers we received to our question asking how respondents would allocate a two-fold increase in regulatory compliance budgets among a variety of options designed to maxi-

254. One of our survey respondents captured this effect in observing that “the more bodies we throw at [Health, Safety, and Environment] (above some optimal level), the more inconsistency and confusion we have in compliance.”
mize compliance. The responses indicated that devoting more dollars to internal compliance resources was most important; improving physical facilities was second most important; and expending funds on external resources was least important.

Table 5: Responses to question about how to deploy additional compliance budget resources (percent of responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Medium Priority</th>
<th>Low Priority</th>
<th>No Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase employee education on regulatory requirements</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire more in-house technical staff</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase environmental compliance monitoring</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest in facility repair and renovation</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest in new pollution control and other new technology</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase contacts and relations with government agencies</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire more in-house legal staff</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase retention of outside technical consultants</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase retention of outside legal counsel</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was no significant difference in response distributions to either of these questions between respondents who had at least some government experience and those who had none. Likewise, client size and sector had no influence on the results.

These results suggest that the highest priority environmental compliance resources are those devoted to internal compliance problem solving. This result is entirely consistent with our finding that the primary sources of noncompliance are the quantity and qualities of environmental regulation. Most importantly, our study reveals a perception that human resources are needed to confront the challenge of understanding and complying with the vastness and complexity of environmental law. When the need for capital investments arises, augmenting human resources becomes a priority. Likewise, where greater exper-
tise levels are needed to solve compliance problems or address conflicts with
government or citizens, companies may look to outside technical and legal
resources.

These findings support the movement in regulatory theory toward assisting
regulated parties in their efforts to overcome effort and information burdens.
The premise underlying compliance assistance theory, which is now gospel at
the EPA, is that regulators can and should help regulated parties keep pace with
the Red Queen of regulatory accretion through compliance outreach, hotlines,
plain English translations of rules, and the like. But compliance assistance
theory to date has focused on only effort and information burdens in this regard:

Compliance assistance is the practice of building the capacity of regulated
entities to comply with environmental laws. The effectiveness of assistance in
assuring compliance is founded on the premise that the targeted regulated
community is willing to obey regulations, but unable to do so because of a
lack of awareness or technical capacity. An environmental agency attempts to
compensate for those deficiencies through a variety of outreach methods, such
as open meetings, hotlines, site visits, and dissemination of printed or elec-
tronic resource materials.

Despite these outreach efforts, compliance assistance programs face the
problem of there being so much regulation for which assistance is needed. While a Cliffs Notes version of the 160,000 pages of the Code of Federal
Regulations would run to several volumes itself, it might be worth the effort to
create such a synopsis. And perhaps through attention to cognitive limitations
and the use of cognitive devices such as heuristics, we could actually reduce
the effort and information burdens of both new and existing rules to a manage-
able level. But even such a monumental undertaking of compliance assistance,
if aimed solely at effort and information burdens, would fail to recognize, much
less explain, the system burdens on compliance that cannot be summarized
through plain English pamphlets and hotlines. Indeed, compliance assistance
risks making the false promise that one can read the brochures, check the web

255. EPA is deeply committed to the theme, portraying it as a crucial component of an integrated
approach along with traditional deterrence-based enforcement, and is actively encouraging states to join
its efforts in this regard. See Steve Cook, *EPA to Encourage States to Integrate Compliance Assistance,
Enforcement*, 33 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1283, 1283 (June 7, 2002).

256. Mark Stoughton et al., *Toward Integrated Approaches to Compliance Assurance*, 31 Envtl. L.
ideal, with ample use of plain English guides and interactive web sites. See, e.g., U.S. EPA, *Envi-
roSense*, available at http://es.epa.gov (last visited May 14, 2003); Illinois Envtl. Protection Agency,
Office of Small Bus., *Small Business Office*, available at http://www.epa.state.il.us/small-business (last

257. Scholars have pointed out the utility of designing law based on current understanding of
cognitive processes. See, e.g., Adam J. Hirsch, *Inheritance and Inconsistencies*, 57 Ohio St. L.J. 1057,
1149–51 (1996); Mark Seidenfeld, *Cognitive Loafing, Social Conformity, and Judicial Review of
sites, call the hotlines, and attain full compliance through this path of enlightenment and education alone. However, this is not the case. While we applaud compliance assistance programs, they are not enough because they do not strike at the underlying problem of system burdens.

Very few commentators, including even the strongest apologists for the conventional administrative state and the most aggressive proponents of compliance assistance programs, suggest that the task of improving environmental compliability can be approached exclusively through rule-culling and education, that is, without changing something more fundamental about the way regulation and enforcement are carried out today. Many proposals, however, avoid opening the discussion to an agenda for deep and broad change.

Ultimately, regulatory policy must reflect an understanding that regulation operates as a system, that regulated parties operate as systems, and that the systems interact. The lesson of the Red Queen is that both the regulators and the regulated are running to keep pace with each other as well as with the accretion of rules. As the Red Queen metaphor demonstrates, competing parties co-evolve over time. Therefore, legal scholars should focus on better understanding how the legal system and regulated parties respond to each other and on using system-based theory to design regulatory responses. Viewed through this lens—something regulatory reinvention proposals have yet to do—reform efforts take on a different light for both regulators and the regulated.

1. The Regulators

Our message to regulators is to think systems. That is, consider system effects, particularly system burdens on compliance, when designing regulatory programs.

So what might this thinking in terms of systems produce? The goal, of course, is to maximize both compliability and payoff. The method is to shape regulatory programs as much as possible to behave as systems and to take advantage of system resilience, rather than to resist system effects through rule-culling and specificity refinement. But going beyond tinkering means integrating into the administrative state wholly new design principles that will permit regulators and regulated parties to operate within system-based compliance programs. In the end, we must accept that such integration moves us

---

258. One observer recently summed up the current slate of reform proposals in this light:

Much has been made of the “reinvention” of environmental regulation in the 1990s. However, nearly all recent efforts to reinvent environmental regulation in the United States have come to little more than a tinkering with specific elements of a highly complex system. These efforts aim, for example, to graft flexibility onto parts of an inflexible whole by inviting company proposals for exemptions from rules. They propose reductions in administrative burdens by expediting permitting, consolidating reporting, or replacing paper with electronic transactions. However laudable these improvements may be, they rarely, except rhetorically, deliver the systemic change that the term “reinvention” implies.

Fiorino, supra note 8, at 442.
farther away from the deceptive safe harbor of rule-specific constructs for measuring compliance.

To ground this approach in more practical terms, as we canvass the variety of reform proposals now being debated in environmental law, a hierarchy of three themes seems to fit the mold: (1) use market-based instruments where they fit; and where they do not (2) use information-based instruments where practicable; and where they are not (3) use performance-based compliance requirements.

a. Markets. Markets are systems. Markets are also the darling of regulatory reinvention. In environmental law, for example, market-based instruments (such as tradable pollution credits, pollution taxes, and habitat mitigation banks) are frequently, and correctly, proposed as tools to rectify the perceived shortcomings and inefficiencies of conventional prescriptive rule programs. Rules designed to construct and to take advantage of markets—rather than constrain them through prescriptive text—would replace programs of discrete compliance requirements, where compliance is measured rule-by-rule, with more open compliance systems in which environmental quality outcome (payoff) becomes the measure. For example, rules can impose a “cap-and-trade” market, whereby all polluters in a defined area must keep total emissions below a defined ceiling but are allowed to trade individual pollution rights among themselves. Each firm can therefore integrate environmental compliance decisions into the complete system of business resource allocations, which naturally will differ across firms. Recognizing this potential, there is growing accord that the most significant advances in environmental protection will come through “aggressive moves to implement market-based mechanisms . . . where traditional command-and-control regulations on most emission sources have been largely tapped out.”

We and many others have recognized the limits of using market instruments to achieve environmental policy goals. The uncertainty inherent in any market-based instrument may become intolerable when protection of vital environmental qualities is at stake. Constructing smoothly functioning markets or setting pollution taxes that produce the desired level of behavior is not


260. See Stewart, supra note 8, at 94–127 (providing a thorough survey of the various market-based proposals).


262. See, e.g., James Salzman & J.B. Ruhl, Currencies and the Commodification of Environmental Law, 53 Stan. L. Rev. 607 passim (2000) (arguing that environmental trading markets are poor policy); see id. at 621 n.28 (listing critiques of trading).

263. Id. at 668–87.
simple. In trading markets, for example, there must be a refined currency of trade that is fungible and reflects the desired environmental quality. There must also be a sufficient and well-defined marketplace and community of market participants.\(^{264}\) For example, it would be a stretch to consider allowing coastal developers in Florida to trade wetland values they eliminate for reductions in phosphorous emissions in Oregon. Even when an operable trading market can be installed, it will not necessarily be more efficient than so-called command-and-control regulation.\(^{265}\) But where an environmental good (or bad, so to speak) is fungible and market service areas and participants are well-defined, marketized programs have had demonstrable success in a variety of contexts\(^{266}\) and, we

---


believe, hold promise in others as system-based schemes for increasing compli-
ability and payoff.

b. Information. Human organizational systems rely on flows of information to
achieve their goals. Markets are no exception, but where economic market
instruments present a poor fit for achieving environmental policy goals, informa-
tion-based programs, such as emission reporting and eco-labeling, may still
offer significant system-based compliance and payoff opportunities. While
not economic in nature, these information markets operate through the same
system mechanisms.

The regulatory reinvention movement has captured the power of information
flows through a variety of proposed information-based instruments grouped
under the heading, “reflexive law,” which suggests how the feedback mecha-
nism that operates in systems allows robust sources of information to be used by
system participants to self-regulate. In almost all cases, reflexive law pro-
gram “aim . . . to promote the internalization of environmental norms by firms”
through the generation and manipulation of information, and often
successfully so even in the absence of overt prescriptive regulation. These
programs promote reflexive behavior by firms because information is the me-

trading program as a failure). The EPA, on the other hand, continues to point to many examples of
successful pollutant trading programs. See Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans North
emissions trading program); Andrew M. Ballard, EPA Approves North Carolina Nox Trading, Vehicle
Inspection and Maintenance Program, 34 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 10 (Jan. 3, 2003); http://www.epa.gov/
region09/air/reclaim (EPA report describing success of pollutant trading program in place for the Los
Angeles area since 1993).

267. We hope this is well established by prior material. See supra Part II.A.2.

268. See David W. Case, The Law and Economics of Environmental Information as Regulation, 31
information-disclosure regulation can improve environmental performance); Mark A. Cohen, Information
L. Inst.) 10,425 (2001) (showing that information-disclosure programs can affect behavior but
concluding that additional research is needed); Bradley C. Karkkainen, Information as Environmental
Regulation: TRI and Performance Benchmarking, Precursor to a New Paradigm?, 89 Geo. L.J. 257
(2001) (arguing that EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory pioneers the use of information-based regulatory
tools); William F. Pedersen, Regulation and Information Disclosure: Parallel Universes and Beyond,
25 Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 151 (2001) (arguing that social cost disclosure programs can aid regulatory
agencies).

269. For the seminal description of this approach as reflexive law, and of its full theoretical and
Again, Dick Stewart’s summary of the proposals in this category is unsurpassed. See Stewart, supra
note 8, at 127–51; see also John D. Echeverria & Julie B. Kaplan, Georgetown Environmental Law
and Policy Institute, Poisonous Procedural “Reform”: In Defense of Environmental Right to Know
(2002) (describing valuable attributes of such programs).

270. Stewart, supra note 8, at 127.

271. As Stewart explains, regulators “might not impose any requirements on primary conduct by
organizations that directly affects the environment, such as the choice of production methods . . . .”
Stewart, supra note 8, at 129.
medium of flows within the firm resource allocation system.\textsuperscript{272} As Tim Malloy points out, "differences among firms in how freely information moves between divisions causes the firms to respond quite differently to identical regulatory opportunities."\textsuperscript{273} The success of some reflexive law programs suggests that information-based instruments can enhance all firms' access to and use of information so that compliance is possible and becomes the norm.\textsuperscript{274}

To be sure, as with economic markets—which are simply specialized forms of information-based instruments—reflexive law tools are limited by the quality and availability of information.\textsuperscript{275} Indeed, emphasizing reflexive law instruments would exacerbate information burdens in the compliance resource allocation problem. Because reflexive law tools rely for their operation on system effects—the feedback and feedforward loops generated by the flow of information—it is difficult, just as it is with any system effect, to predict the extent to which the additional information burdens will be offset by the reduced system burdens.\textsuperscript{276} And the metric within which the information is packaged in the environmental context is not always as self-evident as the price mechanism in economic markets.\textsuperscript{277} What, for example, would be the unit of information

\textsuperscript{272} Stewart unequivocally proclaims that "information is integral to a reflexive law strategy." Stewart, supra note 8, at 131. System effects explain why this is the case—the program cannot be "reflexive" without feedback and feedforward loops that flow the information through the system to the relevant participants, including of course the regulated party that generates the information in the first place. See supra Part II.b.2.

\textsuperscript{273} See Malloy, supra note 143, at 536.

\textsuperscript{274} As an example of the potential effectiveness of an information-based approach to environmental regulation, companies subject to the toxic release reporting provisions of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to Know Act, 42 U.S.C. § 11023, reported the total release of 10.4 billion pounds of specified toxic chemicals into the environment in 1987—including 3.9 billion to landfills, 3.3 billion to other treatment and disposal facilities, 2.7 billion into the ambient air, and 550 million to surface waters. ROBERT V. PERCIVAL ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION: LAW, SCIENCE, AND POLICY 377-78 (3d ed. 2000); see also Christopher H. Schroeder, Third Way Environmentalism, 48 KAN. L. REV. 801, 818 (2000) (describing positive effects of the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI)). For 1995 the total reported had fallen to 2.6 billion pounds, and by 1997 it had fallen to 2.57 billion. See PERCIVAL, supra, at 378. Industry sources and scholars have credited the reporting requirement with galvanizing industry into voluntary pollution reduction performance that in many cases exceeds anything required by law. See CMA Initiative Cuts Toxic Emissions 49 Percent Over Six Years, Official Says, 27 Env't Rep. (BNA) 11 (May 3, 1996). Reductions have continued. See U.S. EPA, EPA TOXICS RELEASE INVENTORY DATA FOR REPORTING YEAR 2000 (2002), reprinted in 33 Env't Rep. (BNA) 1229 (May 31, 2002). TRI information is available at http://www.epa.gov/tri.

\textsuperscript{275} For example, recognizing the growing importance of information dissemination to regulatory policy, the federal government recently has adopted data quality standards that all agencies must follow. See Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Information Disseminated by Federal Agencies; Republication, 67 Fed. Reg. 8452 (Feb. 22, 2002). At some point, of course, overzealous focus on improving the quality of data may interfere with the dissemination and usefulness of data such as the TRI data. See Meredith Preston, Data Quality Requirements Could Slow Public Release of TRI, Agency Official Says, 33 Env't Rep. (BNA) 2316 (Oct. 25, 2002).

\textsuperscript{276} See supra Part II.b.4.

\textsuperscript{277} See generally Daniel C. Esty, Toward Data-Driven Environmentalism: The Environmental Sustainability Index, 31 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVT'L L. INST.) 10,603 (2001) (arguing that the Environmental Sustainability Index is needed because environmental decisionmakers often lack reliable indicators and information).
relevant to conservation of endangered species? How easily would regulated parties be able to "read" that unit of information and make reflexive decisions? Only when robust sources of information are available and their content is capable of being moved through organizational systems in units immediately relevant to the participants should we expect reflexive law tools to outperform rule-based programs. Even strong advocates of reflexive law instruments recognize that they are not a universal panacea for environmental policy. However, they do provide a model, which we believe in appropriate contexts responds elegantly to the problem of system burdens.

c. Performance. Performance is the intended feedback result of regulation. As such, it makes sense to design regulation as rewarding performance, not simply compliance with rules. If society cares about environmental risk, then compliance ought to measure environmental risk, not paper filing. The Amoco Yorktown plant experience, for example, illustrates how changing the locus of compliance measurement from an array of unit-specific points of emission to a facility as a whole can increase both the ability of facilities to comply with and the payoff from regulatory laws. That experience has inspired broader proposals for performance-based programs such as "risk-bubbles" in which facilities are required to meet specified levels of overall risk exposure and are left free to decide how to do so and "contractarian" approaches allowing site-specific negotiation of performance goals. In a more modest undertaking, EPA has attempted to institutionalize a variety of performance-based approaches, most notably through Project XL, the Clinton Administration's flagship regulatory reinvention program. Project XL allowed EPA and facilities to negotiate site-specific contracts designing how performance and compliance would be measured, thus allowing the agency and the regulated party to focus on emergent behavior—the facility's overall environmental impacts—rather than on discrete compliance with the multitude of regulations. Project XL gave:

[Regulated entities the opportunity to propose an innovative means of achieving superior [overall] environmental performance at their facilities. Where the EPA approves of the new approach, it offers to lift the traditional regulatory requirements and substitute the alternative

---

278. See Stewart, supra note 8, at 133.
279. See supra note 172.
280. See supra note 199.
281. See generally The Aspen Institute, A Call to Action to Build a Performance-Based Environmental Management System (2000).
283. See Stewart, supra note 8, at 60–94.
285. Project XL gave:
thus offered the potential to confront system burdens by making it possible to observe the emergent behavior of regulated parties and use it to the advantage of compliance and payoff.

As with the other system-based programs, performance-based approaches such as Project XL have their detractors. Criticisms include the suggestion that site-specific solutions can create unintended anti-competitive outcomes and that the flexibility inherent in them, while good in theory, is subject to abuse at the expense of environmental quality and public participation. Performance-based tools, just as market and information programs, must be used carefully. The investment in site-specific contracts governing, for example, carbon emissions, is unlikely to be cost-effective for regulating global greenhouse gas emissions; given the number of emission sources that would need to be covered. But where environmental performance is primarily a matter of local concern, as it often is (for example, pollution in a defined watershed or the habitat of a species endemic to a particular area), system theory tells us that the optimal global solutions come from allowing local decisions to thrive. Thus, for example, the habitat conservation plan (HCP) program the federal government has promoted under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), whereby landowners negotiate site-specific conservation plans in return for permits allowing limited development in a protected species’ habitat, offers greater opportunity for compliance and payoff than would a set of nationally uniform development

Dennis D. Hirsch, Project XL and the Special Case: The EPA’s Untold Success Story, 26 COLUM. J. ENVT'L. L. 219, 224 (2001) [hereinafter Hirsch, Project XL] (citations omitted). For a thorough history of Project XL focusing on the difficulty EPA had engrafting this new innovation on the pre-existing regulatory framework, see generally Dennis D. Hirsch, Bill and Al’s XL-ent Adventure: An Analysis of the EPA’s Legal Authority to Implement the Clinton Administration’s Project XL, 1998 U. ILL. L.Rev. 129. Project XL has shown continued vitality in the Bush Administration. See, e.g., Gwendolyn Glen, Two Landfill Sites in Virginia Allowed to Use New Technology Under Project XL, 33 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1608, 1608 (July 19, 2002); EPA Issues Permit for Egg Producers in Oklahoma, New Mexico Under Project XL, 33 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1616, 1616 (July 19, 2002). A related program, the National Environmental Performance Track, rewards facilities that have demonstrated “beyond compliance” performance with such tangible benefits as fewer inspections and public recognition. Meredith Preston, Agency Accepts 23 Additional Companies into “Performance Track” Incentive Program, 33 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1938, 1938 (Sept. 6, 2002).


288. See KAUFFMAN, supra note 157, at 252–67 (developing the theory of “patches” as a representation of localized, decentralized problem solving in complex systems).
guidelines. Project XL, HCPs, and other site-specific negotiation approaches, guided by performance-based measurements, hold promise in those local contexts.

2. The Regulated

Because compliance or noncompliance is the behavioral response of regulated parties to the regulatory system, it makes sense to speak of the emergent system behavior of a regulated facility. Firms are not people, but collections of people in particular relation to one another. Management theory thus has actively embraced complex systems theory as a foundation for understanding business behavior more deeply. Compliance behavior is only one element of the overall package of behaviors we call, for convenience, a firm. Efforts to enhance compliance must take the entire system into account. In other words, if regulators expect regulated parties to optimize compliance in a regulatory system, they must think of firms not merely as monolithic, rational, profit-maximizing actors, or as good apples to the core, but as "system[s] for allocating and coordinating organizational resources, such as capital, information, and personnel time and expertise."  

Using this "resource allocation" model as another way of thinking about regulatory compliance strikes us as corresponding more closely to our systems-based description of regulatory accretion and compliance responses, and therefore as offering a better guide for regulatory design. Efforts to encourage and reward corporate environmental management systems (EMSs), for example,

289. For the mechanics of the HCP program, see J.B. Ruhl, How to Kill Endangered Species, Legally: The Nuts and Bolts of Endangered Species Act “HCP” Permits for Real Estate Development, 5 ENVTL. LAW. 345 (1999). The program is often included as an example of an innovative performance-based regulatory reinvention. See Stewart, supra note 8, at 63, 73–75. As with Project XL, critics charge the HCP program with being in essence too site-specific, sacrificing public participation for regulatory flexibility. See Salzman & Ruhl, supra note 262, at 685–86. Again, while we support the use of performance-based mechanisms, they are not a panacea and must be designed for good fit.

290. And it is equally true that “[r]egulatory agencies are, of course, not people, but collections of people in particular relation to one another.” JERRY L. MASHAW & DAVID L. HARFST, THE STRUGGLE FOR AUTO SAFETY 26 (1990). The people in firms and agencies thus “are not fungible ciphers. They have individual careers, plans, ambitions, commitments, ideologies, and preferences.” Id.

291. See generally ARTHUR BATTRAM, NAVIGATING COMPLEXITY: THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO COMPLEXITY THEORY IN BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT (1998); SUSANNE KELLEY & MARY ANN ALLISON, THE COMPLEXITY ADVANTAGE: HOW THE SCIENCE OF COMPLEXITY CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVE PEAK PERFORMANCE (1998). Indeed, Stuart Kauffman, one of the leading early figures in complexity theory, is now CEO of Bios, a joint venture with the consulting firm Ernst and Young, providing complex systems theory consulting to businesses. See STUART KAUFFMAN, INVESTIGATIONS 222–23 (2000). An emerging body of literature also extends complexity theory to broader theories of how social and economic organizations, in general, operate and evolve. See generally RICHARD H. AXELROD, TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT: CHANGING THE WAY WE CHANGE ORGANIZATIONS (2000); ROBERT AXELROD & MICHAEL D. COHEN, HARNESING COMPLEXITY: ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF A SCIENTIFIC FRONTIER (1999); ORMEROD, supra note 259.

292. Malloy, supra note 143, at 535. Thus, “even a perfectly efficient, profit-maximizing firm will not consist of a group of profit-maximizing employees and managers. The sheer size and complexity of the modern firm virtually precludes it from using profit-maximization as the driving goal for every firm participant.” Id. at 558.
thus seem right on point.\textsuperscript{293} Traditionally, corporate compliance strategy was to wait until noncompliance was discovered, either from within or by regulators, and deal with it then in event-specific terms. By contrast, EMS theory and policy has focused on building internal management programs designed systematically to identify failures of effort and information that lead to noncompliance, and then to adapt business resource allocations to respond accordingly.\textsuperscript{294} EMSs rely on efficient, systematic gathering of relevant information on environmental compliance, independent verification of information gathering reliability, and dissemination of the information gathered to relevant internal and external observers who can initiate compliance responses.\textsuperscript{295} The better label, in other words, would be environmental systems management. EMSs hold promise in our view only if they are constructed around system-based foundations; we suspect that one challenge for regulators will be separating rigorous, system-based EMSs from the imposters. However, overall, proactive, system-based EMSs will allow firms to respond far more effectively to the problem of regulatory accretion than will any reactive, event-specific compliance strategy.

Indeed, the controversial aspect of EMSs has not been whether they can assist in the management of system burdens, but the degree to which regulators should promote, reward, or even mandate use of EMSs.\textsuperscript{296} For example, proposed incentives for using EMSs include reduced sanctions for violations that are reported and evidentiary privilege rules to protect the findings of EMS surveys.\textsuperscript{297} Just as regulated parties must balance the information burden costs of

\textsuperscript{293} A useful overview of EMSs is found again in Stewart, supra note 8, at 143–45. Again, our purpose here is not to survey and compare the intricacies of EMSs, but rather to point to the growing interest in and development of EMS as indicia of the growing need for system-based solutions to the problem of regulatory accretion.

\textsuperscript{294} See Dennis D. Hirsch, Second Generation Policy and the New Economy, 29 CAP. U. L. REV. 1, 11 (2001); Keith Pezzoli, Environmental Management Systems (EMSs) and Regulatory Innovation, 36 CAL. W. L. REV. 335, 336 (2000) (defining an EMS as “a process by which an organization’s management identifies regulated and unregulated environmental aspects and impacts of its operations, assesses current performance, and develops targets and plans to achieve significant environmental improvements.”); see generally Ronnie P. Hawks, Environmental Self-Audit Privilege and Immunity: Aid to Enforcement or Polluter Protection?, 30 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 235 (1998) (discussing the use of environmental self-audits to identify areas of noncompliance and self-audit privilege and immunity statutes which encourage and facilitate company compliance with environmental laws).

\textsuperscript{295} See Jay G. Martin, Implementing Effective Corporate Legal Compliance Programs, 11 NAT. RESOURCES & ENV’T, 14, 18–19 (1997); Stewart, supra note 8, at 144.

\textsuperscript{296} Indeed, the drive toward improvement of environmental management has spread to federal agencies as well. President Clinton issued an executive order directing all federal agencies to develop environmental management systems for all facilities under their control. See Greening the Government Through Leadership in Environmental Management, Exec. Order No. 13148, 65 Fed. Reg. 24,593 (Apr. 26, 2000). The Bush Administration has stated that it will continue implementation of these directives. See Kurt Fernandez, Administration Takes Seriously Clinton Order On Management Systems, EPA Official Says, 33 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 1985 (Sept. 13, 2002).

adding EMSs (which could be negative) against the reduced system burdens, regulators must balance the benefits of the increased ability of firms to comply provided by EMS against the payoff benefits. Presumably, with rigorous long-term application of well-designed EMSs, regulated parties will identify effort and information deficiencies at the firm level (and, when aggregated, at the industry level), and thereby initiate improved compliance strategies. In terms of compliance, where a business can demonstrate rigorous application of an EMS, regulators can be more confident that residual noncompliance is a system effect and thus can treat it differently than if it were due to a lack of adequate effort or information gathering.

EMSs represent, of course, only one example of how firms might seek to respond adaptively to changes in the regulatory system. Regulatory accretion has, over time, changed the quality of the regulatory system, with one manifestation being increased system burdens on compliance. True to the Red Queen, firms have run to stay in place, with EMSs arising as an adaptive evolutionary response. Therefore, the question of whether and how to promote EMSs has implications for regulatory law more generally as firms decide whether and how to promote a full array of adaptive responses in the wide spectrum of regulatory fields. The message of the movement toward EMSs may not be simply that firms should adapt, but that the regulatory system as a whole must co-evolve with firm behavior in such a way as to promote such adaptation. In a world where new environmental, health, trade, and other social issues seem to arise indefinitely, regulatory accretion may be inevitable, at least for any predictable time horizon. But regulatory design need never be static.

CONCLUSION

It may seem obvious to many who work in the field of regulatory law that size must matter, but exactly how does it matter, why should we care, and what should we do about it? All too often critics of the administrative state allege that it is “too big” and spawns “too many laws,” without explaining either what these assertions mean, why they matter, or how to test them. And the prescription they frequently offer for these ailments is equally devoid of substance. They propose simply to make government “smaller” by repealing the rules that are “unnecessary” or “too burdensome,” and by making the remaining rules more clear and specific. The maxim of Occam’s razor—to remove all that is not necessary—should be our guiding principle under this view. But where should the razor’s edge fall, and how deeply should it cut?

In this Article we have demonstrated that size does indeed matter when it comes to compliance with and payoffs from regulatory law, but that the conventional criticisms and prescriptions that follow from this basic principle are misguided. We have developed a systems-based model for understanding how increasing the number of rules in the administrative state burdens both the ability of the regulated community to comply and the ability of the administrative state to demonstrate its payoff value. This model also shows, however, why
"downsize," and "repeal" policies cannot live up to their promise of solving compliance and payoff problems. Thus, we have revealed a paradox: As the number of administrative rules increases, the government's ability to foster compliance and increase payoff becomes more limited. The solution, however, is not to tinker with the number of rules. The solution is to change the structure of the regulatory law system within which rules operate.

One cannot reinvent regulation without reconceiving at the same time what compliance, and thus noncompliance, means. What will make agencies "smarter" is not simply a matter of rule design, but also one of system design with ease of compliance and payoff in mind. Numerous regulatory reinvention efforts have their collective eye on designing better agencies and rules. Core guiding principles have yet to emerge from the dialogue, however, except insofar as reducing effort and information burdens is a stated goal. The reform proposals that also offer better management of system burdens are those which themselves are system-based in design, such as market-based, information-based, and performance-based initiatives, as well as programs supporting corporate use of environmental management systems. We suggest that a clearer understanding of accretion's burdens on compliance, particularly its systemic effects, can act as a powerful prism to differentiate and more clearly assess the spectrum of regulatory reform efforts. As much as size matters in defining the system, the system matters in defining the responses.